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Abstract 

For a story which has been described as II one of the most successful 

literary hoaxes in the English language," Henry Neville's The Isle afPines has 

received little critical attention. This thesis will exhume this long-forgotten story 

by acknowledging the radical fecundity and complexity of a groundbreaking 

novella in English literary history. Similar to the settlers of the Imperial British 

Empire, who began to record their own histories, the fictional history of George 

Pines is also transmitted to England following one-hundred years of isolated, 

albeit accidental occupation, making it one of the first post-colonial texts. For my 

critical analysis of the text, my theoretical method employs the post-colonial 

theories of Bill Ashcroft and Frederic Jameson, and for the sexual themes in the 

text I use theory of Michel Foucault and Jonathan Dollimore. 

For purposes of analysis, I consider the story an androcentric utopia and I 

examine the text from this assumption. Chapter one examines the rhetorical 

mode of the pamphleteer. Neville, like his contemporaries uses rhetorical tricks 

such as exotic locations with exotic descriptions, epistolary testimonials, explicit 

geographical details and illustrations to persuade the reader that the narrative is 

factual and not fictional. In chapter two, I discuss the politics of colonization 

where English absolutist and patriarchal social structures are draconicaHy 

maintained on the exotic locale of the island. When the utopia is threatened order 

is quickly restored - "restoration" of order is the key metaphor in this chapter. 

Chapter three deals with Neville's political and pornographic agenda. The 

exoticness of the story introduces both polygyny and interracial sexual relations 
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as well as sexually charged diction to convey meaning. Although Neville's text 

can be interpreted in a number of different ways, the intention of the final 

chapter and this thesis is to focus on the e!otic level to which the text engages the 

reader. 
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Introduction 

Though nothing suffocates humour more swiftly than a thesis, the comic 
muse will never lack commentators. 

- Walter Nash The Language of Humour 

1668 was an eventful year for cultural and scientific achievements in 

England. In this year John Dryden became poet laureate of England, Issac 

Newton constructed the first reflecting telescope, and Aphra Behn published 

Oraanoko. 1668 also marks the year that Henry Neville published his literary 

hoax, The Isle of Pines. Although his political tracts such as Piato Redivivus earned 

him a philosophical reputation as opposed to any trace of literary respectability, 

the prose fiction of Henry Neville has been ignored or dismissed by many critics 

over the centuries. 

The Isle of Pines was Neville's fifth publication/ and by far his most 

successful. The story is a fanciful blend of travel narrative, utopian fiction, male 

fantasy, and a shipwreck tale. For this thesis I place The Isle of Pines in the 

encompassing genre of androcentric utopian travel narrative. Although the 

central charader George Pines's journey is short-lived before being cast 

permanently onto the island, the intrepid Dutch Traveller, Cornelius Van 

Sloetten's own journey consumes the greater part of the text. 

After examining a number of his works and recognizing the wit and 

complexity of the carefully written texts, I found the epithet "hack" an unjustified 

1 For the purposes of this thesis, I accept the DNB and the NUC's suggestion that 
Neville wrote the texts in question. 
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term to be levelled against the seventeenth-century pamphleteer. "Hack writer" 

is a misnomer applied to Neville because the term implies that a writer employs 

his talents in pursuit of money and not art. Neville's social position, however, 

contradicts the hack label because his economic status enabled the writer and 

politician to write for enjoyment and for art's sake, and not financial gain as the 

"hack" critics argue. Like John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, Neville was a wealthy 

amateur writer - "Roch€ster aptly compared their lot to that of a whore: 

enjoyment and ejection.,,2 Neville, of course, would not have been offended 

with such a comparison since a number of his lampoons concem€d the avails of 

prostitution as well as the excesses and the many diseases of the orifices 

attendant thereto. However, Neville would have been offended by the label 

"hack" because a hack writer produces dull, unimaginative, and trite work. If 

anything, Neville!s canon is the antithetical embodiment of its hack associations. 

Indeed, The Isle of Pines is not the work of a literary drudge as many critics have 

made it out to be. True! with his coarse lampoons such as The Parliament of Ladies 

and Nerves From the Nerv Exchange, Neville was certainly one enfant terribles of the 

Restoration. But as I will argue, Neville's reputation does not mean that this 

"Grub Street News,,3 is the product of a childish mind. On the contrary, the 

fraudulent pamphlet was a complicated and highly successful hoax in its own 

day, and its effects were still felt in Europe a century after its release.4 

For any hoax to be successful, the writer's fabricated story must contain 

an element of truth. The Isle of Pines is such a story. Neville's fictional deception 

depends on probabilities and consequently, it is based partially on fact. Neville's 

2 See Roger Thompson's Unfit For Modest Ears p. 197. 

3 In his A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue, Francis Grose defines Grub Street 
News as "lying intelligence." 

4 See W. C. Ford's The Isle of Pines 1688: An Essay in Bibliography p.19. 
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rhetorical form would be later emulated by other writers such as Daniel Defoe, 

Aphra Behn, and Jonathan Swift. The association made between Defoe and 

Neville was first noticed in 1719 when Robinson Crusoe and The Isle of Pines were 

printed together. 5 For purposes of intertextual contrast I will allude to these 

famous English writers as well as other famous and not-so-famous sixteenth and 

seventeenth-century writers including, Thomas Dekker, John Donne, John 

Dryden, Richard Head, Thomas Hobbes, Shackerley Marmion, John Marston, 

John Milton, Thomas Nashe, Samuel Pepys, Alexander Scott, and William 

Shakespeare. 

A post-colonialist theoretical reading of Neville's text is the most 

appropriate analytical paradigm to employ because George Pines establishes a 

British colony, albeit a consanguinous one, of his own. Unlike most colonial 

outposts, however, the Isle of Pines, being subsequently unvisited, remained 

hermetically sealed for over one-hundred years until the Dutch explorers arrived. 

Another important marked difference between the Isle of Pines and that of other 

former British colonies such as Canada, Australia, or New Zealand, is that 

Neville's island setting has no previous indigenous population to segregate or 

oppress. In this sense, the Pines become the transplanted indigenous inhabitants; 

free from having to construct their own "indigeneity," because where "the 

colonial settlers had to create the indigenous,,,6 the Pineans are the indigenous 

culture. 

Every colony contains a colonizer, and the colonizer of this fictional 

5 According to the Library of Congress, Neville's story appeared "With Defoe, Daniel. 
The life and strange surprising adventures of Robinson Crusoe ... 3rd edition. London, W. 
Taylor, 1719" (NUC Vol. 412104). 

6 Bill Ashcroft states that "white European settlers in the Americas, Australia, and New 
Zealand faced the problem of establishing their Jindigeneity' and distinguishing it from 
their continuing sense of their European inheritance" (The Empire Writes Back 135). 
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history is George Pines. By observing the dictates of Old Testament p abIes and 

being guided by the hierarchical structure of English society, George ines 

establishes himself ruler and patriarch of the Pines. Within a short p riod of 

time, Pines constructs his own new Eden or new England, whichever ou prefer, 

on his own self-interested terms. Enlightened by the biblical reason 0 

Puritans and consumed by the absolute power advocated by the roy ists, Pines 

becomes king and patriarch of his dominion. By our own contempor terms, 

Pines can be classified as a polygynist, a racist, an elitist, and a patriar hal bigot 

amongst other possibly unpleasant categories. Under his progenitori 

controls the population without any corrupting foreign or even Englis 

influences. Without any outside interference the Isle of Pines become 

populated country in its own right, if one considers the short amount 

takes Pines and his progeny lito breed apace" into a swelling populati n of 1789 

people by the time of his death. 

By instituting the Adamic patriarchy of the Old Testament on he island, 

class and gender roles become increasingly defined. Through primog niture the 

throne passes to his eldest sons who prove to be successful monarchs their 

own right. And through patrimony, the Pinean palace becomes prop rty of the 

princes. By the end of George Pines's life a monarchical utopian regi 

secured. And like other utopian stories which tend to be threatened 

dystopian elements before some assemblance of order is restored, The Isle of Pines 

is in this tradition. In a sense, the story goes a full Miltonic circle as a 

found - a paradise lost - and a paradise regained. 

In order to understand how and why Neville came to write 

Pines, it is important to know his life and his context. Henry Neville, he second 

son of Sir Henry Neville (d. 1629), was born in 1620 on his family esta e in 



Billingbeare, Berkshire. Among his many characteristics, Neville was 

gentleman, writer, wit, landowner, republican, councillor, parliament 

political exile and political prisoner, an accused atheist and blasphem r. At a 

young age, Neville's marriage was arranged; he wed Elizabeth Stave on before 

attending university? At fifteen years of age, he matriculated at Oxfo d and 

became a commoner of Merton College. Following several years' resi ence, he 

left without a degree and travelled to the continent "to advance himse much as 

to the knowledge of the modem languages and men.fls Upon re 

England, Neville embarked on a lengthy career in politics which beg in 1645 

when he stood at Abingdon in Berkshire as a recruiter for the Rump 0 the Long 

Parliament. In 1649 he sat on the Goldsmiths' Hall committee on de . 

5 

and in November 1651, when he was still a favourite of Oliver Crom ell, Neville 

was selected to serve on the Council of State. His political friendship ith 

Cromwell was short-lived, however. In April 1653, Neville's term wa 

renewed and "with the rest of his fellow members, he was ejected fro st. 

Stephen's by Oliver Cromwell and his troopers."9 After Cromwell's 

1658, Neville was elected burgess for Reading and entered Richard Cr mwell's 

parliament.10 During the last twenty years of his life, Neville continu d to write. 

He travelled to Italy and was befriended by an Italian Duke named C smo (a 

distant cousin to Charles II). Neville never returned to reside in his n tive 

7 Caroline Robbins notes that II At a very early age, long before he went to niversity, 
Henry's marriage to Elizabeth, daughter and heiress of Richard Staverton d. 1636), of 
Heathley Hall in Warfield, was arranged" (Two Republican Tracts 5). 

8 See Wood's Athenae Oxonienses Vol. IV p. 409. 

9 See Robbins's Two Republican Tracts p. 7. 

10 C. Robbins notes that, "for Richard Cromwell's Parliament, Neville and he 
republican Daniel Blagrave (1603-68) were 'unanimously' elected, and fo ed part of 
that lively and eloquent Commonwealth group" (Ibid. 8). 



Berkshire, but remained in London where he lodged in Silver-street n ar the 

Bloomsbury market. Predeceased by his wife, Henry Neville died in 1 94 

without issue and was buried at Warfield in Berkshire. 

Neville lived in politically turbulent times and was described 

"factious and turbulent spirit."11 For his republican beliefs and action, he was 

disliked by both the Protectorate and the royalists. His words, both Otten and 

spoken, continued to offend his adversaries. And his adversaries ret 

words and by deeds_ In an attempt to remove Neville from Parliamen in 1659, 

he was charged with atheism and blasphemy. Two lampoons, Chipps of the Old 

Block and A Praper New Ballad, were penned by his rivals and appeare in 1659, 

further accusing Neville of apostasy. These attempts to remove Ne 

Prurliament failed but others would follow. 

Although he was raised a protestant, Neville was a rationalist t heart.12 

Guided by his own secular reason, Neville's words and deeds began t 
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targeted more severely by the royalists toward the close of the 1650's. Following 

the Restoration of Charles II in 1660, Neville found life extremely diffi lt 

because at this time "every republican was suspected of conspiracy.,,13 

to avoid prosecution by the royalists, Neville returned to Italy in a se 

exile. Between August, 1667 and prior to July, 1668, marks the period hen 

Neville returned to England and wrote his infamous hoax The Isle of P nes. 

Fortunately for Neville, the text passed through the watchful hands of the 

Surveyor of the Sheets, Sir Roger L'Estrange,14 without incident on Ju y 4, 1668. 

11 See Maurice Ashley's John Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster p. 132. 

12 A. L. Morton notes that Neville "was an outstanding representative of th rationalist 
element in the English Revolution" (The English Utopia 85). 

13 See Robbins's Two Republican Tracts p. vii. 

14 L'Estrange was a noted Tory who took over the censorial position in 166 and he 
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Like most political gadflies, Neville had many more enemies t an friends. 

The personal friends he did have were loyal while his adversaries wer 

consistently venomous. Perhaps the most notable of his cohorts was J mes 

Harrington, author of the republican utopia Oceana, on which it is said that 

Neville had some considerable influence.15 It has been suggested that without 

his sway, Oceana might never have been written for it was Neville wh 

persuaded Harrington to pursue political writing instead of poetry.16 ong 

with Harrington, Neville was one of the leading members of the Rota 

republican fraternity devoted to political discussion.17 It was an open club 

which counted Samuel Pepys,18 John Wildman, Sir William Petty, Rag r Coke, 

John Aubrey, Andrew Marvell and John Milton's friend Cyriack S 

among its members. 

Apart from his precarious political career, Neville found time a write 

pamphlets. From philosophy to political tracts, from hoaxes to lampo ns, 

Neville had a diverse repertoire. Out of his political frustration, Nev' e was 

earned himself the nickname "the Devil's bloodhound" for his many perc tions of 
writers and publishers. Ford describes him as "a character of picturesque ncertainty 
and spasmodic action, Roger L'Estrange, half fanatic, half politician, half h ck writer ... " 
(The Isle of Pines 1688: An Essay in Bibliography 4). 

15 Ashley notes that "while Neville claimed no credit for it, there can be litt e doubt that 
he contributed in a large measure to the production of Harrington's great ork" (John 
Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster 132). 

16 According to J. G.A. Pocock, "Neville's dissuasion of Harrington from w sting his 
time on poetry occurred in the second half of 1658" (The Political Works of J es 
Harrington 101). 

17 In Ashley's estimation, the Rota Club's "sole avowed purpose was to di cuss the 
theoretical problems of government and of political science, but it is easy t guess that 
the strong desire which then prevailed for some permanent form of repub . can rule lent 
point to its meetings ( John Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster 145). 

18 According to Charles Blitzer "the list of those who regularly attended its meetings is 
an impressive one; even Pepys paid eighteen shillings to 'be entered in the club'" (An 
Immortal Commonwealth 59). 

19 See Z.5. Fink's The Classical Republicans p. 87. 
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likely to produce a satirical text like The Isle of Pines. Like many of his republican 

comrades, Neville had a habit of getting himself in media res. When his troubles 

didn't arise out of the political arena, they arose out of his political prose. 

Having despised both the monarchy and Cromwell's Protectorate, Neville made 

his feelings public through pamphleteering. To protect himself, Neville wrote 

under an array of pseudonyms, which were sometimes successful and other 

times not. Although The Isle of Pines never brought him any political difficulties, 

his Shuffling, Cutting and Dealing in a Game of Picquet [1654] did. For writing this 

pamphlet, Neville was banished from London by Oliver Cromwell.20 The 

political exile from London lasted a period of four years. 

Banishment was not the only form of political sanction he would suffer, 

however. During the reign of Charles II, Neville was imprisoned in the Tower 

for his supposed role in the so-called Yorkshire rising. Due to lack of evidence 

against him, Neville was released fourteen months later.21 In comparison to the 

fates suffered by some of his fellow republicans Neville was rather fortunate. 

Algernon Sidney, for example, was executed for publicly declaring his political 

beliefs.22 During the Restoration republicanism was disliked by both the 

Puritans of the Protectorate and the royalists who supported an absolutist 

monarch. Following the Restoration, Neville was himself threatened with 

20 Ford notes that "Neville either avowed the authorship of [Shuffling, Cutting, and 
Dealing in a Game of Picquet] or it was traced to him, and the displeasure of Cromwell 
and banishment from London followed. (The Isle of Pines 1688: An Essay in Bibliography 
33). 

21 During Neville's exile in Italy, "in 1666, he was distressed by news of the great fire of 
London and in worried about the fate of documents entrusted to his care. Even at the 
risk of hanging, he wrote he wanted to return .... " (Two Republican Tracts p. vii). 

22 Ashley notes that "Algernon Sidney answered Filmer's Biblical arguments at 
enormous length, and in his Discourses Concerning Government (published posthumously 
in 1698), the book for which he perished on the scaffold ... he went on to argue that the 
best form of government varies according to the conditions of the country. (John 
Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster 164-65). 
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hanging if he returned to England during his exile.23 

To say Neville enjoyed a career in politics is misleading. It wo 

better to say he experienced a frustrating political career IIwhich bridg d 

successive generations, from the earlier crises of Revolution and Resto tion to 

the Exclusion Crisis, Revolution of 1688, and beyond."24 In Parliament Neville 

had many more failures than successes. His greatest political disappo' tment 

grew out of his futile efforts to achieve a republican commonwealth wi h a new 

constitution.25 Neville and the republicans wanted to rid England of t e 

monarchy or at the very least, retain a sovereign with little, if any pow r. His 

dream of a reinstated commonwealth was destroyed when the royalist restored 

Charles II to the throne in 1660. Politically dejected, Neville retired fro active 

politics and devoted his time to writing translations and political tracts. During 

his retirement he published translations of Macchiavelli's 'The Histo 

Florence," ''The Prince," and "The Life of Castruccio Castracani," as w 11 as some 

of IvIachiavelli's prose work in 1675. Six years later Neville published lata 

Redivivus, or a Dialogue concerning Government [1681], "an un-Platonic d'alogue 

developing a scheme for the exercise of the royal prerogative through ouncils of 

state responsible to parliament, and of which a third part should retire every 

year.,,26 Plato Redivivus proved to be Neville's final work of any reno 1 before 

he faded into the penumbra of obscurity. 

23 See C. Robbins's Two Republican Tracts p. 13. 

24 See N. Von Maltzahn's "Henry Neville and the Art of the Possible." The eventeenth 
Century, Spring 1992, Vol. 7, No.1, p. 94. 

25 According to Robbins, "Neville did not wish to restore the old constituti n, the Stuart 
or Oliverian; he wanted to force a reconsideration of government, evolving and 
implementing, if not an Oceana, at least an arrangement reflecting change social 
conditions. In Parliament his efforts were futile" ( Two Republican Tracts 10 . 

26 See DNB p. 260. 
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Almost three-hundred years after his death, Henry Neville re ains a 

shadowy figure of Restoration literature.27 Unlike many of his politica amd 

literary contemporaries, he has no single biographical work devoted to his life or 

his achievements. Separate and distinct from many contemporary and aJrchaic 

critics who consider Neville little more than a political agitator and ha k writer of 

the Restoration period, I bestow Neville with considerable more digni and 

credit because Neville had many more attributes than a "hack." Furth rmore, I 

will argue that as a hoax, The Isle of Pines operates on a number of level of 

political and sexual meaning which have not been previously explore . 

Now I invite you, the gentle reader, to explore the Isle of Pines 8 along 

with me. Peel off that literary life jacket and walk across Grub Street t the fertile 

shores of this seventeenth-century fantasy island. With a willing susp nsion of 

disgust read on, and as George Pines says, may "God bless with the d w of 

heaven, and the fat of the earth. Amen!/I 

Zl My research has revealed a number of conflicting dates regarding Nevill's life. For 
the purposes of this thesis, I base my biographical study on the dates whic appear in 
the DNB p. 259, and in Wood's Athenae Oxonienses Vol. IV p. 409. 

2S I have included the entire text of The Isle of Pines in this thesis. The sto appears on 
page 141. 
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Chapter One 
The Rhetorical Mod.e of the Hoax Pamphleteer 

Persuasion hung upon his lips. 
- Laurence Sterne Tristram Shandy, b . I, ch. 19 

Perhaps what baffles today's readers and critics about The Isle Pines is 

exactly how this hoax became "one of the most popular romances of t e 

seventeenth-century."l The answer lies in the fact that Neville's story sa 

triumphant use of narrative rhetoric. From the enticing title page to th 

humorous postscript, from the farcical Dutch pseudonym to the explic t 

polygyny, Neville convinced many readers that the Isle of Pines truly xilsted, 

while more sophisticated readers recognized the satirical or humorous elements. 

By adapting the classical art of persuasion to fiction, Neville, writing der the 

pen name Henry Cornelius Van Sloetten, duped his readers with this sexually 

fantastic yet believable tale. 

Though The Isle of Pines was regarded by some as 1/ a sham" (IT P ii) 

according to a handwritten comment on the Bodleian Library copy of le Isle of 

Pines, the story was nevertheless taken seriously by many English rea 

up to the nineteenth century.2 The story caught the attention of other 

Restoration writers, causing them to react to Neville's sexual themes. t least 

two prominent Restoration writers, John Dryden3 and Richard Head,4 allude 

1 See A. Owen Aldridge'S "Polygamy in Early Fiction" PMLA 1950, p. 464. 

2 In a letter to the academic publication, Notes and Queries, a certain W.S. as ed about 
The Isle of Pines, "ls this curious history fact or fiction?" See Notes and Queri s Second 
Series, Vol II, Mar. 16, 1861. 

12 
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to Neville's infamous story in works of their own. Curiously, howeve ,Neville's 

story was most successful not in England but across the Channel, whe e it "was 

believed all over the continent."S Confirmation of the story's populari is 

proven in the fact that in total, the work went through over thirty diffe ent 

issues, "including six in English, three in French, one in Italian, four in Dutch, ten 

in German, six in Danish,"6 one in Portugese/ and at least two Americ n 

editions in Puritan New England and Massachussetts. Through gain' 

readership, especially on the Continent, Neville continued to fool the 

audiences who were most interested in the sexual content of the story; for they 

were unaware of the political implications of the text, and perhaps the 

tran.slations were less sensitive to the rhetorical tricks that Neville use for this 

hoax. In some translations, Neville's text took on a life of its own, as p blishers 

and translators added their own rhetorical touches to the story. 

To enhance the rhetorical analysis of the text, this chapter will xamine 

the polyvocal narrative and the epistolary testimonials which help co vince the 

reader of the truth of the story. Through his pseudonym Van Sloetten Neville 

buttresses the story's realism with testimonies from another Dutchma , 

Abraham Keek, and with narratives purportedly by the island's origi al 

3 Neville's book obViously caught the attention of John Dryden. In his play The Kind 
Keeper; or Mr. Limberham, Dryden makes mention of the sexual nature of Gorge Pines: 
[Mrs. Pleasance toMrs. Brainsick] "Tis likely a proper fellow, and looks like e could 
people a new Isle of Pines" (Limberham III i). 

4 In 1674 Richard Head's Western Wonder picked up on Neville's story wit his own 
"Inchanted Island." Head distances himself from Neville's hoax as he refer to The Isle of 
Pines as a "monstrous Fiction." Using the same rhetorical strategy, howev r, Head 
emulates Neville by including a similar-looking frontispiece in Western w: der. 

5 See Henderson's Shorter Novels: Seventeenth Century p. xii. 

6 See A. Owen Aldridge's "Polygamy in Early Fiction'" PMLA 1950, p. 464. 

7 See NUC Vol. 412 p. 106. 



patriarch George Pines, and his grandson the governor William Pines. NIy 

examination will also compare Neville's rhetorical tactics with those 0 

writers such as Jonathan Swift, Aphra Behn, Daniel Defoe, and Richar Head. 

Finally, I will address what I refer to as Neville's use of utopian rhetor c, which 

intends to persuade the reader of the existence of such an island. This nalysis 

will also explore the persistent presence of God in the text as well as t 

descriptions Neville offers in regard to his exceptional setting. 

I 
The Uses and Abuses of Classical Rhetoric 

Like other successful hoax writers, Neville used rhetorical tacfcs to 

14 

convince the reader of the story's credibility. The well-educated Nevi e would 

have studied rhetoric if not during his public school education, then 

certainly during his tenure at Oxford University. Moreover, Neville 

seasoned politician and his experiences of debating in the Rump Parli lent 

would have further refined his rhetorical talents. Through his experi nees and 

education, Neville applied his rhetorical skills to his fiction and nonfic ion. 

Neville was also well-versed in Platonic philosophy, so much so, that 's fellow 

Rotarians referred to him as "Plato Neville."8 Although Neville's poli ical 

trads are overshadowed by those of his closest friend and fellow Rota ian, James 

Harrington, the writer of Oceana, Neville pursued many innovative p Utical 

ideas on his own.9 Neville's Plato Redivivus, for example, is an "un-PI tonic 

8 See Robbin's 18th Century Commonwealthman, p. 33. 

9 According to J.G.A. Pocock, "Neville, whose originality as a thinker shou d not be 
lightly dismissed, has advanced at a stride to a view of feudal government as a balance 
between despotism and anarchy which is nearer to the interpretation of H me in the 
next century than to Harrington's 'wrestling ground' on which it is a refin menf' (The 
Political Works ofJames Harrington 134). 
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diallogue,"1o of which John Locke possessed a copy during the period 

was writing his own Two Treatises of Government.11 Another admirer 0 Neville's 

Plato Redivivus was Thomas Hobbes, who suggested that Neville cont uted to 

Oceana.12 Moreover, The Isle of Pines is very much a political text whic 

confronts the politics of colonizationP Neville's knowledge of classic I itexts 

afforded him the ability to borrow from classical writers in a number 0 his own 

works. In his A Parliament of Ladies, for example, Neville borrows the oman jest 

which he derived "from the Ecclesiazudsai of Aristophanes, about the r 

the Senate had decreed that men in Rome could have two wives."14 

Apart from his own political conceptions, the political philoso 

Machiavelli proved to be a particular favourite of Neville's; by 1675 he had 

"published an excellent translation of Machiavelli's works.,,15 Neville s political 

training combined with his multilingual talents permitted him to deve op a 

penchant for translating Italian philosophical tracts. Indeed, Neville's amiliarity 

with Machiavellian philosophy truly acquainted the writer with rheto ic itself. 

10 Ashley notes that "Neville's book was written in the form of a Socratic iscussion 
between an Englishman, a doctor and a noble Venetian. The argument be ns by 
pointing out that neither the prince nor the people is to be blamed for the d cay of 
government; for this is caused by no account having been taken in the con titution of 
recent changes in the distribution of property. All governments are liable t become 
corrupt if the State fails to make political power accord with the actual divi ion of 
property within the community. Hence a civil war can provide no remed for the evils 
from which England is suffering .... " (John Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster 4-25). 

11 According to John Locke's journal, Locke had lent Neville's political tract to "James 
Tyrell in May 1681" (See Lasletfs John Locke: Two Treatises ofGovernment14 ). Robbins 
notes that "Locke and Neville had a mutual friend in Tyrell" (Two Republic n Tracts 18). 

12 Neville's Plato Revividus was in turn much admired by Thomas Hobbes ( 

13 In Chapter 2, I will develop the political implications of colonization on ze Isle of 
Pines. 

14 See Thompson's Unfit For Modest Ears p.l07. 

15 See DNB p. 260. 



As Richard Cook notes, "rhetoric is essentially a Machiavellian art - it deals 

primarily with what is effective and only secondarily with what is righ ."16 

During the creative process of writing The Isle of Pines, Neville emulate 

rhetorical stance of his Italian idol because he conceived a hoax which 

chiefly effective and patently false. 

16 

Aristotle warned that rhetoric can and would be used toward e il ends, 

and although Neville was dishonest in creating the story, the hoax wa intended 

for a good laugh and not for evil purposes. Aristotle also separated rh toric into 

two divisions: artistic and inartistic work. Like the Classical rhetoricia who 

used Aristotle's topoi - twenty-eight topics to use in lines of persuasi e 

argument - the calculating Neville exploits ethos and logos to varyin degrees 

in order to persuade his readers with an artistic proof that his incredib e story is 

legitimate. Classical rhetoricians also regarded brevity as a virtue and Neville's 

own conciseness is demonstrated in the fact that The Isle of Pines is a n vella and 

not a novel. Furthermore, the polyvocal narrative structure of the text does not 

permit long and tedious narrative passages. On the contrary, the narr tive 

voices are exceedingly short, and the mass of adventure is compressed into a 

novella that is only 31 pages long. 

In The Isle of Pines, Neville uses another common rhetorical su 

employed by hoax writing pamphleteers: the trick title page. The pa 

a small book without a jacket cover, and consequently, the less discr' 

readers would purchase the publication providing the title page was r cy 

enough or of a violent nature; pamphlets recording the trials, bloody c imes, and 

the subsequent graphic executions of condemned criminals were extre ely 

popular. Restoration pamphleteers resorted to employing shocking 0 violent 

16 See Cook's Jonathan Swift As a Tory Pamphleteer, p. 34. 



titles in order to capture the reader's attention and money. Owing to t e stiff 

competition, the pamphleteers had to perform much the same way as 

contemporary tabloid papers operate: by exploiting tragedies with go 

headlines, and complimenting the story with pictures. In the July 27, 1 68 

version of The Isle of Pines, Neville includes a frontispiece with four pic orial 

panels which depict momentous occasions in the narrative. 

17 

Although Neville used the same tactics as his "hack" contemp raries, his 

motives were invariably different. Whereas the impetus for most hac writers 

was economic survival, this was not the case for Neville. Indeed, such """Titers 

earned the epithet "hack" because they sold and cheapened their art f r the sake 

of money. For most anonymous hacks, however, "survival rather th fame was 

no doubt their prime consideration.,,17 Neville, being of the leisured c ass, a 

Berkshire gentleman and landowner, clearly never wrote for money, s nee most 

writers were paid about £2 for their work.18 Although Neville never 

money, one cannot assume that he was motivated by fame, because hi 

lampoons as well as The Isle of Pines were all anonymously written.19 order to 

protect himself from libel suits or imprisonment, Neville wrote under n array of 

psuedomyms: "O.P. [Oliver Protector] and others," "Mrs. Martha Peel 

Messenger," "George Pines," and "Henry Cornelius V an Sloetten" am 

others. For the most part, Neville wrote his pamphlets in order to get nder the 

political skin of his Tory rivals, and one assumes for his own and his conies' 

amusement. Indeed, if anyone stood to profit from pamphleteering it as the 

17 See Thompson's Samuel Pepy's Penny Merriments p. 14. 

18 Thompson notes that "Writers were paid only about £2 for their work, 
them were probably exploited denizens of Grub Street." Ibid., p. 12. 

19 Worthington Chauncey Ford notes that "it was proper for an author to 0 ·t his name 
from the publication if he desired to remain unknown" (The Isle of Pines 16 8: An Essay 
in Bibliography 23). 



publisher, not the writer. The sentiment most writers had for their pu lishers 

was well put by Thomas Nashe at the end of the sixteenth century: lip 

madde whoorsons, allowe them some of them for napkins" (rUT 13). 

18 

Printers made their profits by selling pamphlets. The larger th sales, the 

bigger the profit. To secure large sales, the printer and the writer had 0 create 

eye-catching titles to procure the widest readership possible. Thus, th 

Restoration period was rife with outlandish tales and bloodcurdling h adlines. 

Take, for example, the watery tale entitled, A TRUE RELATION OF T E 

STRANGE APPEARANCE ofa man-fish about three miles within the river '.fThames 

[1642], or the sadomasochistic trial of THE WHIPSTER OF WOODSTR 

true account of the barbarous and horrid murther committed on the body of ry Cox 

[168-?]. For a more domestic dysfunctional yarn there is THE UNNAT RAL 

GRANDMOTHER [1659], or the truly chilling tale A TRUE RELATION OF A 

GREAT NUMBER OF PEOPLE FROZEN TO DEATH NEAR SALISBU Y [1685]. 

For the most part, incredible or shocking stories were accepted as fant sy and not 

as seriously as Neville's. Even for all its fantasy, The Isle of Pines still anaged to 

remain in the realm of the possible, owing to the fact that shipwreck st ries were 

becoming a fact of life in the seventeenth century with the expansion 0 trade 

world wide. Curiously, in our own contemporary society, regardless 

believable or unbelievable a story might appear, people still like to be 

consciously hoaxed, a fact which is reflected with the presence of poor y written 

and wildly unbelievable tabloid papers in practically every supermar et in 

North America. 

When Neville first released The Isle of Pines in June 27, 1668, it 

long-winded title: 

The Isle of Pines, Or, A late Discovery of a fourth Island in Terra A 
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Incognita. Being A True Relation of certain English Persons, Who i the dayes 
of Queen Elizabeth, making a Voyage to the East India, were cast am I and 
wracked upon the Island near to the Coast of Terra Australis, Incogn ta, and all 
drowned, except one Man and four Women, whereof one was a Negro. And now 
lately Anno. Dom, 1667. a Dutch Ship driven by foul weather there chance 
have found their Posterity (speaking good English) to amount to ten r twelve 
thousand persons, as they suppose. The whole Relation follows, wri 11-, and left 
by the Man himself a little before his death, and declared to the Dutc by his 
Grandchild. 

With a title that reads like a plot summary, the reader was given enou h 

information in order to be drawn in. Following the success of the first clition, a 

month later the story was rereleased with a much compressed title: A 

Further Discovery of the Isle of Pines in a Letter from Cornelius Van Sloetten a 

Dutchman (who first discovered the same in the year 1667), to a Friend of his in London. 

With the release of the second expanded version of the story, Neville r de on the 

success of the original by adding the narrative of the Dutchman. Of th three 

English editions published in June and July of 1668, I refer principally to the 

third edition, licensed July 27, 1668, entitled 

The Isle of Pines, or a late Discovert) of fourth ISLAND near Terra ustralis 
Incognita, by Henry Cornelius Van Sloetten,. Wherein it is containe . A True 
Relation of certain English persons, who in Queen Elizabeth's time, 'laking a 
Voyage to the East Indies IDere cast away, and wracked near to the Cast ofTen-a 
Australis, Incognita, and all drowned, except one Man and four Wo en. And 
now lately Anno Dom. 1667. a Dutch Ship making a Voyage to theast Indies, 
driven by foul weather there, by chance have found their Posterity, (s eaking 
good English) to amount (as they suppose) to ten or twelve thousand persons. 
The whole Relation (written, and left by the Man himself a little befo e his death, 
and delivered to the Dutch by his Grandchild) Is here annexed with t Ie 
Longitude and Latitude of the Island, the scituation and felicity there 1,. with 
other matter observable. 

and dated July 27, 1668. This is the largest English edition because it c ntains the 

original narrative of George Pines from the first edtion, an even longe 

from the Dutchman, Cornelius Van Sloetten,20 and is complemented 

20 According to Ford's exhaustive bibliographical study of The Isle of Pines: 
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illustrated frontispiece entitled II A Description of Ye Isle of Pines" (TIo i). Like 

soap manufacturers of our own context who continue to produce so-ca ed new 

and improved products, the Restoration pamphleteers also used simila ploys to 

outrival their competitors. For travel narratives, the pamphleteers wer in a 

constant game of one-upmanship for their share of the market. Nevill was no 

exception to this literary pursuit, because the second edition is entitled II A New 

and Further Discovery of Isle of Pines." 

Traditionally, the printed word carries with it its own credibili . Many 

Restoration readers no doubt assumed that once something was in p . t it 

became authoritative. Apart from the fact that it was in print, and ther fore had 

its own authority, Neville's narration also establishes its ethos, or credO ility, 

through its fictitious characters' intelligence, virtue, and goodwill. Th 

intelligence of the various narrators is illustrated by the experience an 

knowledge they disseminate with regard to both the sea journey to the Isle of 

Pines and the island itself. Thus, the tone of Dutch narrators, Van Sloe ten and 

Keek, appears honest and sincere.21 

The Dutch narrators' virtue is continually reinforced througho t the text. 

Van Sloetten emphasizes that although he is "more a Seaman than a S holler" he 

"shall briefly yet full give you a particular account thereof, with a true copy of 

the relation itself; desiring you to bear with my blunt Phrases" (noP 2. In this 

instance, Van Sloetten attempts to secure his virtuousity through the h .. ty of 

part was licensed June 27, 1668. Van Sloetten dated the second part July 22 1668, and 
the issue of the combined parts was licensed five days later, July 27 ... In the space of just 
four weeks all three tracts were licensed, and the actual publication must h ve occurred 
within the same period of time" (Ibid. 20). 

21 As a satirist and a hoax writer, however, Neville uses the national identi of the 
Dutchmen cunningly to subvert the validity of the narrative. But since this chapter is 
devoted to Neville's rhetorical agenda, I will develop the subversion of the Dutch 
narrators in the final chapter where I discuss Neville's political and pomog aJPhic 
agenda. 
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his unlearned yet genuine seaman narrative, and by claiming his acco nt is 

based on a Utrue copy." Van Sloetten is emphasizing the fact that he h s neither 

the need nor the desire to disseminate false information. The reader is rkked by 

this Restoration "read my lips" statement, as we continue to be today. an 

Sloetten's rallying cry at the story's conclusion is that honesty is the be t policy: 

''Thus Sir, have I given you a brief, but true Relation of our Voyage, 

the more willing to do, to prevent false Copies which might be spread 

nature" (floP 30). Van Sloetten simply claims to tell the truth, but no 

either prove or disprove his claim. 

To help verify his claim, Van Sloetten requires an upstanding 

·lCh I was 

virtuous citizen. Fortunately, as a writer of fiction, Neville is able to cr ate one. 

By naming his ad venturer "Henry Cornelius Van Sloetten," Neville 

punning on the name of an earlier seventeenth-century English explor rl' 

Cornelius Schouten, whose own colonial exploits were published in E 

nationalistic ends.22 In any case, Van Sloetten's story is supported by 

Dutchman known as Abraham Keek. Like Van Sloetten, Keek only ap 

print and not in the flesh. To support his "Friend and Brother" (floP ... ) Keek 

provides not one, but two letters of support and encouragement to Va Sloetten 

because he believes the Pinean narrative is one of those stories that m st be told. 

In a similar manner, Jonathan Swift goes one giant leap further than 

pouring on copious amounts of ethos, as Swift's fictitious publisher, 

Sympson claims: "the Author of these Travels, Mr. Lemuel Gulliver, i 

intimate and antient Friend" (GT xiv). 

22 According to Marie Davies, "the relation of the journey of Cornelius Sch uten [was] 
published to whet the English appetite for competition in naval. matters. S houten had 
reached the Pacific by sailing south of the Straits of Magellan" (Reflections Renaissance 
England 122). 
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Through the epistolary structure of the story, Van Sloetten exp esses his 

goodwill by reinforcing his own credibility as well as his story's with I wo 

LeUers concerning the Island of Pines to a Credible person in Covent 

(TIoP iii) by Abraham Keek. Van Sloetten's role in the story began as 

ship was driven by bad weather to the island in 1667. To confirm his 

earnestness, Keek expresses a certain hesitancy in revealing the story b cause of 

its fantastic nature. As Keek says, "This story seems very fabulous, ye the Letter 

is come to a known Merchant, and from a good hand in France, so that I thought 

fit to mention it" (TIoP iii). Hence, by the third page of the novella, th sltory of 

an English family is already confirmed by two Dutchmen, a French M rchant 

ship and its crew. Van Sloetten and Keek are fictional characters, but eville 

manages to buttress the story's integrity with these apparently credibl ,albeit 

fabricated witnesses. Swift's Sympson makes an equally persuasive pI at as he 

writes, "By the Advice of several worthy Persons, to whom, with the uthor's 

Permission, I communicated these Papers, I now venture to send them into the 

World" (GT xv). Clearly, both Keek and Sympson argue that they m st share 

these true and valid stories with the world. In doing so, their motives 

purely culturally motivated, and who would argue with that? 

With the arrival of the amiable Dutch at the Isle of Pines, Willi m Pines 

realizes that he can trust Van Sloetten enough to reveal the history of t e Pines 

family, so the history can be returned to the known world. When Pin s lpasses 

the story to Van Sloetten, he insists that the story must be retold: "you being the 

first people, which (besides our selves) ever set footing in this Island, I shall 

therefore in obedience to my Grandfathers and Fathers commands, wi ingly 

impart the same to you" (TIoP 6). Thus it is out of paternal duty that ines 

reveals his story to the trustworthy Dutch travellers. And it is out of t e interests 
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of history and a fabulous story that Van Sloetten's story reaches the Re toration 

reader. It is, finally, through the prurient imagination of the reading p 

the text becomes a bestseller. 

Both Van Sloetten and Keek acknowledge and consider the au 

skeptical viewpoint by defending their claims to the wary reader. To 

honest intentions, Keek observes that he is pursuing the matter furthe 

tells Van Sloetten that as soon as he receives the French letter, Van 510 Uen will 

be the first one to know. As Keek says, "when it cometh, or any further news 

about this Island, I shall acquaint you with it" (TloP iii). Van Sloetten voids 

confrontation by maintaining his innocence in spite of the opposing ar uments 

he claims will be levelled against him: "such Nullifidians as will belie e nothing 

but what they see, applying that Proverb unto us, That Travelors may y1e by 

authority" (TloP 30). In Van Sloetten's estimation, no matter how trut lUI his 

story may be, it will be held up to scrutiny because he will be perceive as the 

archetypal lying traveller. In The Unfortunate Traveller, Thomas Nashe bemoans 

similar Van Sloettenesque sentiments in regard to the traveller: 

He that is a traveller must have the backe of an asse to beare a I, a tung 
like the taile of a dog to flatter all, the mouth of a hogge to eat what is 
set before him, the eare of a merchant to heare all and say not . ng: and if 
this be not the highest step of thraldome, there is no libertie or freedom. 
(TUT94). 

In an attempt to persuade his readers that he is different from the oth r "'lying" 

travellers, Van Sloetten flaunts his innocence by emphasizing, "But S' ,in 

writing to you, I question not but to give Credence, you knowing my isposition 

so hateful to divulge Falsities" (TIoP 30). Clearly, Van Sloetten expresses a 

personal disdain for falsities, and thus it logically follows that he has penchant 

for truth. 
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Neville was enlightened enough to recognize that no rhetoric is 

convincing without a certain amount of logic. The text's logic is found d on 

empirical claims. Neville's textual claims are backed by firsthand, albe t 

fabricated data, complete with precise dat,es as well as the names of th islanders. 

In his story, Neville appeals to ignorance as he preys on the fact that th audience 

is unable to disprove his claims at this time. Hence, Neville offers pro fs of the 

island's existence that are convincing, yet which remain ultimately un erifiable. 

The unverifiabilty is rather convenient since the French ship that can c nfirm the 

story is at sea and is "on her way to Zealand" (TIoP iii). 

Although Neville's rhetoric is deceptive, it is nonetheless succe sful; the 

implicit logic contained in The Isle of Pines includes such geographical arkers as 

are needed to make any travel narrative as empirical or, in Van Sloette words, 

as "matter observable" (TloP i), as possible. The island of Pines is des rilbed as 

"A late Discovery of a Fourth ISLAND near Terra Australis, Incognita' (TloP 1). 

To lend a more scholarly or intellectual legitimacy to the story, the coa t near the 

Isle of Pines is given the Latin epithet "Terra Australis, Incognita" -" nknown 

southern land." Although Latin is not widely used, Van Sloetten's description of 

his voyage includes references to the "Isles of Cape Verd, or Insulae C pitus 

Viridis" (TIoP 2). The insistent use of Latin for geographical identifica ion 

informs the readers that the narrator intends to convey the most pred e names 

possible. Neville is cunning in his renaming and clarifying of the vari us points 

of interest; Latin is the language of learned men, and anyone reading t e 

pamphlet would no doubt have been impressed with the use of Latin s opposed 

to some common vernacular term such as "Van Diemen's Land,"23 w . ch Swift 

23 According to the OED, Vandemonian, also Van Diemen's Land, the origi al name of 
Tasmania, given by its discoverer Tasman in 1642 in honour of Anthony V Diemen 
(1593-1645), governor of the Dutch East Indies. (OED XIX 425). 
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uses in Gulliver's Travels.24 By using Latin, therefore, Neville further e ances 

the authority of the text. 

One common rhetorical device used in travel narratives concer 

inclusion of maps. The sole purpose of maps was to provide empirical vidence 

of presumably real, yet fictitious islands. Swift and his publishers wer 

of this rhetorical finery because various editions of Gulliver's Travels in luded 

maps of the fictitious islands Gulliver visited. Although Neville includ d a 

frontispiece to adorn his original versions of The Isle of Pines, he failed 0 provide 

a map. Jacob Stichter, however, who produced one of the Dutch editio s of The 

Isle of Pines in 1688, probably recognized that Neville's story, although xtremely 

successful on its own, would gain in believability with a map. With so e poetic 

license of his own and motivated at the thought of cashing in on impro 

of the already best-selling story, Stichter took the liberty of adding a detailed 

map to this Dutch translation of The Isle of Pines.25 No longer in Nevill's 

English hands, The Isle of Pines was beginning to take on a life of its ow . At the 

creative mercy of the interpreters and printers, and much to the deligh of the 

willing readers, Neville's text was becoming a controversial book in se eral 

European languages. 

To remind readers of the temporal structure of the narrative, V n 

Sloletten refers to the uncharted paradise as "A late Discovery of a Fou th 

ISLAND" mop 1). This was not an uncommon rhetorical ploy during this 

24 During Gulliver's voyage to Lilliput, the adventurer mentions "that in ou Passage 
from thence to the East-Indies, we were driven by a violent Storm to the N rthwest of 
Van Diernen's Land" (GT 6). 

25 Ford notes that one of the Dutch editions "made at Amsterdam by Jacob tichter ... 
[illustrates that] Stichter was possessed of some irnagination.and decorated his title page 
with a map of a part of the island, showing ranges of hills, a harbor or mou of a river, 
with conventional surroundings and two towns or settlements" (The Isle of ines 1688: 
An Essay in Bibliography 14). 
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period. John Sadler, for example, used the same strategy in his pamp et,Olbia: 

TIle New Island liltely Discovered [16601. Neville's choice of "late discov ry" 

suggests an important disclosure which is up to the moment. Moreove , a new 

precedent is set with this discovery because now there are not only thr e islands 

near Terra Australis Incognita, but a fourth. Of course, the discovery 0 Van 

Sloetten and his Dutch voyagers is, in fact, the rediscovery of the islan , because 

the Englishman George Pines was the original discoverer one hundred years 

earlier. The title page also makes clear that the story is current by dar 

as Ii And now lately Anno Dom. 1667" (floP i); "now lately" conveys t e 

immediacy of finding this new-found land. To further establish the 

his story, Van Sloetten informs his "friend in London" (TloP 1) that he s acting 

as swiftly as possible. According to Van Sloetten, he is replying imme 

after he "received your [Keek's] Letter of this second instant" (TIoP 1). By 

describing his punctual response as of the "second instant," that is, "th second 

day of the month," Neville molds the reader into believing that this is ot old 

news, but an account which is most topical, and for the seventeenth-ce 

intents and purposes, by return of mail. Indeed, even the existence of UPOST

SCRIPT" (TIoP 31) at the story's conclusion enhances the impact of Ne 

constant urge to continually update the story. Finally, the "FINIS" (TI P 31) 

adds a further air of officiality, as it signifies a conclusive end to an ex lusive 

story, while implying that there may be more to come in the future. 

Neville's temporal accuracy of the story is further assured thro 

meticulous attention to dating various sections of the text. Fixing the t· e within 

the text is integral to legitimizing the fiction, and Neville's insistence 0 entering 

exact dates is most pervasive in Van Sloetten's journal entries. At the 

the story, George Pines's journal is also antedated II Anno Dom. 1569" oP i). 
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Like Van Sloetten, Pines's story gives a daily account which soon pro esses into 

a monthly and a ultimately yearly report. In his own travel narrative, 

Sloetten offers the reader a log-like account which commences on "Apr' the 

26th, 1667" (TIoP 2), the year previous to the release of the story, and e ds fifteen 

months later. The title page verifies that the story was "Licensed July 7,1668" 

(I1oP i), only five days following Van Sloetten's final entry on "July 22, 1668" 

(I1oP 30). This span of five days would likely cover the time required or the 

process of both licensing and printing the story.26 This carefully cons cted 

delay offers advanced proof of Van Sloetten's unhesitating expediency in getting 

the story out to an awaiting public because it is a story which has to be shared 

with the world as soon as humanly possible. 

Keek's "Two Letters concerning the Island of Pines" (I1oP iii) 

dated "June the 29th, 1668" and "July the 6th, 1668" (TIoP iii) serve to 

substantiate Van Sloetten's claims. By spacing the letters one week ap , the 

second letter updates Keek's previous pledges to verify the story. Unf dunately, 

Keek cannot make good on his promises, but the second letter nonethe ess 

conveys his honest intentions - at least he is pursuing the matter furt er for his 

"Friend and Brother" Van Sloetten. Locating Keek's letters in Amster am is of 

particular significance; in doing so, Neville intends to enhance the inte national 

merit of his story, because verification cannot be made in England, bu rather 

must be imported from Amsterdam. Of course, Neville is ironic here; 

Amsterdam is a libidinous city, and its significance as "authority" is p olblematic. 

Through the implications of narrative authority and by drawi g upon the 

26 According to Eyre and Rivington, The Isle of Pines was registered on July th, 1668 by 
the printers Master Allen Bankes and Master Charles Harper, and was Ent red ... under 
the hand of Master Roger L'Estrange A copie or Pahmphlett intituled [sic], te Isle of 
Pines, or a late discovery of a fawerth Island in Terra Australis, Incognita, & c. ( Transcript of 
the Register Vol II, 388). 
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techniques of classical rhetoric, Neville successfully manipulated man 

seventeenth-century readers into believing the veracity of his story. H v1ng 

established the credibility of his Dutch characters through letters and d eds 

Neville's next step was to create more factual authority in order to con· ce the 

reader' of the plausibility of his story. 

II 
A Fiction Stranger Than Truth 

Establishing the validity of one's claims is an important part of any 

argument. The denial of falsehood is intended to establish the narrato s high 

principles. By appearing trustworthy, a presumedly incorruptible n 

only one agenda: to convey the truth. Of course, merely claiming that ne is 

conveying the truth does not mean that one is. For example, on the fir t page of 

The Isle of Pines, Neville claims that "Henry Cornelius Van Sloetten, in Letter to 

a friend in London, declares the truth of his Voyage to the East Indies" 7 mop 

1). Although we are told Van Sloetten is "declaring the truth," the "t th" of Van 

Sloetten's tale is that the story is fiction and not fact. Forcing the reader to 

separate fact from fiction became a rhetorical trick in its own right dur g the 

Restoration. Of course, some element of truth enhances any argument and 

although Neville's tale is fictitious there were two actual islands know as "the 

Isle of Pines." The first factual Isle of Pines could be found on a sixtee 

century map of the West Indies28 and the other in an early American 

27 Of historical interest: a few months prior to the publication of The Isle of ines on 
March 27,1668, Bombay passed under the control of the English East India Company. 
(Chronology of the Expanding World 358). 

28 Ford notes that Hakluyt (ill. 617) prints a 'Ruttier' for the West Indies, ·thout date, 
but probably of the end of the sixteenth century, which contains the follow ng: "TIle 
markes of Isla de Pinos. The Island of Pinos stretcheth it selfe East and We t, and is full 
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Moreover, by placing the Isle of Pines "near to the coast of Terra Austr 

Incognita" would have captured the attention of Restoration readers, b cause of 

its phonetic likeness to "Terra Australis nondum co gnita" 30 - the grea southern 

continent which had not yet been discovered during the time of Pines' 

By weaving the presence of factual islands and possible continents int 

Neville put the Isle of Pines on the watery seas of cultural and literary 

believability . 

To distract their readers, some pamphleteers preferred to sepa ate their 

own accounts from other bizarre stories through scapegoat tactics. Per aps the 

strongest proponent of this tactic was Richard Head, whose Western VV; nder flatly 

denies any falsity to his own outlandish story. Instead, Head prefers t point the 

finger at other pamphleteers such as Henry Neville. This rhetorical str tegy is 

known as a psychological fallacy, wherein Head takes an ad hominem approach 

by presenting a personal attack on other writers of equally fantastic st des. 

Head's appeal to prejudice is voiced when he claims ''That our present Discourse 

of this New Discovery of 0 Brazeel, may not be suspected of the like ling 

Reports" (WW 1). The lying reports to which Head is referring are sto . es such as 

of homocks, and if you chance to see it at full sea, it will shew like 3 Islands as though 
there were divers soundes between them and that in the midst is the great st; and in 
rowing with them, it will make all a firrne lande: and upon the East side of hese 
homocks it will shewe all ragged; and on the West side of them will appear unto you a 
lowe point even with the sea, and oftentimes you shall see the trees you sh I discerne 
the point" (The Isle of Pines 1688: An Essay in Bibliography 28). 

29 According to Ford, a second Isle of Pines appears in American waters: lib ing near 
the Golden Island, which was situated in the harbor of bay on which the Sc t Darien 
expedition made its settlement of New Edinburgh" (Ibid. 28). 

30 James Williamson notes that "Until nearly the end of the sixteenth centu the 
world-maps compiled by the great geographers are unanimous in showing the southern 
portion of the earth as covered by a great land-mass, whose coastline runs 'n an 
irregular circle round the globe in lattitudes varying from 20° to 60° S. This great 
southern continent - the Terra Australis nondurn cognita - was thought 0 jforrn the 
southern shore of the Straits of Magellan, and the maps show a northward rojection of 
it in the region since found to be occupied by Australia" (A Short History of r£tish 
Expansion 231). 
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The Isle of Pines. Clearly, Head attacks Neville and other travel writers when he 

claims one should avoid 

the abuse of Belief, occasioned by such monstrous Fictions as t e Isle of 
Pines, A New World in the Moon, with the like Lunatick Stories, y which 
the credulous world has been misguided into a faith wholly 
preposterously erroneous and ridiculous. (WW 1). 

Indeed, Head is pleading that his story, however incredible, is not like hose 

other dubious Nevillesque pamphlets. 

In Oroonoko, Aphra Behn's narrator attempts the same rhetoric 

approach, and although she is somewhat less convincing than some of her male 

counterparts, her narrator makes a strong case nonetheless. In a less strionic 

tone than Head, she claims, "I was myself an Eye-witness to a great p t of what 

you will find here set down; and what I cou'd not be Witness of, I rece'v' d from 

the Mouth of the chief Actor in this History, the Hero himself" (00 1). In this 

instance, Behn suggests her story is reliable and closest to the truth bec use none 

of the story is second-hand information. In reality, Behn's story is mo e ~:::redible 

because her story's claim, unlike Neville'S, has some truth in its basic lot-line, as 

some critics and biographers of Behn have suggested.31 What Behn, a narrator, 

could not have known personally, the hero Oroonoko himself provide . Behn, of 

course, does not admit that whether one is a hero or a villain, humans ave a 

tendency to embellish our stories, often twisting simple events out of roportion 

and transforming a dull moment into a more exciting version. Theref re, even a 

"true" narration is to a degree fictional; the boundaries between histo and 

fantasy may not be as fixed as is commonly thought. Robinson Crusoe' s, after all, 

based on the "real" adventure of Alexander Selkirk. In some ways, th hoax 

31 According to W.J. Cameron, "There is every likelihood that Aphra did in fad meet a 
negro in London who supplied her with the story of Oroonko's abduction. (New Light 
on Aphra Behn 7) 
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pamphleteers were precursors to modern day media, who manipulate 

information in order to hype or deemphasize events if they so desire. 

Gulliver's Travels is not above a similar rhetorical ploy either. Like Nev' e's 

Keek, Gulliver has a friend, Richard Sympson, verify the author's sto . In a 

polite, yet critical tone, Sympson declares "the Style is very plain and s pIe; and 

the only Fault is, that the Author, after the Manner of Travellers, is a li Ie too 

circumstantial" (GT xv). Ironically, Sympson's only complaint with th 

to do with Gulliver's attention to detail. Swift's intention here is obvio 

distract the reader by criticizing the style of Gulliver's Travels as oppos d to its 

incredible content. 

Like Neville, European translators were also aware that scapeg 

could sway disbelieving readers. A Continental attack on a translator 

appears in the third Dutch edition of the text by Joannes Naeranus at 

Rotterdam.32 In this embellished Dutch edition, an added apologia ap 

To the Reader 
A part of the present relation is also printed by Jacob Vinckel a 
Amsterdam, being defective in omitting one of the principal t gs, so we 
give here a true copy which was sent to us authoritatively out f 
England, but in that language, in order that the curious reader ay not 
be deceived by the poor translation, and for that reason this ve 
astonishing history fell under suspicion. Lastly, admire God's ondrous 
guidance and farewel1.33 

The key to the publisher's rhetorical strategy here is to establish that h 

possesses the ability to translate Neville's story accurately and legitim tely. By 

blaming "Jacob Vinkel"34 for distributing a "defective" translation, Na ranus's 

32 This translated edition of The Isle of Pines is entitled: Oprecht verhaal van't iIand van 
Pines, on des zelfsbevolking; ofLaatste ontdekking van een vierde eiland in Terra ustralis, 
incognita ... Gedrukt tot Rotterdam, (na de copijo van Londen, bij S.G. voor Allen anks, en 
Charles Harper ... ) Bi j Joannes Naeranus ... 1668. (NUC Vol. 412106). 

33 This translation is Ford's. See The Isle of Pines 1668: An Essay in Bibliograp y 14. 
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copy claims that it is the only "true copy." Naeranus further accuses V el for 

his sloppy interpretation which resulted in the "poor translation" in th 

place. In so doing, Naeranus establishes that his copy was "sent ... aut oritatively 

out of England," and not out of a seedy Dutch printing house. With th polemics 

of truth and falsehood firmly, albeit falsely entrenched in the narrative ethos, 

Naeranus leaves the rest of the textual persuasiveness up to George P' es. 

To be convinced by any hoax, Restoration readers, like most re ders, 

require an authentic demonstration of the story's claims. To achieve t 's artistic 

proof, Neville uses geographical data and a pictorial account of the Isl 

to provide verisimilitude by a display of plausible information. The 

geographical details begin on Neville's title page, where Van Sloetten 

story, "Is here annexed with the Longitude and Latitude of the Island, 

scituation [sic] and felicity thereof, with other matter observable" (flo 

Geographic markers are also presented by Keek in his opening letter, 

offers to the reader some rather imprecise, yet impressive nautical calc 

showing that the island is "about 2 or 300 Leagues Northwest from Ca 

Terre" (floP iii). Although his description is admittedly imprecise, Ke k 

acknowledges this shortcoming by saying that "it may be that there m y be some 

mistake in the number of the Leagues, as also of the exact point of the ompass" 

(floP iii). The expressed inexactedness is a rhetorical subterfuge used by Neville 

to convey honesty by having Keek admit to his inaccuracies. In Gulliv ''s Travels, 

Jonathan Swift employs the same tactic as Neville, when Swift offers ulliver's 

description of the city of Lorbrulgrud. Using some rather humorous-s tmding 

34 Although the printers had a tendency to lie and embellish, there was, in f dC, a Jacob 
Vinkel whose text was entitled: Ontdeckinge van't eylandt van Pines, zinjde ee waerachtige 
beschryvinge van't vierde eylandt in't zuyder onbekent lant, zo van desselfs vruch en, dieren, 
gelegentheyt, als mede de voort-teelinge der Engelse natie, & c. op't selve eylandt. Uyt het 
Engels vertaalt. (NUC Vol. 412106). 
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Lilliputian measurements, Gulliver describes this city which "contains 

eighty thousand Houses. It is in Length three Glonglungs (which mak about 

fifty four English Miles) and two and a half in Breadth, as I measured i myself" 

(GT 1167). By admitting to a surmise in his callculations, Neville's Kee J like 

Swiff s Gulliver, earns the trust of the audience by honestly expressing the 

potential defiencies of his information. In a similar fashion, a French t lslation 

of 1668 by the King's Printer Sebastian Mabre-Cramoisy also employs 

latitudes and longitudes. The French text, however, offers some very d fferent 

measurements from Neville's original text. Entitled Novvelle decovverte de L'isle 

Pines situee au dela de la ligne cequinoctiale. Faite par vn nauire hollandois 1 n 1667, 35 

Marbe-Cramoisy's edition adds his own measurements in the half-titl as 

"below the equinoctalline" and in the text as "xxvrn or XXIX degrees ojf 

Antartique latitude."36 Like other European translators, Marbe-Cram isy's 

version embellishes Neville's story and ventures several nautical miles away 

from the original text. 

Neville's careful attention to detail, both verbal and non-verba is also a 

rhetorical achievement. The cunning writer's varied details are subtle, yet they 

have the undeniable imprint of prestige and authority. The prime exa pIe of 

non-verbal authority in the text is the representation of royal scroll wo k found 

on page one. At the top of the page, an imposing ensign helps give th story the 

clout of a royal edict. The intricate detail of the scroll-work is delibera ely 

emblematic and is intended to represent the royal dominion of the U ted 

Kingdom of Great Britain. The emblem appears as an elaborately orn te trinity 

consisting of a rose, a thistle, and a fleur-de-lis. This hallmark is of sy 

35 Ibid. p. 106. 

36 This translation is Ford's. See The Isle of Pines 1668: An Essay in Bibliograp y p.15. 
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importance: the rose is the national emblem of England, the thistle is t e national 

eml)lem of Scotland, and the fleur-de-lis the emblem of France. The t 

which appear above each of the emblems represent the power residing in the 

monarch. Curiously, the identical scroll-work appears in another sea dventure 

entitled A RELATION of the Re-taking of the ISLAND OF STA HELENA, A 

Dutch East-India SHIPS [1673]. This variation on Neville's scroll-work 

to the authoritative importance of such an ensign. Printers exchanged d 

reused stamps with similar insignias in order to convince their own re ders with 

this mark of prestige and Neville's printers are no exception to this tra 

One other appeal to the persuasive detail found in the story co 

Neville's scrupulous vigilance with particulars. The presentation of t jtext was 

ultimately a decision made by the publisher, although Neville might h ve had 

some input as he maintained the same publisher throughout his writi 

Both enlarged and ornamental letters have survived from medieval t· 

were used by Renaissance and Restoration printers to add a divine or 

touch to their texts. Although Neville does not use an ornamental lett r in The 

Isle of Pines, he does begin Van Sloetten's narrative with an enlarged II 11 (TIoP 

1). Neville did, however, incorporate ornamental letters for persuasiv 

his The Ladies, A Second Time, Assembled in Parliament and in his Newes Fmm the 

New Exchange, as does Richard Head in his Western Wonder. One fin 

of the textual appeal to authority is evidenced in Neville's paraphrasi 

bold, black typeface of Van Sloetlen's Wat Eylant is dit? Although th statement 

is mildly humorous, the phrase commands respect because it apparen ly records 

:v Although The Isle afPines was printed by Allen Banks and Charles Harpe I Neville 
continued to use Harper as his publisher once Harper and Banks parted co pany. 
According to Ford, "Harper was Neville's publisher in 1674 and in 1681, a act which 
may indicate a personal relation" (Ibid. 25). 
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the question in the Dutch language phonetically, while the old-style ty eface 

suggests a continental appearance, so radically different from the type ace of the 

rest of Neville's text. 

Neville's reliance on the non-verbal dimension of the story is c nfirmed 

in the frontispiece which accompanies The Isle of Pines. Entitled "A De cription 

of Ye Isle of Pines," the panels recreate shipwreck and island scenes, 

the frontispiece which appears in Richard Head's Western Wonder. Ne . e's 

pictures, for the most part, however, misrepresent and satirically unde mine the 

narrators' claims of truth. These crude, hand-drawn pictures, distort . subjects 

through various methods. In the first panel, "How they were cast awa '" (fIoP 

i), the panoramic view of the sea coast contains a series of events com ressed 

into one frame. In the panel's foreground, the ship appears as Pines d scribes it, 

"having endured two or three blows against the Rocks, being now bro en and 

quite foundered in the Waters" (floP 8). In the same picture, George irtes is 

safely on shore whilst the ship is smashed upon the rocks and is listin 

forward. One has to assume that the person standing on the island is 

than George Pines, as the island is uninhabited and Pines is the only 

survive the wreck. Moreover, the anonymous illustrator seems to bur esque the 

story because in the face of this tragic moment Pines is happily wavin 

the crew of the sinking ship. In the same illustration, five persons are 

astride one of the masts which has broken off and drifts into a creek w . ch is 

situated over the port side of the ship. This description seems to refle t Pines's 

account of this incident: "we having much ado gotten our selves on th 

Bowspright, which being broken off, was driven by the Waves into as 

Creek, wherein fell a little River" (fIoP 8). On the horizon, there appe rs to be a 

billowing fire with three people huddled around it. The fire is most p obably the 
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one started by Pines, with his 'Tinder-box and Flinf' (TIoP 9) and lithe elp of 

some old rotten Wood which we got together, we kindled a fire and 

ourselves" (TIoP 9). It is not unusual for book illustrations to collapse t e 
various events of a tale into a single scene - for example, the illustrati n to 

Tonson's famous Dryden's Ovid's Metamorphoses [1717] comes to mind. In 

Neville's case, however, the jUxtaposition of the sinking ship and the c eerfully 

saluting George Pines appears to deconstruct rather than valorise the txt, 

making the illustration comic rather than harrowing. 

The illustrator also misrepresents Neville's representations of n ture, 

because the drawings do not accurately reflect the narrators' descriptio So of the 

island's geography and physical landscape. The illustrator again appe 

mocking Van Sloetten's descriptions as he says, vegetation on the islan "'grow[s] 

by the production of Nature, without the help of Art" (TIoP 21). The 

representations of nature in the panels, however, require the help of ar because 

they do not resemble the textual account in any way. The lushness of t e island 

is replaced by barrenness which is sparsely dotted with a few trees. 

by the final panel, there are no trees whatsover, just an overpopulated 

with people who appear to be fenced in like cattle. Neville might also 

ridiculing the vulgar Dutch when one compares the aesthetically omat and 

friendly English ship with the tastelessly plain and heavily armed ship of the 

Dutch; it seems as if the English appear culturally superior because of their 

stylish good taste and their honest intentions. 

The text describes a temperate or tropical climate, but this is n t 

necessarily reflected in the frontispiece either. According to Van Sloe en's 

account, the isle of Pines is somewhere "scituate [sic] under the Southe l 

Tropick"(TIoP 2). Moreover, the island's epithet, liNear to the Coast 0 Terra 
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Australis, Incognita" (floP 1), also lends a tropical dimension to its loc Jy. 

According to the text, the IIcountrey [is] so very pleasant, being always clothed in 

gre1en, and full of pleasant fruits, and a variety of birds, ever warm, an never 

colder then [sic] in England in September" (floP 11). In the panels, th re are no 

birds, fruit, long grass or moss. II A Description of Ye Isle of Pines" sho s a 

dominant presence of conifers - apparently pine trees - within the s enes. In 

this instance, the illustrator appears to be imposing a literal interpretat on onto 

the text, making the island of Pines a veritable island of IIpines." Curl usly, 

however, palm trees are mixed in with the few pine trees situated in t e 

illustrations. The warm, relaxing climate of the island, so stressed in t e text, is 

misrepresented in the illustrations. Thus the reader is left to ponder w 

artistic adulteration is deliberate irony or mere incompetence. Further 

this invariably warm island, Pines and his wives are portrayed with w 

English clothing. The representation of clothing - which according t the text 

the Pines do not have because the whole island population is naked - not only 

undercuts the realism of the story, but would also make Pines and his 

uncomfortably warm. Like the European translators who took great li 

with Neville's text, the illustrator is committing a similar violation. 

Although the frontispiece often distorts the narrative claims, t 

subversion is also part of the hoax. Even with all its distortions, the ra her poorly 

drawn IIDescription of Ye Isle of Pines" is unable to fully undermine t e sincerity 

of the characters because Neville's rhetorical machinations force the re 

focus on the story's elements of truth. With two actual islands of Pine and the 

possibility of having discovered the illusive continent ''Terra Australis 

Incognita," the reader devotes his or her attention to the narrative app als to 

authority and the textual finery that supports such allegations as opposed to 



dwelling on the humorous illustrative perversions. 

III 
Utopian Rhetoric 

38 

The utopian world which is depicted in The Isle of Pines was by no means 

a new literary construct. Plato's Republic was one of the first utopian ooks to 

appear in print. 38 Thomas More presented the first utopian milieu in nglish 

literature in 1551 with the publication of his Utopia.39 One hundred a 

years later, Francis Bacon published his scientific utopia, New Atlantis [1627], 

and forty-one years following, Neville published his male utopia, The sle of Pines. 

The history of George Pines was not Neville's only attempt at utopian fiction, 

however. According to a number of his contemporaries, Neville also ad his 

hand in other utopian writings during the Restoration. Thomas Hobb s" for 

example, claimed that Neville had a hand in James Harrington's repu 

utopia Oceana.40 

Although utopian societies such as the perfect state of things portrayed in 

More's Utopia are virtually unattainable, paradisiacal stories like Tne I Ie of Pines 

were believable because they could conceivably occur. By exploiting t e 

possibilities of the now-common occurrences of shipwrecks in the pur uit of 

world trade in the later seventeenth century and by injecting an Ad 

38 Plato was a particular favourite of the republican Neville, which is confir 
political leanings as well as in his pamphlet Plato Redivivus. 

39 According to Baker, "More's Utopia was first published in Latin, in 1518, d then in 
an English translation by Raphe Robinson, in 1551" (The History of the Engl sh Novel Vol. 
II 264). 

40 According to John Aubrey "Mr. T. Hobbes was wont to say that Mr. Ne il had a 
finger in that pye [Harrington's Oceana], and tis like enough. That ingenio e Tractat, 
together with his an H. Nevill's smart discourses and inculcations, dayly a Coffee
houses, made many Proselytes" (Aubrey's Brief Lives 124). 
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patriarchy, Neville's story convinced generations of readers with its su portable 

claims. I refer to Neville's story as a male or androcentric utopia beca se it is 

only a perfect world for George Pines, not the female inhabitants. On t e island, 

George Pines is not only surrounded with an abundance of women, 41 

encircled with an abundance of nature. Guided by the principles of t 

overwhelming plenitude, Pines is confoundingly satiated. The natural 

plentitude of the island, therefore, feeds Pines's physical appetite, w . t the 

feminine plenitude fulfills his sexual appetitive urges, or in Thomas H bbes's 

phrase, Pines's unquenchable desire for "camall Pleasure." 42 Althoug the 

women voice no complaints, the four must share Pines amongst thems lves, 

while Pines has the choice of all four at his leisure. Thus The Isle of Pi s can be 

considered a utopian story chiefly for two reasons: it is the embodime t IDf both 

patriarchy and paradise. The Isle of Pines is described in comparative erms to 

England because although the new island is similar in some ways, it is different 

in many others. Although the fecundity of the island and its female i abitants 

is incredible, through his rhetoric, Neville does his best to ensure that he story, 

however fantastic, remains within the realm of the possible. 

Unlike the English settlers of Australia, America, New Zealan ,and 

Canada, the Pines constitute a transplanted indigenous culture becaus they are 

the island's first human inhabitants: they displace no indigenous grou . With 

regard to discourse on the island, the Pines are a monoglossic linguisti group.43 

41 In Chapter 2, I specifically address the polygynous dimensions of life on he Isle of 
Pines. 

42 Hobbes claims that "Love of Persons for Pleasing the sense onely, [is] Na ural Lust" 
(Leviathan I 6 124). 

43 Bill Ashcroft claims that "Monoglossic groups are those Single-language societies 
using English as a native tongue, which correspond generally to settled col nies, 
although despite the term, they are by no means uniform or standard in sp ech" (The 
Empire Writes Back 39). 
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As an indigenous culture, the Pine an lexicon, although predominately nglish, 

cannot adequately describe their immediate environment. To overco e this 

linguistic shortcoming, the Pines create a number of neologisms to des 'tbe 

animals which, although similar to English animals, cannot be referre to by the 

same term. The presence of Pines's animal neologisms such as "Mard " and 

"Reval" allows one to define The Isle of Pines as a post-colonial text.44 I a 

similar fashion, Van Sloetten's narrative also introduces a new term -

"Oraizons" (nop 20) to the text. 

In The Isle of Pines, Neville, like Defoe, uses what I refer to as u opian 

rhetoric in order to persuade the readers of the story's plausibility. Ut pian and 

travel writers alike often create parallels between the real world and t eir fantasy 

world to create believability. While exotic animals emerge in an exoti fictional 

landscape of the utopian writer, he or she describes both plant and . als with 

reference to his or her own English setting. Writers create vegetation nd beasts 

on their fictional islands which are usually similar to the English speci Sl' yet 

somehow dliferent. Neville is no exception to this literary tradition, 

other travel writers, he conjures up a number of curiously delicious G 

vertebrates and invertebrates of his own for the healthy appetites of hi stranded 

characters. 

The tropical landscape of the Isle of Pines is described as lush: 'the 

ground very fertile in Trees, Grass, and such flowers, as grow by the p oduction 

of Nature, without the help of Arf' (floP 21). In Van Sloetten's estim tion, there 

44 According to Ashcroft, "One very specific form of syntactic fusion is the evelopment 
of neologisms in the post-colonial text. Successful neolOgiSms in the Engli h text 
emphasize the fact that words do not embody cultural essence, for where he creation 
of new lexical forms in English may be generated by the linguistic structur s of the 
mother tongue, their success lies in their function within the text rather th in linguistic 
provenance" (Ibid. 71). 
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is no doubt of the island's potential: "no question had but Nature here he benefit 

of Art added unto it, it would equal, if not exceed many of our Europi n [sic] 

Countries" (TIoP 11). Even without the help of art, the vegetation on e Isle of 

Pines can more than feed its inhabitants. From George Pines's docum n~ary, 

there were "Woods round about being full of Briers and Brambles" (II P 9), as 

well as lIa sort of Nuts, as big as a large Apple, whose kernel being pIe sant and 

dry, we made use of instead of bread" (TIoP 9). The "wild fruif' avail ble to 

Crusoe is much more eclectic and varied than Pines's meagre selection At his 

fingertips, Crusoe has a cornucopia of undomesticated fruits, consistin of an 

II Abundance of Cocoa Trees, Orange, and Lemon, and Citron Trees... nnes ... 

[and a] Heap of Grapes" (RC 80). Both Pines's "sort of Nuts" and Cru oe's "wild 

fruit" both indicate that these tropical island foodstuffs are like those hich are 

available in England, but the island fruit is not quite the same, for it is 'wildly" 

distinct from any previously known equivalent. 

With the presence of lush forests, one usually finds diverse w· d1ife. In 

The Isle of Pines, and Robinson Crusoe, there are a number of indigenou creatures 

which resemble English animals, but yet are somehow dissimilar. Th 

remarkable likeness of the local fauna to English wildlife in Neville's s ory is 

clearly voiced by George Pines. Like Crusoe, Pines too, finds food in t 

and land. When he does refer to the fowl and goats, as well as fish an shell-fish 

which he and his consorts are able to consume for their own sustenan e, Pines, as 

well as Crusoe, describes the animals in comparison to their English e uivalent. 

Richard Head's Western Wonder also has a unique collection of anim 

According to Head, ''The Beasts in general are but small, yet such (as 

food) much more indulge the palate, than any flesh in other parts" ( \V 22-23). 

Within a short period of time, birds are an established Pinean ulinary 
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favourite, as Pines mentions his first fortunate find, which is JJa sort of owl about 

the bigness of a Swan, very heavie and fat, that by reason of their weig t could 

not fly, of these we found little difficulty to kill" (TIoP 10). The dodo-· e swan, 

however, isn't the only fowl at Pines's disposal because, "there was [al 0] a sort 

of "foul [sic] much like our Ducks, which were very good meat" (TIoP D). 

Crusoe, too, finds a fowl identifiable with an English analog: "I found a Kind of 

wild Pigeons ... I frequently found their nests, and got their young on s, which 

were very good meat" (RC 62). Not one to be outdone, the fearless Du chman 

V an Sloe~en captures a fowl of his own to take on his sea journey ho 

Holland. According to Van Sloetten's account, "We took also with us 

divers Fowls which they call Marde, about the bigness of a Pullet, and 

different in taste, they are very swift of flight, and yet so fearless of d 

they will stand still till such time as you catch them" (TIoP 27). Altho 

three men are successful in acquiring these varied creatures of flight, i keeping 

with the Restoration prejudices, the Dutchman undoubtedly has the m st sullied 

reputation of the three characters.45 

Considering that Robinson Crusoe is a much more complex wor ithan The 

Isle of Pines, it is no surprise that Crusoe inhabits a much more diverse cological 

system than George Pines. Indeed, the bird life on Crusoe's island ext nds well 

beyond that of Pines's island; there is "an infinite Number of Fowls, of many 

Kinds, some which I had seen and some which I had not seen before, 

of them very good Meat; but such as I knew not the Names of, except 

Penguins" (RC 87). The unlimited assortment of bird life, therefore, ,es 

Crusoe's island a veritable ornithological paradise in comparison to p. 

island. These primitive attempts at ornithological descriptions in Def e and 

45 Indeed, the English would probably refer to the Dutchman as a pheasant plucker. 



Neville add further to the empirical intent of the text. Apart from bein good 

eating, birds were becoming a topic of great scientific interest during t e 

seventeenth century. TIris Baconian impulse to classify and define ere tures of 

flight came into prominence during the 1660's - coinciding with the p 
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of The Isle of Pines. One of the first ornithologists, Frances Willughby, as busy 

travelling and compiling his catalogue of birds at this time. His work 

posthumously published in his Ornithologiae libri tres [1676] and stands testament 

to the difficulties involved with the classification and division of birds. 6 With 

such keen interest in birds during this period, therefore, the reader wo d have 

become further intrigued by the feather-filled texts. 

On both the Isle of Pines and Crusoe's island the bird appears irst and 

the egg shortly thereafter. Predictably, the exotic birds have exotic eg 

Pines, this means he can whet his appetite on "a sort of water-fowllik Ducks 

and their eggs" (floP 11). Where Pines limits his appetite to bird's eg s, 

however, the somewhat more daring Crusoe takes some eggs from the sea. As 

Crusoe recalls, "I made my supper of three of the Turtle's Eggs, which I masted 

in the Ashes, and eat [sic], as we call it, in the Shell" (RC 73). Althoug the idea 

of eating turtle eggs might be met with considerable apprehension by he English 

reader, at the same time, the traditional fried egg, black pudding-type eader 

would recognise that Crusoe's choice was, after all, an egg: different y t similar. 

Eggs appear to be a perennial favourite in the two stories, and especia y for the 

Dutch seaman who has a particular penchant for the proverbial "hen 

the more conventional Van Sloetten prepares for his journey, he and 

shipmates stock up on a sizeable quantity of eggs given to them by W' liam 

Pines. According to Van Sloetten's estimation, their company had" ab ut two 

46 See E. Stresemann's Ornithology From Aristotle to the Present p. 42-48. 



bushels of eggs, which I conjecture were the Mards eggs, very lussious [sic] in 

taste, and strengthening to the body" (TIoP 27). The remarkable eggs an 

Sloetten acquires are not only exotic Mards' eggs, but they are an invig rating 

and revitalizing food. On both islands, Defoe's and Neville's character 

transcend the limitations of life in England as they indulge themselves ith 

Mards and Turtles. Although the food is alien, the victuals are, as one auld 

expect in a utopia - perfectly delicious. 
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Neither Neville or Defoe is simply prepared to put his eggs int 

foodbasket by themselves, especially when there are four-legged crea es about. 

Within time, both men prove they are carnivores. Of the two stranded 

inhabitants, Crusoe is by far the more experimental only because his is and plays 

host to many more types of species than Pines's. When one indulges· a wide 

variety of foods, however, the law of averages dictates that every choi e will not 

necessarily be satisfactory. In Crusoe's case, he bemoans the fact that J I found in 

the low Grounds Hares, as I thought them to be, and Foxes, but they 

greatly from all the other Kinds I had met with; nor could I satisfy my elf to eat 

them, tho' I killed several" (RC 73). Pines's diet is more pleasing to th 

a basic goat and potatoes kind of person, he does not experiment with wide 

variety of animals. Unlike Crusoe, Pines limits his own red meat cont n1t to Ila 

beast about the size of a Goat, and almost such a like creature, which bought 

two young ones at a time" (Trop 11). To be fair to Crusoe, he recogniz s the 

benefits of a goat as well and develops a herd of them. Indeed, the ing nious 

domesticator claims that, "I not only had Goats Flesh to feed on when 

but Milk too" (RC 116). Hence, Crusoe manages to have his goaf s and eat it 

too. The Dutchman also expresses Crusoean sentiments regarding his desire for 

animal flesh. Whilst stocking up for his next journey beyond Pines, V Sloetten 
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takes a "good store of the flesh of a Beast which they call there a Reval, being in 

tast [sic] different either from Beef or Swines-flesh, yet very delightful 0 the 

Pallate, and exceedingly nutrimental" (TIoP 27). 

As a utopian milieu, the natural habitat poses no risks to the p. 

"neither was there any hurtful beast to annoy us" (TIoP 11). With the· safety 

and well-being secured, Pines ventures into the island hinterland in an attempt 

to procure some fresh meat for himself and his company. Shortly ther aJfter, the 

reader is made aware that the Isle of Pines plays host to a number of s 

for the taking, and always pleasing to the palate. Through the plen . 

combination of plant and animal life on the island, Pines happily conf sses "that 

we wanted nothing to keep us alive" (TloP 10). Fortunately, Robinson Crusoe 

also finds himself in the same favoured position as Pines, as Crusoe th y 

proclaims the copiousness of nature: "I possess'd infinitely more than knew 

what to do with" (RC 102). 

With regard to the various types of plant and animal life, Crus 

Pines's, and Van Sloetten's descriptive "sort of" phrases are used to pe suasive 

ends. Through the rhetoric of similarity, both Defoe and Neville pass ff their 

respective natural habitats with the language referential to England. he 

previously unknown plants and animals are "much like," or resemble a "sort of" 

English breed or species. By employing this rhetorical method, both 

only convey the images they desire, but they also convince the reader 

plausibility of these new and different natural island ecosystems. As 

notes, "there were divers other Plants which I had no Notion of, or 

Understanding about" (RC 78-9) - that is, he cannot recognise or des ribe them, 

so he ignores them. 

Although Pines, Crusoe, and Van Sloetten were all quick to de· e and 
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exploit the wildlife they came across, later generations of Pines are not s 

perceptive as our bold adventurers. Unlike the experienced travellers, the Pines 

are, in fact, quite inept when it comes to comprehending something th y have 

never witnessed before. 50 asinine are they, that the islanders believe set of 

bagpipes is a beast. This amusing episode appears in the postscript, were 

Neville takes a parting shot at the intelligence of not only the Pinean p pulation, 

but also the Irish as well. In a waggish scene, the Pines appear dumbf unded 

when an "Irish man named Dermot Conelly [appears] who had forme Iy been in 

England, and had learned there to play on the Bag-pipes ... yet so un E gllished he 

was, that he had quite forgotten your language" (TIoP 31). Fortunatel ,although 

he was unable to converse with the Pines, Conelly manages to entert· the 

island populace semiotically, for he still 

retained his Art of Bagpipe-playing, in which he took ordinary delight; 
being one day on Land in the Isle of Pines, he played on them, ut to see 
·the admiration of those naked people concerning them, would have 
stricken you into admiration; long time it was before we could perswade 
them that it was not a living creature, although they were per . tted to 
touch and feel it... (floP 31). 

Clearly, Van 510etten's point here is that the English Pines are so detac ed from 

English civilization that they mistake a musical instrument for an 

Although the sound the bagpipes produce have been likened by hostil cultures 

to the squeezing of a cat under one's arm and biting on its tail, in no w y does 

this wind instrument visually resemble a living, breathing, or even su ering, for 

that matter, creature. Hence, when Van 510etten represents the Pinea 

population as "very intelligible, retaining a great part of the Ingenuity and 

Gallantry of the English Nation," (floP 31) we can assume that the D 

narrator is being facetious because they do not know a bagpipe from 



Chapter Two 
The Politics of Colonization 

Shall quips and sentences and these paper bullets of the brain 
man from the career of his humour? No; the world must be pe pled. 

- William Shakespeare Much Ado About No hing, TI, iii 

For an Englishman like George Pines, a utopian colony require an 

English utopian social structure. By importing English ideologies to 

island home, Pines takes the traditional English patriarchal social stm ture to 

extremes. In doing so, the once-humble bookkeeper becomes a ruling IHist, 

racist, and polygynist colonizer. The dogmatic beliefs held and voiced by the 

narrator George Pines do not necessarily reflect those of the writer Ne ille, 

however. Because "theoretically, the utopia should be a criticism of 

actualities by a hypothetical criterion, the utopian state,"l Neville is 

engaging in a critique of English politics. By extending commonly-hel 

English notions, such as the Great Chain of Being,2 to their outermost imits, 

his literary hoax indirectly and ironically criticizes the dominant bigot d 

patriarchal ideologies of seventeenth-century England through the isl nd 

society. 

The highly stratified racist and classist ideologies that are imp rted into 

1 See Ernest Baker's T1ze History of the English Navel Vol. II p. 264. 

2 According to Arthur o. Lovejoy, the "Great Chain of Being was compose of an 
immense, or - by the strict but seldom rigorously applied logic of the p . ciple of 
continuity - of an infinite number of links ranging in hierarchical order fr m the 
meagerest kind of existents, which barely escape non-existence, through II very 
possible" grade up to the ens perfectissimum - or, in a somewhat more 0 hodox 
version, to the highest possible kind of creature, between which and the A solute Being 
the disparity was assumed to be infinite" (The Great Chain of Being 59). 

47 
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the Isle of Pines and enforced by the island's patriarch lend themselve well to 

analysis from a post-colonial perspective, as Pines builds his very own 

consanguinous colony on the island. Although the story's exotic and i olated 

setting is far removed from the urbane world of the intended English udience, 

this narrative distancing does not alienate the reader. On the contrary, the 

intriguingly exotic fantasy of utopian fiction would have been extreme y 

attractive to someone living in Restoration England. Undoubtedly, th 

seventeenth-century metropolitan reader would have found Neville's 

titillating story for a number of reasons, as the book's huge success pr ves. 

The patriarchal theme which pervades The Isle of Pines is obvio s. 

Although Pines does not rule with an iron fist or forcibly rape or hurt he 

women, he nonetheless is the undeniable ruler of the women. I will b gin the 

first section by describing the Adamic patriarchy and subsequent patr' mony on 

the Isle of Pines. In this section I will allude to both the Bible and Sir obert 

Filmer's Patriarcha, and illustrate the intertextual similarities between t ese texts 

and Neville's. 

Although Pines and the women are cast into Paradise, this Ed nk island 

requires a certain amount of order to make the Pine an society 1/ civill." 

Consequently, Pines takes charge of the island and establishes a class tructure 

akin to that of his native England. In this section, I will examine the s cial 

system that Pines enforces on this new-found colony - a class structu e that any 

Restoration reader would easily recognize as his or her own. 

In Pines's estimation, the women are vulnerable and need his elp; they 

J1were very much troubled for want of me" mop 9). The mutual desi e 

expressed by both male and female eventually results in the establis ent of a 

polygamous society. For the less tolerant critic who might claim that he story is 
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pornographic, in its polygynous content, it is politically-correct porno ratphy, for 

it expresses a mutual desire between Pines and the women. True, the omen are 

at a direct marital disadvantage for there is only one male to share am ngst 

themselves. Soon, however, the women overcome this sexual drawba k and 

make themselves content with the lone Pines. Thus, by virtue of their solated 

condition and their human biological desires, Pines has no need to for e himself 

on the women; on the contrary, the women are "content" and "longin 

share." In many ways, Pines's position resembles the court of Charles 

merry monarch who loves fucking much."3 This section will concentr te on the 

courtly libertinism of the text - a common theme in Restoration litera ure. 

What makes the content of the story even more exotic is the pr sl2nce of a 

black woman and her subsequent offspring with Pines. Known as Phi lipa 

because she has no surname, the female slave is the last woman to be 

impregnated by Pines and the first one to be sexually abandoned by P es after 

she has left childbearing. Although her children do not resemble blac ,or even 

mulattoes for that matter, the children, known as the Phills, have a ba habit of 

causing trouble. As a result, two generations of Phills rise up against irst Henry 

Pines and then William Pines. The insurrections are put down by the 

and the black leaders, Henry and John Phill, are put to death for their 

Thus the implicit patriarchalism of the story is linked to the implicit r cism 

which assumes inferiority and treachery in the black race. This sectio is 

devoted to the cause of the cursed Phills who are unable to escape the symbolic 

attachment they have inherited from their black mother. 

3 According to Harold Weber, "Even at the licentious court of Charles II, here both 
men and women indulged in the generous sexual freedoms initiated by [C arIes] - the 
double standard of sexual morality put women at a direct disadvantage" ( estoration 
Rake Hero 147). 
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I 
Patriarchy or Patriarch a? 

It was through "Divine assistance" (TIoP 6) that George Pines 

safely on the island paradise, and it is through the same ''Divine assist nee" that 

he rules the island. The ruling class ideology in England during the se enteenth 

century was grounded in concepts of order and the Great Chain Of Bei g. With 

this ideology, the monarchical throne was largely a theocratic one -

being divinely chosen. Inherent with a divinely elected monarch are d vine 

powers, better known as the divine right of kings. Numerous tracts w re written 

arguing for the divine rule of the sovereign throughout the seventeent century. 

Indeed, one of Neville's contemporaries, Thomas Hobbes, in his well- own 

Leviathan argued for the divine right of the sovereign. But without do 

most extreme form of patriarchal and monarchical system to appear in any 

seventeenth-century text was Sir Robert Filmer's Patriarcha or a Defence of the 

Natural Power of Kings Against Unnatuml Liberty of the People [1680]. 

One cannot read The Isle of Pines without being reminded of 

Patriarcha. Although Patriarcha was not published until 1680, this han blOok of 

royalist propaganda was written before 1640, predating The Isle of Pine by 

twenty-eight years. Filmer's royalist views were common knowledge 0 

parliamentarians like Neville. Even if Nevi1le did not have knowledg 

bulk of Patriarcha, he certainly had knowledge of royalist doctrines wh" ch he 

despised greatly. Prior to the Restoration, Filmer was a weU-publishe 

pamphleteer who spread his Old Testament views during the sevente nth 

century as the gospel truth, and a republican such as Neville was pa" By aware 

of this fact. 

Through the Adamic patriarchy established by George Pines 0 the Isle 
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of Pines, Neville was likely lampooning the royalists. 1£ one considers eville's 

text the tale of a patriarchal monarch, it echoes Filmer's tract. The nex 

power in Filmer's text was founded on "the Old Testament and the su posed 

monarchical power conferred by God on Adam in the Garden of Eden which 

had passed down by way of Noah and the Ark until it safely ended up with the 

Stuarts.H4 In many ways, George Pines's patriarchal monarchy is as c n1trived 

as Filmer's because like the restored Stuart and Noah,s Pines sails across the 

ocean to create his own Adamic paradise. 

In theory, Neville and Filmer had polemic concepts of utopia. 

Patriarcha, "Filmer tried to demonstrate that democracy had disastrou 

. consequences." 6 With Oceana, Neville and Harrington envisioned ad mocratic 

regime which would be beneficial not for the monarch but for the Eng . sh 

populace. Unlike the authoritarian power base proposed by Filmer, eville and 

the republicans remained committed to establishing a democratic parl ament. 

Where the royalists assumed it was "natural" for the monarch to seize plOwer, 

Neville believed it was "natural" to seize back the power and put it in 0 the 

hands of the Parliament. In keeping with his political ideology, Nevil e flatly 

rejected the notion of monarchical absolutism. Neville's ideal republi was 

founded in an "Oceana," a utopia where parliament, not the monarch, makes the 

laws and enforces them. With this in mind, it is obvious that Neville ould have 

loathed the regime George Pines establishes for himself. 

If Pines had formed an "Oceana" on the island, the political si uation 

would have been very different. Given the opportunity of a free elect' on in the 

4 See Maurice Ashley's John Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster p. 164. 

5 The biblical NOall was also accompanied by four women. 

6 See J. Sommerville's "Introduction" to Patriarcha and Other Writings p. xxi i. 
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early days of the island, there is a good possibility that Pines might no have 

been elected because from a democratic point of view, Pines is outnu bered by 

women four to one. Much to Filmer's and Pines's horror, one of the p. ean 

#consorts" might have been chosen to lead. Such a situation is reminiscent of 

Neville's A Parliament ofL£zdies where the ladies take charge of the government. 

Back on the Isle of Pines, however, this was not the case because the w men 

remain disenfranchised as they were back in England. In a similar fas . on to 

Filmer's first Stuart who "naturally" became king, Pines was neither fr ely 

elected but assumed monarchical power as the Stuarts did. Neville, w th his 

patriarchal character George Pines, exposes Pines's unchallenged asee sion to 

the throne. In all likelihood, Neville would have condemned Pines's c ailm to 

power, because as a republican he would have politically preferred an elected 

Parliament of Ladies over the patriarchal absolutism of Pines. 

Neville's public disdain for both Filmer and his book was rna e 

apparent in the Republican refutation of PatriaTclza. In his Plato Redivi us [1680], 

Neville "outlined the extreme royalist doctrines of divine right and no -

resistance,,7 inherent in Filmer's text. Neville was not alone in his dis' e for 

Filmer and his royalist cronies. After Neville's death, John Locke cont ued the 

attack with his outrage at royalist absolutism with the publication of 'Wo 

Treatises of Government [1698]. Locke's treatises were a direct response to 

Patriarcha. Similarly to Neville, Locke ridiculed Fihner's notion of the 

"derivation of all kings' authority."g If one considers the position of 

Pines as absolute ruler, then, Neville's text seems to not only parody 

also the monarchy itself. In the story, Pines has the power to exercise is will 

7 See Maurice Ashley's John Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster p. 225. 

8 See Austin Woolrych's "Political Theory and Political Practice" in G.E. A lmer's TIle 
Historical Background: The Age of Milton p. 46. 
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over both his progeny9 and his women. The luxurious comfort enjoyed by Pines 

mirrors the lascivious court of Charles ll. For Pines and Charles, whet er it is 

food or sex, these indulgences are only an arm's or an uarbor's" length away. 

To fully understand the political infrastructure of the Pine an t one, one 

must examine its religious implications. Christianity is a patriarchal re igion 

which would support both the male dominance on the island as well a the 

primogeniture Pines establishes. By extracting parables from the Old estament, 

Filmer's patrilineal inheritence of power handed down to the eldest so was one 

of the important foundations of Patriarcha: "Younger brothers were in erior to 

elder brothers because they came after them in time, but elder sisters 

inferior to younger brothers because women were in all situations infe . or to 

men."IO The pat~ony of this elitist monarchical tradition is continued with 

Pines's eldest son, whom Pines eventually makes uking and governor of all the 

rest" (fIoP 15). To preserve the sanctity and power of the divine thro 

Pines echoes the patriarchal plea of his grandfather "not to let Religio 

him" (floP 16) because the dictates of religion will ensure that the mo 

prevails if and when it is challenged. Coinciding with the primogenit 

power is the transferrence of property. Although there is no form of 

the island, there is a "pallace" and maids and servants which will be i 

the future Pinean monarchs. This concept of patrimony established 0 the island 

is completely reversed in one of Neville's earlier texts, A Parliament of dies With 

Their Lawes Newly Enacted. In this pamphlet, Neville's uLadies" suppl nt 

patrimony with matrimony through parliamentary legislation: "If the usbands 

9 Filmer claims that "indeed not only Adam but the succeeding patriarchs 
of fatherhood, royal authority over their cltildren," which included killing ne's 
dlildren if the father thought it necessary. (Patriarcha and Other Writings 6 . 

10 See Laslett's Introduction to Patriarcha and Other Political Writings of Sir R bert Filmer 
p.12. 
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be ours, then be their goods ours, then be their Lands ours, their Cash d Coyne 

ours, and all the immoveables" (APoL 7). Using the phallic logic of F 

Neville satirically undermines patrimony with A Parliament afLadies, 

similar sarcasm is at work in The Isle of Pines as well. 

With T1le Isle afPines, Neville was indirectly attacking the mon rchy 

itself. Considering the time-scheme of George Pines's life, this means masked 

verbal assault on Queen Elizabeth. In the story, Neville explicitly loca es the 

importance and all-ruling status of Queen Elizabeth when he mentio 

ship is under the "Queen's royal licence" (floP 7), and that "Eliz. [hers IJO 

furnisht out for those parts four ships" (floP 7). To place the historic context of 

the story, Pines registers the year "Anno Dom. 1589," during Elizabet s reign-

1558-1603. Indeed, the reason Pines finds himself cast adrift is due to t e 

imperialist expansion of the Empire into the "East Indies." By placing The Isle of 

Pines in the historical context of the late-sixteenth-century England, N" ville 

articulates deliberate political allusions to the Elizabethan glory days, s Harold 

Weber has notedY Perhaps Pines indirectly blames Queen Elizabeth or his 

estranged condition, isolated not only from England but from English ociety 

itself. Pines's "great terror" and separation is owing to Elizabethan 

expansionism. In this sense, the patriarchal behaviour of George Pines might be 

seen as attacking Elizabeth for what she represents - matriarchy. Aft raIl, JJher 

presence in the title does remind us that Pine's elaborate fantasy takes place at a 

time when a woman, not a man, exercised royal power in England.,,12 In 

11 According to Harold Weber, ''by the Restoration, Elizabeth's long reign ad come to 
represent a distant Golden Age, and her glorious rule, called up by the titl 's allusion to 
the overseas expansion that England enjoyed under her, easily transcends d 
encompasses Pines's little sovereignity" ("Charles II, George Pines, and .lDorimont: 
The Politics of Power in Restoration England" 205-6). 

12 Ibid., p. 205. 
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retaliation against matriarchal convention, then, Pines ensures that he' 1the 

patriarchal monarch of his self-titled isle. Clearly, both the fictional E . abethan 

Pines and the living Restoration author Neville have their anti-monalLc 'cal 

political agendas. Unlike Neville, Pines's anti-monarchist position is s 

as the hypocrite becomes a monarch of sorts himself. 

As with decadent or paradisal societies such as the Roman Em 

Eden in Milton's Paradise Lost, the Isle of Pines suffers its own fall of so s. When 

the island eventually "falls" in the Biblical sense of the term, the story ssumes a 

didactic Puritan tone. As the Christian William Pines recalls, 

But it is impossible, but that in multitudes disorders will grow the 
stronger seeking to oppress the weaker; no tye of Religion b€~' g 
strong enough to chain up the depraved nature of mankinde, ven 
so amongst them mischiefs began to rise, and they soon fell fr rot 

those good orders prescribed them by my Grandfather (TIoP 1 ). 

According to Pines, a number of the islanders fall into depravity beca sle they no 

longer attend the monthly bible readings which are part of the general meeting 

of the entire island population. Furthermore, Pines expresses the illite ent 

wickedness of humankind - a Puritan notion. Having ignored this 

JlChristian instruction" (TloP 17), the fallen Pines suffer because the.us nse of sin 

being quite lost in them, they fell to whoredoms, incests, and adultel'i s" (TIoP 

17). At this point in the story the erotic nature of the text becomes mil 

pornographic as Pines recounts the lewd descriptions of this perverte lot. The 

narrative reads much like a hell-fire and brimstone sermon of a Purita 

clergyman: "Nay not confining themselves with the bound of any mo 

brother and sister lay openly together; those who would not yield to t eir lewd 

embraces, were by force ravished, yea many times endangered of thei lives" 

(TIoP 17). Through the god-fearing narrative, the reader shares the di turbing 



horror of William Pines, who seeks some form of redress for the carnal sins 

committed by this debased group. Fortunately, by the grace of God, 

Christian moral majority rises up and quashes the immoral uprising. 

Predictably, in keeping with the distinctly racial, Elizabethan tone of t 
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lithe grandest offender of them all was taken, whose name was John P '11, the 

second son of the Negro-woman" (TIoP 17). It appears that although J fm Phill 

has white skin, he has inherited the genetic "evil" of his black race. AI..s a result, 

Phill is sentenced to death for his moral crimes as a warning to those 

transgress the unwritten laws. 

Recognizing that the island had no written laws, William Pine "'with the 

advice of some few others of his Counsel, ordained and set forth these Laws to be 

observed by them" mop 18). What his counsel creates is a set of six 1 ws with 

draconian punishments dealt to those who fail to follow the written ICO e. Four 

of the punitive measures result in death, while the remaining two res lt in the 

"loss of Limb" mop 19) and "whipping with rods" (floP 19). For the first 

offense, failing to "hear the Bible read" (TIoP 18) one is "kept without ny 

victuals or drink, for the space of four days" mop 18). For the first 0 fense of 

adultery, "the Male shall lose his Privities, and the Woman have her . 

bored out" (floP 18). For second offenses in both cases, one receives t 

penalty. The death penalty for adultery might seem draconian by our own 

standards; however, English Puritans of the seventeenth century were 

proponents of such a punishment, if one recalls the Adultery act of 16 0.13 

Being well-aware of the Puritans' Adultery Ad, Neville is likely lamp oning the 

13 Roger Thompson notes that lithe very emphasis that Puritans placed on arital 
fidelity and premarital chastity ... was strikingly demonstrated through the so-called 
Adultery Act of 1650, which stipulated death for the crime, and the inCT(~a edl penalties 
for fornication" (Unfit For Modest Ears 53-4). 



religious harshness in the form of Pines's barbarous moral code. 

In keeping with the satirical nature of the text, Neville's analo jeor the 

imposition of such harsh measures obviously has its scatalogical inton tions: 

''Now as Seed being cast into stinking Dung produceth good and who esome 

Com for the sustentation of mans life, so bad manners poduceth [sic] 

wholesome Laws for the preservation of Humane Society" (TIoP 18). 

'good and wholesome laws' are not humane in essence, however. On 
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contrary, Pines's punitive patriarchal measures constitute cruel and in umane 

suffering, and those who fail to abide will, in a purely Nevillesque ton ,find 

themselves in deep "Dung/' as one would in Patriarcha. Unfortunatel for the 

Pines, the fear of God and draconian punishments are not enough to d h:!r yet 

another Phill from breaking the law. In this particular instance, the accllsed is 

one "Henry Phill, the chief Ruler of the Tribe or Family of the Phils, be·ng the 

Off-spring of George Pines which he had by the Negro-woman" (TIoP 25). 

History repeats itself and order is restored as Henry Phill is brought t justice 

and put to death for ravishing "the Wife of one of the principal of the family of 

the Trevors" (TIoP 25). I 

Apart from offering suggestions to punish lawbreakers with" r ligious 

references also recur throughout the length of Pab-iarcha and The Isle 0 Pines. 

Similarly to Filmer's and Neville's texts, religious overtones also perv de Defoe's 

Robinson Crusoe. Like Neville's Edenic paradise, Defoe's island is also blessed 

with natural plenitude by the grace of God. The abundant nature in b th The Isle 

of Pines and Robinson Crusoe is divinely given, as are the fates of Crus e and 

Pines gifts of God. Continually, the reader is reminded that the safety and good 

fortune of the shipwrecked characters does not occur by chance, but b divine 

providence. The references made to God's glory are not merely haphardly 
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thrown in; they serve a rhetorical purpose. The personal histories of b th Neville 

and Defoe show them to have been suspect in religious matters. Nev' 

charged for atheism and blasphemy,14 while Defoe's The Shortest-Way 

Dissenters: Or Proposals for the Establishment of the Church (1702) caused 

jailed for seditious libel.15 One assumes, therefore, that each writer is 

to be 

somewhat satirical with the intensive religious intonations which aplP ar in their 

respective texts. 

In PatriarcJza, The Isle of Pines, and Robinson Crusoe, then, one ca view the 

religious references as a special pleading to capture the attention of 1th 

religiously-minded reader. By relying on the doctrines of divine grace Neville 

and Defoe allied themselves to the reformed religion, while Filmer alP ealed to 

the royalist anglicans. Persistent pleas to God for his help, and thanks when he 

comes through, occur in The Isle of Pines and in Robinson Crusoe. In Pa iarcha, 

although God is omnipresent, He and the Bible are used by the divinel 

Filmer in his argument for the divine right of kings. Similarly, both C 

Pines are also divinely guided, as each one manages to salvage bibles 

respective wrecks. Like Filmer, the Bible brings comfort and peace of 

both devoutly religious fictional characters. However, while Filmer a 

cling to the Old Testament, Defoe embraces the New Testament. Evild nce of 

14 Caraline Rabbins nates that "in Richard Cramwell's Parliament, Neville s friends 
were praminent, but his enemies were numerous enaugh ta make trauble. On 16 
February, 1658, these debated far five haurs the matter af his religian lOr Ia k of it. If it 
were established that he was an atheist and blasphemer, then he aught to be ejected" 
(Two Republican Tracts 8-9). 

15 Accarding Geaffrey Tillatsan, "Defae's ananymaus pamphlet affended 10th the 
Canservative Anglicans and the Protestant Nan-canfarmists. Charged wit 1 seditiaus 
libel, he was tried and faund guilty in July 1703. Cansequently, Defae's p phlet was 
ardered burned by the public hangman, and a warrant issued far his arres. Defoe was 
harshly punished - candemned to stand three times in the pillary and de . ed 
indefinitely because he cauld nat afford the heavy fine that would have g ned his 
release" (Eighteenth Century Literature 234) 
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Crusoe's devotion appears in his journal: ''In the Morning I took the Bi Ie, and 

beginning at the New Testament, I began seriously to read it, and imp sed upon 

my self to read a while every Morning and every Nighf' (RC 77). Like Filmer, 

Pines is as equally convinced of the moral value of the Old Testament. the 

autumn years of his life Pines leaves the treasured Bible to his progeny: "jfor I had 

left still the Bible, I charged it should be read once a moneth [sic] at a g neral 

meeting ... and charged them to remember the Christian religion" (flo 14-15). 

With God's words in print, the stranded men need no further divine p oof of the 

almighty's power. Having enough to eat and being safe from wild he ts, both 

men give thanks to the Lord for this special grace. Although it is uncl ar to 

exactly which denomination Pines belongs, Crusoe separates the apost es from 

the apostates and has some neophytic converts of his own: "My Man F 'day was 

a Protestant, his Father was a Pagan and a Cannibal, and the Spaniard as a 

Papist" (RC 188). 

For further confirmation of a divine presence, God is reified in nature. 

Both Crusoe and Pines continually refer to God and his power. Like 

Pines has a continual habit of praising God's glory. Prior to arriving t the island 

he survives the deadly sickness aboard the ship "by Gods blessing" (T oP 7). Of 

course the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away, and after experienci g calm 

weather, "it pleased God ... we were overtaken and dispersed by a gre t storm of 

Wind" (TIoP 7). The storm which eventually kills the entire crew doe not 

drown Pines and the four women. On the contrary, as Pines says, JIG d was 

pleased to spare our lives, as it were by miracle" (TIoP 8). After livin a long 

life, Pines thanks "God for his Providence and. goodness" (TIoP 14), fo God has 

blessed Pines so much he has a multitude of children "of all sorts" (II P 14). 

Pines prays "to God to multiply' [his family], and send them the tru€~ . ght of the 



Gosper' (TIoP 15). Lastly, in the glorious sermon-like finale of his nan tive, 

Pines closes his tale with a truly pious tone, as he prays for the English ines, 

"whom God bless with the dew of Heaven, and the fat of the Earth, A 
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(TIoP 15). The religious fervour and zeal expressed by George Pines Ie ances 

the rhetorical agenda of Neville; by having such a devout character, N ville 

lends credibility to the story, for such a blessed person must be telling he truth. 

With this hoax, Neville successfully executes a veiled attack on the 

monarchy and religion, and the patriarchy which supports it. His disd . n. for 

Puritanism and enthusiasm was well-known by his colleagues and his 

adversaries. Neville's rationalist and secularist leanings and his conte 

royal authority caused him to be imprisoned because he advocated a 

free Oceana. Thus one conclusion we can draw from The Isle of Pines a d the life 

of Neville is that Henry Neville, if anything, is the antithesis of George Pines. 

Through his character George Pines, therefore, Neville is ironically crit cising this 

patriarchal utopia. 

II 
Concordia Discourse 

Thrust into this paradisal new world by God, Pines is obliged 0 impose 

order on this chaotic, uninhabited and "unCivill" milieu. With a total 

shipwrecked persons, civil society on the Isle of Pines begins. Being f .. ar 

with English society, having been raised in it and achieving the status 

'1>ookkeeper," Pines deems it best to reconstruct a similar social syste 

new "colonial" island home. 

Social class is also an implicit part of the natural order of the Great Chain 

of Being; the next link below the status of the queen is the "master." F es's 
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master is an English merchant in charge of the ship who was "encoura ed by the 

great advantages arising from the Eastern commodities [and desires] t settle a 

factory there to the advantage of trade" (TIoP 7). The colonial intentio 50 of the 

English aristocracy are both historically and textually undeniable, as P' es 

admits that "my master being sent as a factor to deal and negotiate for them, and 

to settle there, took with him his whole familly" (TIoP 7). Indeed, befo e being 

killed in the storm, the merchant intends to establish a colony in the E st Indies 

at the request of the monarchy, not only for his own advantage. PinE~s, being 

next in line for the magisterial throne, becomes the unchallenged patri reh in 

charge of this new domain - the women and the island. Thus, before the 

surviving members disembark from the ship which was "broken and uite 

foundered in the waters" (floP 8), Pines carefully constructs the updat d social 

hierarchy now that his master has perished. His list is hierarchically d scribed: 

"onely myself, my Masters Daughters [sic], the two Maids, and the Ne ro were 

left on board" (floP 8). Listing himself above the women emulates bo h the Bible 

and the Great Chain of Being, placing men above women on the divin order. 

But more than Pines's patriarchal attitude is in operation here; the deli erate 

ordering of the women suggests social female strata as well, upholdin , with 

some calculated adjustment, the archetypical class structure of seventeenth

century England. 

A pecking order is established as Pines's narrative deliberate! and 

methodically arranges the status of the women. Predictably the midd e-class 

"master's daughter, Sarah English" is ranked above all the other wom n. Next, 

the two working-class "maids, Mary Sparkes and Elizabeth Trevor" a e listed 

because they constitute the next lower class on the social scale. FinaU , the 

lowest rung on the social scale is mentioned at the bottom of the list: tte negro 
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slave, whose Christian name was "Philippa, she having no surname" 

Much in the way that Pines elevated himself from bookkeeper to maste , Pines 

promotes the two maids along with himself. This social change does n t occur 

until after Pines has mated with the two woman, however. Following ines's 

claim that he "perswaded the two Maids to let me lie with them" (TIoP 12) first, a 

new social order emerges. To complete his mating of all the women, P es next 

choice is his Master's daughter, while the final conubial act occurs wit the only 

remaining female - Philippa. 

Crucial to understanding Pines's hierarchical shift is the order f mating, 

because the ordering of wives is of particular cultural and textual imp 

The "first lady" of Pines, (Pines refers to her as "my first Wife") is his:" eloved," 

Mary Sparkes. Pines's second wife is the other previous "Maid," Eliza 

Trevor. The most affected by this class shift is Sarah17 English. Englis 

once the master's daughter, but now she is no more than Pines's "thir "wife. 

Least affected by the class disruption in Pines's colony is Philippa, for er status 

as "black slave" remains unchanged throughout the story. I 

Because he has ratified the English social hierarchy to his own henefit, it 

seems plausible to conclude that Pine's re-ranking of the subordinate 10men is, 

therefore, hierarchically discriminatory, in Jonathan Dollimore's termsj' 

Discrimination descends through a hierarchy of the subordina e, 
Or, more accurately, hierarchies, including those of class, race

1
and 

gender, and within each of which subject is situated different! , 
Discrimination works through the asymmetry of subject 
positioning, and the plurality of hierarchies, as well as the bru e fact 

16 In polygamous sects of the Muslim faith, for example, the first married w' e is 
generally referred to as "the great lady, marking her off as the true wife" ( e Bible and 
Polygamy 7). 

17 Of intertextual interest to the 17ze Old Testament, Abraham had a chief wi e Sarah, and 
two lesser wives. Neville is more than likely playing with names here. Se Genesis 16: 
3; 25: 1. 
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of inequality institutionalized in hierarchy itself.18 

Dollimore's suggestion of "subject positioning" is of interest in re1atio 

illustration "A Description of Y e Isle of Pines." In the panel entitled '" 

Numbring his People" the subject positioning reveals the classes of the five 

pioneers. In the immediate foreground stands the patriarch George Pi es, in the 

background, the symbol of domestic bliss, harmony and family values - the 

home. 

The positioning of Pines front and center signifies that he is in harge of 

both his people and his "wives." But the positioning of the characters also 

signifies the social hierarchy of the principal characters. In this sense, he 

illustration follows the narrative of Pines.19 Consistent with the text, Pes's 

"first Wife" Mary Sparkes appears to the immediate left of and in clos st 

proximity to the patriarch. To the rear of both Pines and Sparkes stan the three 

remaining wives. To Pines's far right stands Elizabeth Trevor. Altho gh Trevor 

appears farther from Pines due to her lateral placement, she is the spe4rhead of 

the trio, because she is socially above the other two women. Almost directly 

behind Pines is Sarah English. Although she appears slightly closer tal Pines, she 

is, ill fact, slightly back of Trevor. Somewhat "sandwiched" between 

English and forced further to the rear is Philippa. The island hierarch 

therefore, inscribed in both the narrative and in the illustration. Even hen 

"death does them part" the subject positioning of the Pinean corpses: s . 1 places 

Philippa on the outside: 

18 See Dollimore's Sexual Dissidence p. 337. 

19 Although Pines mentions that the women were "attractive when they h d dothes" 
the illustrator's conception of the Pine an women is not very flattering. Th ir features 
are drawn two-dimensional and too patently unattractive. 
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but my Masters Daughter ... at length she died also, so I buried her also 
next the place where I purposed to be buried my self, and the tfll Maid 
my first Wife next me on the other side, the Negro next withou fter, and 
the other Maid next my Masters Daughter. (TIoP 15) 

The overwhelming population of the island and its hierarchy 

noted by the visitor Van Sloetten. The Dutchman reports that even in 

their cultural misgivings, the Pines are Jlretaining a great part of the In enuity 

and Gallantry of the English Nation" (TIoP 4). The two English traits t which 

Van Sloetten is undoubtedly referring is the ability to cunningly perpe ate the 

immoral and slightly modified English class structure on the island. 

With George Pines long dead, his ruling sons eventually beco e 

gentrified. Although William Pines is described as "though he had no hing of 

Majesty in him, yet had he a courteous noble and deboneyre spirit, wh re with 

your English Nation (especially those of the Gentry) are very much in. ued" 

(TIoP 4), he exerts sufficient authority in his inherited position, and be omes, 

through his inherited estate, a member of the "gentry." The "majesty" which 

William Pines seems to lack can be traced back to his grandfather's 10 birth, 

because when George Pines took charge of the island, he turned the tr ditional 

English class structure upside down. In this new world order, the furs 

master declared his right during the first days of occupation: "I being 

their stay in this lost condition" (TIoP 9). With no master above him" t e 

working-class bookkeeper transcended the traditional social barriers hich 

existed back in England by filling the ruling vacancy himself. The overturning of 

authority can be interpreted as somewhat of a republican fantasy sinc Pines is 

the bookkeeper who would be king. 

One cannot, however, rule a country without a population of 

Always prepared for a challenge, George Pines overcomes this proble by 
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establishing a colony single-appendagedly: IJproceeding from his Loyn one 

thousand seven hundred eighty nine children, which he had by them f ur 

women" (TIoP 16). Although Pines is ruler of the island, his bookkeep· g days 

linger in his thoughts as he finally decides to make an accurate account of his 

familial accomplishments, in a sort ofbook-keeper's guide to sex. Pine's 

continual habit of ordering and numbering is perhaps a reflection of hi previous 

occupation - bookkeeping. Although he is not an average accountant Pines's 

tendency to figures is mildly comic and it conveys a certain distancing 

text. In this sense, Pines is foreshadows Swift's narrator in II A Modest roposal." 

Confronted with his own Irish breeders, Swift's narrator reflects the to 

Pines: III calculate there may be about Two hundred Thousand Couplle hose 

Wives are Breeders; from which Number I subtract thirty thousand Co 

are able to maintain their own Children" (AMP 503). In a similar Swiftl an tone 

Pines claims: 

Thus having lived to the sixtieth year of my age, and the fortieth IDf my 
coming thither, at which time I sent for all of them to bring thet children, 
and there were in number descended from me by these four IN bmen, of 
my Chrildren [sic], Grand-children, five hundred sixty five of ~oth sorts ... 
(TIoP 14). 

For both narrators, numbering and counting are of significance. The· sistent 

enumerating and totalling of the populace further adds to the satirical imension 

of the text. The numbering of the tribes has, of course, its scriptural ec 

Pines becomes a new Moses:20 
/I And now one for all, I summoned the to come 

to me, that I might number them" (TIoP 15). Furthermore, the illustra ed panel 

IIPine numbring his people" also reflects a Moses-type character comp ete with a 

long beard and tablets for counting. 

20 See the Bible: Numbers 37: 41i I Chronicles 21: 2i 2 Samuel 24: 1, etc. 
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Like Pines numbering his own people, Robinson Crusoe is also roud of 

his own newly populated island, even though the total population cons -tutes 

only four people. According to the boastful Crusoe, ''My island was no 

peopled, and I thought my self very rich in Subjects; and it was a merry 

Reflection which I made, How like a King I look'd" (RC 188). Of COlli'S ,the 

difference between populating Pines's island and Crusoe's island is tha for 

Pines, population is a seminal issue, whereas for Crusoe, the manner is through 

the subjugation of his fellow islanders_ s 

Unlike his predecessors, William Pines is referred to as the pos essor of 

three different positions of authoritative power. Indeed, Van Sloetten i dicates 

that William Pines is not only "Lord" (TIoP 24), but "Prince" (floP 25) d 

"Governour" (TIoP 26) of the island populace. The tripartite position s 

that William fills an absolutist position: master/ruler (as "Lord"), a nll r of a 

small state (as "Prince"), and one who governs (as "Governor"). The ti Ie 

"Prince" has a Machiavellian echo: Neville was not only an admirer of he Italian 

political philosopher, but was also one of the first English translators ot "The 

Prince." Evidence in support of Pines's royal authority is further vOice~ by Van 

Sloetten, who claims of William, "now was he attended after a more R1yal 

manner then [sic] we ever saw before, both for number of Servants, ant 

multiplicity of Meat" (floP 24). William Pines "had about a dozen Se~vants of 

which to attend on hUn" (TIoP 25). Although there is no form of mone ary 

currency on the island, Pines wields sufficient power to possess serva ts and the 

luxury of all the island spoils. Similarly, his immediate family share 's status 

and its privileges, which by their very nature involves the subordinati n of other, 

lesser families: "his Lady or Wife, came likewise forth of their House 0 Pallace, 

attended on by two Maid Servants" (floP 4). 



Van Sloetten and the Dutch crew, who are well familiar with ro alty in 

their own nation, quickly realize that the Pine an conception of a palace . s not 

suitable for a true monarch. With the Dutch implements aboard their s 'p, 

therefore, the foreign visitors are able to construct a home more befittin a 

"Prince" 21 such as William Pines. As Van Sloetten recounts the morne t, "we 
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got all our cutting Instruments on Land, and fell to hewing down of Tr es, with 

which, in a little time, (many hands making light work) we built up a P ace for 

this William Pines the Lord of that Countrey" (floP 23-24). But Pines's "Pallace" 

is not a Windsor, st. James, Hampton, or even an Oatlands. On the co trary, Van 

Sloetten expresses the limitations of construction in the isolated comm nity: 

"though much inferiour to the houses of your Gentry in England [yet,] 0 them 

which never had seen better, it appeared a very Lordly place" (floP 24 . Thus, 

by the third generation of occupation, the Pines's not only have an esta 

monarch in charge of their civil society, but they also have the symboli home 

which befits a monarchical leader. 

III 
The Polygyny of George Pines 

Like other English monarchs before him,. George Pines has m01e than one 

wife. But unlike the authentic English monarchs22 who divorced or dle aJPitated 

(in some cases both) their wives, Pines has four wives all at the same ti e

making Pines a polygynist. Where there was a multitude of both sexe back on 

2.1 The kindness of the Dutch has a Macchiavellian motif: JlIt is a frequent cu tom for 
those who seek the favor of a prince to make him presents of those things t ey value 
most highly or which they know are most pleasing to him" (The Prince 3).. 

22. Perhaps the most famous of English monarchs, Henry VIII, had a total of six wives, 
not including riristresses. I 

I 

I 
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his native island of Britain, there is little alternative to the polygynous 

arrangement on the Island of Pines; the utopian colony needs populating and the 

only colonizer capable of providing the seminal issue is George Pines. By being 

physically outnumbered in terms of gender, Pines is unable to maintain a 

monogamous relationship with one woman. Moreover, according to his 

narrative he can fulfill the fantasies of all English and European polygamophiles 

by cohabitating and copulating with his four wives. With this androcentric 

utopia, Neville radically diverges from the marital customs set in two previous 

English utopias because ''Thomas More banned polygamy from his Utopia and 

Francis Bacon from his New Atlal1tis.,,23 If one accepts Neville's utopia as an 

"other" country, the Isle of Pines is an amoral milieu - both male and females 

are guided by naturalism. 

Of course, polygamy did not begin with the British, nor did it begin in 

the seventeenth century. Polygamy is a term which denotes a marriage where 

there are more than two partners. The most common form of polygamy is 

polygyny - where a man has more than one wife - while the least common 

form is polyandlY - where a woman has more than one husband. But George 

Pines was not the first Briton to practice polygyny. The first distant relatives of 

Pines, the patriarchal forefathers of ancient Briton, practiced if not polygyny, 

then certainly plural marriages. Caesar documented this absence of monogamy 

during his British campaign: "ten and even twelve have wives common to 

them.,,24 If one considers Pines's return to an Edenic island as a return to 

ancient Briton, Neville is perhaps adding a bit of nostalgia to Pines's paradise

much like the early days of pre-Christian Jerusalem Dryden spoke of in Absalom 

23 See Leo Miller's John Milton Among the Polygamophiles p.52. 

24 See E. Parrinder's The Bible and Polygamy, p. 6. 
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and Achitophel: "In pious times ere priestcraft did begin, / Before polygamy was 

made a sin.,,25 

For certain cultures, past and present, polygamy is not considered a sin.26 

In Neville's context, however, monogamy was the marital code of the status quo. 

Although Thomas Hobbes was not an ethnographer, his Leviathan acknowledges 

the marital differences of other cultures and shies away from the ethrllOcentric 

view of the western Europeans: "in some places of the world, men have the 

Liberty of many wives; in other places such Liberty is not allowed."27 Neville, 

having travelled in Europe and being acquainted with the domestic and 

continental controversies of polygamy, utilized polygyny in his story to incite 

interest and controversy. 

Although there are no formal marriages (in the traditional Christian 

sense of the term) made on the Isle of Pines, the sexual order does contain a 

symbolic polygynous sexual hierarchy. In a political sense, the estab:lished 

patriarchal power relations on the Isle of Pines are in keeping with the English 

imperialist policy of divide and rule, or as Kathleen Barry would contend, "sex 

colonization.,,2s The absolute power of the patriarch/ monarch is illustrated as 

Pines divides and sexually conquers his subjects (the four women) and rules 

them through polygyny. Although the sexual format of the text is gentle, there is 

power in it. In this male power fantasy, however, the three white women are 

25 See Dryden's Absalom and Achitophel [1680]pt. 1 lines 1-2. 

26 Parrinder notes that the Semitic and Islamic peoples have known much polygamy, as 
well as a number of African communities. See TIle Bible and Polygamy. p. 7. 

'0 See Hobbes's Leviathan II eh. 21. 

2l! According to Kathleen Barry, "sex colonization is insidious. Not only are women 
dominated as a group - SOcially, politically, and economically - but unlike any other 
colonized group, they must share the homes and beds of the colonizer" 0Female Sexual 
Slavery 165). 
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complacent and complicit.29 Although there is no suggestion that the women are 

ravished, they are, nevertheless, "perswaded" by Pines to "lie" with him. The 

extent of what exactly Pines's "perswasion" entails is unclear; however, 

persuasion suggests influence and enticement, and ultimately, this is for the 

reader to determine. 

Upon arriving on the island, Pines begins to establish his polygynous 

hierarchy by referring to the women as limy consorts" (TloP 12), though they are 

perhaps better described as Pines's concubines in this veritable harem.30 Once 

impregnated with his children, the women are referred to as limy women [and] 

my wives" (floP 14). George Pines is not only in control of the islanct but his 

sexual power over the four women31 is also undeniably patriarchal in essence. 

Interestingly, four wives is also an appropriate number put forth by John Selden 

in his Uxor Ebraica, a book which Neville was probably familiar with.32 Neville 

creates Pines's character as an insatiable young male with four equally wanton 

young females. Outnumbered, Pines decides that he must satisfy all four of the 

women, and the women, we are told, want to be satisfied by him. In this sense, 

29 According to David Spurr, "Colonial domination thus is understood as having a 
salutary effect on the natural excesses and the undirected sexual energies of the 
colonized" (The Rhetoric of Empire 172). 

30 In their study of colonial women, Yvonne Kniebiehler and Regine Goutalier 
maintain "Everything takes place as if the colonies were the harems of the West" (The 
Rhetoric of Empire 170). See also La Femme au Temps des Colonies p. 21. 

31 According to Kathleen Barry's historical study of polygynous societies, "in 
polygynous families there is conflict among and between the wives for goods and 
services from their husband. For control over women the optimal number of wives is 
said to be four" (Female Sexual Slavery 140). 

32 A. Owen Aldridge suggests that Neville's "selection of four as the number of Pines's 
female companions was based probably on knowledge of contemporary Mohammedan 
practice and of Old Testament customs upon which the Mohammedan practice was 
based. Neville may very well have known John Selden's explanation that a limit of four 
wives was imposed upon the patriarchs as the most proper to allow for the regular and 
recurrent fulfillment of the husbandly duty" ("Polygamy in Early Fiction" PMLA p. 
467). 
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Pines seems to mirror the notion put forth by Kate Millet that "patriarchal myth 

and belief have always assumed greater sexual capacity in the male and argued 

from it a greater need which lent sanction to the double standard and perhaps 

even to polygyny."33 

The polygynous import of the text might best be related to thE~ political 

nature of Neville's own Parliamentary experience wherein polygynous 

legislation was introduced on two occasions.34 But the Commonweallth 

Parliament was not the only venue for dialogue on polygamy, however. Based 

on Old Testament readings}5 polygyny was argued for, and sometime's practiced 

by, men of various religious leanings. In seventeenth-century England, a few 

morally corrupt religious leaders, such as Abiezer Coppe36 and Lawrence 

Clarkson}7 made polygamy and adultery a public spectacle. From writers to 

theologians, from travellers to philosphers, polygamy became coffee-lh.ouse talk 

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The theologian Martiin Luther 

and the continental philosopher and discoverer of calculus, Gottfried Leibniz, as 

s,q See Kate Millet's Sexual Politics p. 119. 

34 Aldridge notes that two bills were actually introduced to legalize polygyny. "The 
first was introduced in 1658, in a session in which Neville himself sat as a member, as a 
remedy for the murder of illegitimate children by their mothers. The other, presented in 
1675, was designed to foster a more effectual peopling of the nation and to prevent the 
pernicious use of women" ("Polygamy in Early Fiction" PMLA 466). 

35 The Old Testament contains a number of polygamous households: Abraham had a 
wife named Sarah as well as two lesser wives (Genesis 16.3; 25.1); Jacob had two wives 
and two concubines (Genesis 29. 23-30; 30. 4-9); Gideon also had many wives Gudges 8. 
30); but Solomon is the most prodigious of them all with his seven hundred wives and 
three hundred concubines (1 Kings 11. 3). 

36 According to Roger Thompson there were men like /I Abiezer Coppe who preached 
naked, was 'commonly in bed with two women at a time' and kissed his neighbor's wife 
'without sin'" (Unfit For Modest Ears 46). 

37 Thompson notes that "Lawrence Clarkson preached that there was no sin in adultery 
if it was done in the faith. BelieVing that' all is pure to the pure' he proceeded to seduce 
girls all over the country" (Ibid. 46). 
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well as the English explorer Sir Walter Raleigh were all polygamophiles of some 

renown.38 

Public discourse as well as published pamphlets also fueled the 

polygamous controversies of the seventeenth century. Bernardo Ochino's 

Protestant Dialogue on Polygamy, for example, published in 1657, llfurther 

stimulated serious argument about the topic, which the imbalance of lthe sexes in 

the middle years of the century had made an important issue." 39 This 

redressing of the gender "imbalance" on the Isle of Pines seems to correlate with 

Ochini's dialogue, owing to the male deficit on the island because the women 

outnumber the men four to one. Whatever the source of Neville's influence, 

polygyny is obviously practiced by Pines because he is the sole male who is 

equipped with a seemingly unquenchable sexual appetite. 

One of the lesser-known proponents of polygyny was John Milton. 

Apart from the polygynous themes conveyed by both authors, Milton was 

similar to Neville on the political front. Both men had made their Republican 

leanings public - Neville in Plato Redivivus, and Milton in The Ready and Easy 

Way to Establish A Free Commonwealth. When it came to political beliefs and the 

achievement of a Commonwealth in England, therefore, Neville and lVIilton were 

more than unified. Though both writers were united politically, Neville's 

approach to polygamy was satirical, while Milton's was serious. Out of his own 

frustrated efforts at obtaining a divorce from his wife who abandoned him, 

Milton went to great lengths in trying to achieve a permanent and legal 

separation from his wife which would permit him to remarry. Milton's struggle 

resulted in considerable research and the written notes concerning this 

38 For an even more expanded and exhaustive list of celebrity polygamophiles 
throughout history see Miller's John Milton Among the Polygamophiles. 

39 See Thompson's Unfit For Modest Ears p. 100. 
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investigation are contained in his private Comnwnplace Book. 40 Although divorce 

was his primary intention, Milton came to realize that polygamy also provided a 

solution to his marital problems. Moreover, Milton's Treatise on Chrisfian Docb-ine 

devotes considerable effort to argument in favor of the L1awfulness of 

polygamy," as Leo Miller has dearly documented.41 

As a Restoration writer, Milton was not the only proponent of polygamy. 

Another famous writer, John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester can be added to "the 

roster of polygamophiles."42 Moreover, the polygamous dimension of Denis 

Veiras's The History of the Sevarites or Sevarambi, published in 1675, is said to be 

influenced greatly by The Isle of Pines. 43 In a similar Nevillesque tone, the 

Augustan writer Jonathan Swift, did not share the polygamous sentmlents of 

Rochester, Milton or Veiras either. On the contrary, Swift was vehemently 

opposed to such a practice, and openly attacked others for entertaining such 

notions. While Neville lampooned the polygamophiles of his own generation, 

Swift's target of satirical abuse was Lord Chancellor William Cowper.44 

40 Leo Miller's comprehensive examination of John Milton as a polygamophile contains 
explicit excerpts from the writer's Commonplace Book, which detail his polygamous 
leanings. See John Milton .A1nong the Polygamophiles p. 4. 

41 Miller notes that "a few contemporaries knew Milton's private opinion on 
polygamy. His public opinion on polygamy was contained in the Treatise on Christian 
Doctrine, but Milton died before it was revised. The text remained undiscovered for 
150 years, because when Milton's acquaintance Daniel Skinner tried to have it printed, 
the manuscript was seized and suppressed by the regime in power." Ibid., p. 4. 

42 Gilbert Burnet suggested that Rochester was a polygamophile: "The restraining of a 
Man from the use of Women, Except one in the way of Marriage, and denying the 
remedy of Divorce, he thought unreasonable impositions on the Freedom of Mankind." 
Ibid., p. 321. 

43 Aldridge devotes an entire article to the intertextual similarities between Neville and 
Veiras. See "Polygamy in Early Fiction: Henry Neville and Denis Veiras" PMLA 1950, p. 
464-72. 

44 William Cowper, Earl of Cowper, 1664-1723, first Lord Chancellor of the united realm 
of Great Britain, "was reputed to have been a bigamist and to have allegedly written a 
treatise defending plural marriage. In The Examiner of January 4,1710/1711, Number 
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Polygamy was not a theme Neville reserved soley for The Isle of Pines, 

however. In his Padiament of Ladies With Their Lawes Newly Enacted, for example, 

Neville inverts his polygamous process by introducing polyandry as opposed to 

the Pine an polygyny. Unlike the parliamentary-free milieu of the isle of Pines, 

back in England, the Ladies in this pamphlet control the government. While the 

"Ladies" hold Parliament "Mrs. Tattle-well" puts forth her argument for 

polyandry: 

Mrs. Tattle-well that spak [sic], who said, that it was not only fitting 
but necessary, that every woman should have two husbands; for 
said she, was not every woman born with two legs, two hands, two 
eyes, two eares; and every deep Well ought to have two Buckets, 
while one is coming up, the other going down. (APoL 4). 

Where polygyny was unavoidable for George Pines, for Neville's Mrs. Tattle

well, polyandry is purely a matter of logic and not morality. The consensus of 

the Parliament appears unanimous as the speaker celebrates the utility of the 

new motion: 

It is fully agreed upon by us Women, who are here present, which 
find in better for us women to have 2 husbands, that if one be sick, 
the other may be well, one abroad, another at home: and this was 
Miss Tabitha Tireman, and al [sic] giving out it may be a great 
means to abolish the old custom of making cuckolds. CAPoL 5-6). 

Cuckoldry was a common theme in seventeenth-century English literature, and 

with this polyandrous law, the "Ladies Parliament," as Tabitha Tireman 

suggests, would eliminate this social evil completely. With the enactment of this 

law, the women or Ladies of London can freely indulge themselves with more 

than one spouse, as George Pines does on the Isle of Pines. 

The extent to which Neville convinced the public with his polygamous 

tale can be found in a Polish reaction to The Isle of Pines during the early 

21, Swift refers to Cowper as 'Will Bigamy,' amongst other things." See (john Milton 
Among the Polygamopltiles pp. 139-40). 
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eighteenth century.45 In an attempt to convince his readers of the practicality of 

polygyny, a Polish pamphleteer used George Pines for an analogy. P1llblished 

support for these unbalanced marital arrangements continued throughout and 

past the seventeenth century. The eighteenth-century English writer, Frances 

Blackburne, who wrote Menwirs of Thomas Hollis, claimed that that the inherent 

polygyny in The Isle alPines was a /lserious representation of the happiness that 

might accrue to society by following the dictates of nature."46 As fantastic as it 

might sound, polygynous relationships did in reality take place on isolated 

islands in the eighteenth century. What's more, some of the polygamists were 

English. Perhaps the most well-known of these non-fictional stories concerns the 

mutineered crew of Captain Bligh's "Bounty." On the Polynesian island of 

Pitcairn, John Adams transcends George Pines's fictional tally of four wivesi after 

much commotion, the mutineer claimed a total of nine women.47 Thus, by the 

close of the eighteenth century, Pines's outrageous tale of polygyny was actually 

being reenacted by nonfictional English explorers, albeit corrupt ones. For better 

or worse, therefore, eighteenth-century readers were not skeptical of George 

45 Miller notes that Neville told his tale so aptly that a Warsaw pamphlet of 1715 by C. 
Wiernowsky, entitIed Consideration Inculpata, cited The Isle of Pines as a type of good 
evidence justifying polygamy. Ibid., p. 244. 

46 See A. Owen Aldridge's "Polygamy in Early Fiction" PMLA p. 466. 

47 Greg Dening notes that "originally, tile community,if that is the word to describe tile 
traumatized group, was divided into four polygamous households. Adarns had four 
women and their children in his house; Young had three women, McCoy and Quintal 
had two. Three years later, in 1797, McCoy, in delirium from drink, threw himself off 
the cliffs, with a rock tied around his neck. Five years on, one of Quintal's women was 
accidentally killed while gathering seabird's eggs. Beserk with liquor, Quintal 
demanded that he should have Christian's former wife. She was living now with 
Edward Young. Adams and Young agreed it would be safer to exterminate Quintal. 
Young killed him with an axe as he lay in a drunken stupor. A year after !this, in 1800, 
Young himself died, the first of the mutineers to die a natural death. He wheezed his 
way asthmatically into eternity. John Adams, at the age of thirty-three years was now 
alone with nine Polynesian women, one eleven-year-old Polynesian girl, and twenty
three children born on the island (eleven girls and twelve boys)" (Mr. Bligh's Bad 
Language 320). 



Pines's claims, because historical reality began to lend further plausibility and 

actuality to his story. 
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Of course, one has to assume that Neville's portrayal of polygyny in TIle 

Isle of Pines is satirical. Throughout the writer's life, there is never any mention 

that he was a proponent of polygyny, nor are there any serious pamphlets 

written by him in support of the practice. Knowing his own personaJ. disdain for 

the Protectorate and Cromwell,48 and religious practices in general, Neville was 

probably mocking the concept of polygyny along with those who supported such 

libidinousness nonsense. In his A Parliament of Ladies With Their Lawes Newly 

Enacted, Neville turns the polygamous table around and puts it in the hands of 

the "Ladies," jokingly illustrating the ridiculous motives and outrageous realities 

that coincide with polygamous practices. With both pamphlets, therefore, 

Neville undoubtedly lampoons polygamy for both sexes. 

A.L. Morton suggests that "the history of Utopia ... reflect[s] the 

conditions of life and the social aspirations of classes and individuals at different 

times." 49 If one considers Aldridge'S suggestion that The Isle of Pines is a 

"romantic Utopia," then, Neville's story is parodic, for it was created in times of 

polygynous controversy. With polygamophiles such as John Milton, whose 

"social aspirations" led him to argue for the legal institution of polgyny, 

Neville's story is with little doubt parodying the Adultery Act of the Puritans, as 

well as the poets, priests and politicians who publicly advocated bigamy and 

plural marriages in England during the seventeenth century. 

48 Aldridge notes that "in 1658 a writer seriously proposed to Cromwell that he should 
introduce polygamy, and on January 22, 1658, Cromwell ordered a Committee to 
consider the book concerning polygyny and report" ("Polygamy in Early Fiction" 
PMLA466). 

49 See Morton's The English Utapia, p. 11. 
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IV 
The Plight of the Phils 

Much as in seventeenth-century England, the racial stratificatl[on on the 

Isle of Pines is undeniable. The extreme racial prejudice levelled against the 

"negro" Philippa is representative of the English slave-holder mentality of both 

Pines's Elizabethan ethos as well as Neville's Restoration milieu. This inherent 

racism directed against non-whites is not unique to Neville, but appeared in 

many travel narratives prior to and following the writer's career. Stories such as 

Richard Ligon's A True and Exact History of the Island of Barbadoes [1657], which 

provided inspiration for Richard Steele's Irude and Yarico [Spectator 1711], as well 

as a host of other related stories, conveyed racial themes that included 

miscegenation. Although Aphra Behn's Oro01wko and Daniel Defoe's Robinson 

Crusoe fail to make mention of interracial copulatipn, both contain racial 

overtones. One consequence of these fictional representations in exotic locales 

meant that during the seventeenth century in England, blacks were usually 

portrayed as a highly sexual race50 and of the lowest rank of humanity.51 Such 

racial biases were, of course, in keeping with commonly held English religious

based beliefs of the time.52 

50 According to Anthony Barthelemy, "early English and European travellers always 
reported on the supposed libidinousness of Africans. Recall that Leo Africanus [Hist01Y 
and Description of Africa] reports 'no nation vnder heauen more prone to venerie' than 
'Negroes'" (Black Face Maligned Race 12). 

51 The disgust the English held against the blacks is not only a product of English 
society, but can be traced back through the religious history of Christianity, as 
Barthelemy notes: /lin the Christian tradition, whiteness is desired, blackness is 
condemned. White is the color of the regenerated, of the saved; black is the color of the 
damned, the lost. This allegorical reading of white and black finds repeated expression 
from the earliest of Christian exegeses to the present" (Ibid. 3). 

52 Keith Thomas notes that "although polygenism (the concept of differenlt human 
species) was an uncommon sentiment during the seventeenth century, the pervasive 
monogenism of the period did not prevent the emergence of notions of racial inferiority, 
for blackness was usually regarded as a deformity and it was common to explain the 
different varieties of men in the world by saying that the blacks had degenerated from 
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The racial overtones in The Isle of Pines are overt and unmistalkably 

discriminatory. Pines's own racial bias is revealed early in the story when he and 

the four women are first washed up onto the island: "we had the opportunity to 

land ourselves, though almost drown'd, in all four persons, beside the negro" 

mop 8). Neville's use of the exclusionary term "beside" is indicative of the fact 

that Pines does not consider the black woman to be a person fully worthy of 

human status. Pines's outspoken bigotry would not have been out of the 

ordinary because at this time, racism in England was rife, and such prejudicial 

notions went unquestioned for the most part. At the beginning of the 

seventeenth century, Queen Elizabeth expressed her desire to have black 

residents legally transported out of England: "a royal edict of 1601 expresses 

discontent 'at the great number of "Negars and blackamoors" which iue crept 

into the realm.",53 Pines does not mention Queen Elizabeth's personal disdain 

for persons not English and not white, but his narrative expresses a racist 

ideology similar to Elizabeth's. 

Pamphlets such as Neville's were not the only cultural medium of 

expression for disseminating racist beliefs; the Restoration stage of Neville's 

context teems with racial stereotypes of blacks, and derogatory representations 

also pervaded the Elizabethan stage of Pines's time. Indeed, at the beginning of 

the seventeenth century, "as moral exempla, they [Elizabethan and Jacobean 

dramatists] warn the audience of the blackness that results from sexual licence 

and the sexual licence that seems to accompany blackness.,,54 On the Isle of 

Pines, George Pines seems to reflect the Elizabethan notions of negroes during 

their common ancestor, Adam, while the whites had stayed constant or even improved" 
(Man and the Natural World 135-36). 

53 See Dollimore's Sexual Dissidence p. 155. 

54 See Barthelemy'S Black Face Maligned Race p.l20. 
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his short contemplative monologues concerning his negro wife, Philippa. 

With regard to human bondage, Neville's story is, in some WCllYS, 

remarkably similar to Richard Ligon's True and Exact History of the Barbadoes. In 

The Isle of Pines, Philippa is first described as the "negro female slave" (TIoP 7), 

yet as the story progresses, the "slave" becomes the possession of George Pines. 

Soon into his narrative and through to the story's conclusion he refers to her as 

"my negro." Although Philippa is one of Pines's four wives, Ligon's Thomas 

Inkle manages to maintain a monogamous relationship with his Indian slave 

Yarico during their time together. As Philippa was before coming to the Isle of 

Pines, Yarico becomes a human commodity and is eventually sold intD slavery: 

To be short, Mr. Thomas Inkle, now coming into English Territories, 
began seriously to reflect upon his loss of Time, and to weigh with 
himself how many Days Interest of his Mony [sic] he had lost 
during his Stay with Yarico. This Thought made the Young :Man 
very pensive, and careful what Account he should be able to give 
his Friends of his Voyage. Upon which Considerations, the prudent 
and frugal young Man sold Yarico to a Barbadian Merchant; 
notwithstanding that the poor Girl, to incline him to commiserate 
her Condition, told him that she was with Child by him: But he only 
made use of that Information, to rise in his Demands upon the 
Purchaser. (IA Y 8). 

Fortunately for Philippa, Pines is unable to sell her to a stranger (because no 

foreigners arrive during Pines's lifetime), but for all intents and purposes, she 

remains a slave on the island and is labelled as such. On a social levell, Philippa 

is doubly disqualified: she is not only of the lowest class - a slave - she is also 

black and accordingly sanctioned against within Pines's racist colonial social 

structure. Of particular social and historical interest with regard to the black 

female is the concept of human ownership, as Pines becomes a veritable slave

holder himself, and Philippa is exploited as sex-object and mother. 

The accompanying frontispiece "A Description of Ye Isle of Pines" 
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illustrates the semiotic blackness of Philippa. So emphasized is her dark skin, 

that the woman appears as little more than a non-descript shadow of a woman. 

Unlike the three white women who have been drawn with distinct fadal features, 

Philippa is portrayed as a dark void. Her blackness is so over-exaggerated that 

one cannot even see the whites of her eyes. Moreover, the woman has not only 

been spatially placed behind George Pines, but also behind his three white wives 

as well. Thus, the illustration in this particular instance follows the ralcial 

narrative tone of the text which pushes Philippa to the rear of the white majority 

- she is the least desired, and without her eyes she can't even see it. 

With regard to the sexual domain on the island, Philippa proves to be the 

least desirable of Pines's wives. Prior to Pines's sexual encounter with Philippa, 

the lusty male first has intercourse with the three white women. To complete his 

sexual conquest of the island, Pines has only the negro left to seduce, since there 

were "none now remaining but my negro, who seeing what we did, longed also 

for her share" (TIoP 12). The attraction that the yearning or pining negro has for 

Pines is not mutual, because, unlike the case of the attractive white females, 

Pines's narrative makes no mention of any romantic longings for Philippa. As a 

result of Pines's initial rejection of the negro, therefore, Philippa must trick Pines 

into having coitus with her: 

One night, I being asleep, with the consent of the others, my negro 
got close to me, thinking in the dark to beguile me, but I awaking 
and feeling her, perceiving who it was, yet willing to try the 
difference, satisfied myself with her, as well as with one of the rest. 
(TIoP 12). 

What is most provocative about this passage is Pines's possessive description of 

"his" negro as a woman who is somehow less than human and "different." 

Although it is dark, Pines claims he can "perceive" and "feet' the "difference" of 
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the black woman in comparison to the white women; a kind of instinctual 

response is what Pines seems to be suggesting here. This hesitance or fear, 

combined with the curious desire that Pines expresses in regard to Philippa is a 

phenomenon described by Frantz Fanon.55 

In a similar tone to Pines, Thomas Inkle expresses an aversion for negro 

women. Inkle explains his definite preference for Indian slaves over the negro: 

"the [Indian] women who are better verst in ordering the Cassavie a.nd making 

bread than the Negroes, we employ for that purpose" (IA Y 7). Like Pines, Inkle 

finds a similar "difference" with his slave Yarico in regard to her "Indian" 

physiology: "We had an Indian woman, a slave in the house, who was of 

excellent shape and colour ... small brests [sic], with the niples [sic] of porphyric 

. colour, this woman could not be woo'd by any means to wear cloathsJ
" (IA Y 7). 

Ligon's narrator is much more erotic, even flattering in describing Y a.lriCO' s 

uniqueness when compared with George Pines, who bemoans the fact that not 

only Philippa, but even the white women were unattractive naked: "the truth is, 

they were all handsome Women when they had Cloathes" (TIoP 12). 

Confused by his proactive response to the black woman, Pines distances 

his sexual interest in Philippa by calling it curiosity; as he says, he was "willing 

to try the difference." This paradoxical mixture of reluctance and sexual interest 

Pines expresses with regard to Philippa is also part of his seventeenth-century 

English social ideology. Pines views the negro as a seductress and himself a 

willing victim because the negro is somehow deceitful as she "beguiles" Pines 

into coitus. After sexually "satisfying" himself with Philippa, Pines quickly 

55 Fanon "stresses the white person's fear of and fascination with the imagined sexual 
potency of the negro; 'For the majority of white men the Negro represents the sexual 
instinct (in its raw state). The Negro is the incarnation of a genital potency beyond all 
moralities and prohibitions''' (Sexual Dissidence 345). See also Fanon's Black Skin White 
Mask. 
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moves on, however. In an attempt to prove Philippa's inadequacies as a mate, as 

well as his own sexual potency, the insatiable Pines satisfies himself with one of 

the white women.56 The white woman he chooses, however, seems to be of little 

significance since Pines doesn't bother to mention her name. Moreover, Pines 

fails to mention whether or not Phillipa has been satisfied; but then, as 'Weber 

notes, on the Isle of Pines, "female desire hardly exists in its own right:' 57 

Pines's immediate sexual shift onto one of the white women might also be 

considered an act of reclamation. By "satisfying" himself with another,. Pines is 

reclaiming the power of desire from Philippa and exercises it himself over one of 

the white women. In this sense, Pines the colonizer is using sex as power over 

the women to prove his authority. 58 After fornicating with the negro woman, 

Pines essentially absolves himself from the responsibility for his actions; unable 

to resist the duping temptations of Philippa, he was "beguiled" during the night 

into copulation. This notion of the black woman as a threatening deceiver was a 

popular theme in Pines's Elizabethan England.59 

On the island, Pines finds Philippa sexually threatening because she is 

56 Pines's phrase "as well as with one of the rest" is admittedly ambiguous. "As well 
as" does not necessarily mean" and also with" but might also mean" as completely as." 
In this sense, Pines might be using a comparative idiom to express the sexual similarity 
between the black and white women. 

Si See Harold Weber's "Charles II, George Pines, and Mr. Dorimont: The Politics of 
Sexual Power in Restoration England." Criticism. Spring 1990, Vol. XXXII, No.2, p. 203. 

58 According to Michel Foucault, "sexuality has been tied to recent devices of power; it 
has been expanding at an increasing rate since the seventeenth century; that has 
sustained it is not governed by reproduction; it has been linked from the outset with the 
intensification of the body - with its exploitation as an object of knowledge and an 
element in relations of power" (History of Sexuality Vol. 1107). 

59 According to Anthony Barthelemy, "male weakness stands out in stark reilief against 
a background of beleaguered virtue. When we recognize this, we see more dearly the 
danger that black women present to the community. Although white men may recast 
the virtues and attractions of black women, these same men do not always prove 
themselves successful at controlling their own libidinousness, affections, and desires" 
(Black Face Maligned Race 146). 
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the aggressor - it is Philippa who pursues Pines, as opposed to what one 

traditionally has come to expect. The aggressive nature of exotic women is also 

found in Gulliver's Travels, when Gulliver is literally attacked by a female Yahoo 

who sees him bathing in the nude: 

It happened that young Female Yahoo standing behind a Bank~ saw 
the whole Proceedings: and inflamed by Desire, as the Nag and I 
conjectured, came running with all Speed, and leaped into the Vvater 
within five Yards of the Place where I bathed. I was never in my 
Life so terribly frighted; the Nag was grazing at some Distance, not 
suspecting any Harm; She embraced me after a most fulsome 
Manner; I roared as loud as I could and the Nag came galloping 
towards me, whereupon she quitted her Grasp, with the utmost 
Reluctancy, and leaped upon the opposite Bank, where she stood 
grazing and howling all the time I was putting on my Cloaths. (GT 
IV 438-9). 

Unlike Pines, who views himself as a willing victim, Gulliver sees himself as an 

unwilling victim at the mercy of the atavistic young Yahoo. But unlike Pines, 

who overcomes his aversion and mates with Philippa, the horrified Gulliver 

would never sink to Pines's level because, as he forthrightly states, "I could not 

reflect without some Amazement, and much Sorrow, that the Rudiments of 

Lewdness, Coquetry, Censure, and Scandal, should have Place by Instinct in 

Womankind" (GT N 433). 

Although the generous Pines allows this "longing negro" to get her share 

and be impregnated like the other white women, she is not equally regarded. 

According to Pines, it is solely out of the desire to reproduce that he sexually 

"meddles" with Philippa. Once pregnant, Philippa is treated differently from the 

white women, because Pines would "not lie with the black at all after she was 

with child" (TIoP 12). Moreover, Philippa is portrayed as a veritable birthing 

machine. Unlike the white woman who experiences some discomfort, and "who 

being something fat sped worse at her labour" (TIoP 1), Philippa "had no pain at 
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all" (TIoP 13). With this description Philippa is more beastlike in her nature. 

Apart from his gestative disdain, Pines's initial repulsion for Philippa continues 

to haunt the black woman for her entire life. Even at the height of his sexual 

prowess, Pines insists that he would only have sex with Philippa under the cover 

of darkness: $.II lay with her, which was in the night and not else, my stomach 

would not serve me, although she was one of the handsomest blacks I had seen" 

(TIoP 13). Despite Philippa's apparent uhandsomeness" Pines cannot overcome 

his racially-based aversion for the black woman. Pines's disgust is so d.eeply 

rooted, in fact, that he claims he would become physically ill if he saw Philippa 

when they are engaged in intercourse. Lemuel Gulliver voices similar Pinean 

sentiments in regard to the aggressive female Yahoo he observes and allthough 

Gulliver is repulsed by the physical sight of the Yahoo, it is apparent that his 

nose cannot overcome the overwhelming pheromonal stench either. M:oreover, 

Gulliver's Travels also mocks the concept of a bigamous, if not polygamous 

society, because the sexual exploits of both the male and female Yahoos are 

similar to the hedonistic and polygynous actions of George Pines and Philippa. 

In some ways, Pines's random mating of the four women resembles the 

indiscriminate mating habits of Swift's Yahoos: 

a Female Yahoo would often stand behind a Bank or a Bush, to gaze 
on the yound Males passing by, and then appear, and hide, usin.g 
many antick Gestures and Grimaces; at which time it was observed, 
that she had a most offensive Smell; and when any of the Males 
advanced, would slowly retire, looking often back, and with a 
counterfeit Shew of Fear, run off into some convenient Place where 
she knew the Male would follow her. (GT 432-33). 

Though Swiff s description of Yahoo mating is much more indelicate than 

Neville's on the Isle of Pines, in both texts the female's sole purpose is for 

pleasure and for reproduction. Where Pines bemoans the fact that umy stomach 
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would not serve me" when he is with Phillipa in the light, Gulliver claims an 

equally unnerving complaint with regard to the unattractiveness of a young 

female Yahoo, uwhich might have been some Excuse of an Appetite a lilttle 

irregular" (GT N 439). For Gulliver, it is not only the unflattering appearance of 

the female Yahoos whose "Dugs hung between their forefeef' (GT N 361), but it 

is also the "most offensive Smell" of the Yahoos which turns his stomach. 

However, to what extent Neville might agree with Pines's actions is unknown, 

owing to the fictional, as well as the hoax dimension of the text. 

For both Pines and Gulliver, then, the exotic women, although highly 

sexual, are unappealing, and yet, as with Philippa, Gulliver has some residual 

feeling - as in his description of his Yahoo as young and not quite as repulsive 

as the rest: "[she was] black as a Sloe, and her Countenance did not make an 

Appearance altogether so hideous as the rest of the Kind; for, I think, she could 

not be above Eleven Years old" (GT IV 439). Contrary to Pines, however, it is the 

young Yahoo's blackness that makes her tolerable to Gulliver: "Neither was the 

Hair of this Brute of a Red Colour" (GT IV 439). The tolerant attitudes both 

Gulliver and Pines exhibit with regard to the exotic females they encounter 

illustrate that although their characters claim dislike for the women, there is 

nevertheless a curious interest expressed for these unusual members of the 

opposite sex. 

After Philippa gives birth to twelve of his "very fleshy" offspring (TIoP 

13), Pines denies the transgression of the racial taboo by insisting that his mulatto 

offspring are "fine white" infants and "her children were as comly [sic] as the 

rest" (floP 13). Deny as he might, however, Pines cannot shake his true feelings 

for the post-natal Philippa: "My negro having had twelve, was the first that left 

childbearing, so I never meddled with her more" (floP 14). From Pines's 
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narrative, it is clear that he has little compassion or feeling of love for Philippa. 

Pines's emotional detachment from the black woman is ultimately exhibited 

when there is no remorse expressed when Philippa untimely expires. Instead he 

merely offers a description: limy Negro died suddenly, but I could not lperceive 

any thing that ailed her" mop 14). If we accept that, in seventeenth-century 

literature at least, people in good health and middle years did not suddenly die, 

without symptoms or prior warning - the conventional phrase is "sickened and 

died" - then Pines's peevishly self-centred comment on Philippa's death 

suggests that he was not paying attention to her. By virtue of Pines's tone, 

therefore, Philippa performs little more than a utilitarian function on the Isle of 

Pines: she is a suspicious black baby producer who curiously produces white 

babies Jlwith no pain at all" (floP 12). If one examines Philippa strictly in the 

role of mother and mate, then, her redeeming virtue is founded in her colonial 

duty as an exotic handmaiden to the populator of the state, George Pines. 

The reactions voiced by both Pines and Gulliver in regard to the foreign 

women are not unique to either man, however. In seventeenth-century England, 

interracial sex to the English was considered an abhorrent, yet somewhat exotic 

male fantasy. English society dictated that it was not proper to intermarry, but 

for many Englishmen, George Pines and Thomas Inkle amongst them, the 

outlandishness of such an act daringly draws them into the sexual relationship. 

Of course, more conservative elements were at work in England that upheld the 

status quo's disgust at interracial intercourse. Such sexual horror is uttered 

earlier in the seventeenth century by Shakepeare's Iago, who says, "your 

daughter and the Moor are now making the beast with two backs.,,6Q 

Shakespeare handled the matter of interracial sexuality in Othello coarsely by 

60 See Shakespeare's Othello 1. i. 114. 
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using a ''bestial'' metaphor to make the Elizabethan view as explicit as possible.61 

But however repugnant Pines's or Iago's racial indignations might appear in our 

own contemporary context, the bigoted ideology each character espouses merely 

reflects the religious and social conventions of his time, and is not necessarily 

specific to the author. 

The exotic nature of the black woman resurfaces also in nonfictiional 

English travel narratives later into the eighteenth century with Captain Cook and 

his crew. Much like the desert island of Pines, Cook's Tahiti only reinforces the 

common racial stereotypes of the black woman. On Tahiti, there lived the black 

queen Oberea who was known as "a 'hooty tooty queen' for her easy morals." 62 

Indeed, "Pure a, or 'Queen Oberea' entered English imagination because she had, 

it was said, a tattooed bum, because she orchestrated a public copulation, 

because she watched while a young girl danced naked." 63 Although Purea 

might be considered sexually permissive or 'morally loose/ she is representative 

of the Tahitian aristocracy and not the populace. As royalty, Queen Oberea more 

resembles King Charles's polymorphously perverse body64 than Philippa's 

fertile black body. Moreover, Purea's powerful position as 'matriarchal leader' is 

ignored when the story is retold back in England. Instead, the English only 

become acquainted with the black woman's erotic impulses and her taste for the 

potent white male as "she slept with Banks [one of Cook's men] while he had his 

61 Barthelemy notes that "Blackes, in addition to being thought sinfut were also 
thought to be bestial" (Black Face Maligned Race 4). 

62 See Greg Dening'sMr. Bligh's Bad Language p. 267. 

63 Ibid., p.264. 

64 Weber argues that "a related tension can be found in the late seventeenth century, 
when Charles's promiscuous sexual behaviour calls into question some of the 
assumptions about social hierarchy, gender, and the erotic that support the monarchical 
throne" ("Charles II, George Pines, and Mr. Dorimont: The Politics of Sexual Power in 
Restoration England." Criticism. Spring 1990, Vol. XXXII, No.2, p. 216). 
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clothes stolen."65 

Although black women were often the target of abuse in travel 

narratives, black males often suffered a worse fate. The equation of blackness 

with libidinousness and savage sexuality is a common theme which risles in The 

Isle of Pines. Two generational descendents of George Pines by his negro wife 

Philippa lead violent insurrections on the island. The first, "John Phill, the 

second son of the Negro Woman ... proved guilty of diverse ravishings '&: 

tyrannies committed by him, was adjudged guilty of death" (TIoP 17). In the 

next generation, Henry Phill stands accused of raping one of the purely "white" 

female Pines. According to Van Sloetten, "Henry Phil, the chief Ruler IDf the 

Tribe or Family of the Phils, being the Off-Spring of George Pines which he had 

by the Negro-woman; this man had ravished the Wife of one of the principal of 

the Family of the Trevors" (TIoP 25). In his narrative, Van Sloetten is all1 too 

conscious of emphasizing that the man in charge of this "Insurrection" (TIoP 25) 

is of part negro descent (a Phil), who has assaulted one of the purely white 

English Pines, (a Trevor). Like Shakespeare's monster Caliban, who complains 

"0 ho, 0 hoI Would't had been done! / Thou didst prevent me; I had peopled 

else / This isle with Calibans,,,66 the monster Henry Phil must be prevented 

from populating the island with his demon seed.67 

The act of naming the families is important on the Isle of Pines, because 

the Phils inherit their black past not by any physical features but by a purely 

etymological legacy. George Pines has insisted throughout his narrative that 

Philippa's offspring are white; consequently, the only way of differentiating the 

65 See Greg Dening'sMr. Bligh's Bad Language p. 264. 

66 See Shakespeare's The Tempest 1. ii. 48-50. 

67 According to Barthelemy, "Black characters inherit their sinfulness directly from their 
Black progenitor Satan" (Black Face Maligned Race 131). 
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inferior family is by a cognate: the "phils." Through the process of cultl.ITal 

denigration,68 the Phils are marked as "different" if not by nature, by name. 

Although not a visible minority, the Phils become an oppressed one'thr'Ough the 

manichean dichotomy achieved by naming. Unlike the Englishes, the Sparks, or 

the Trevors, the Phils are the lowest ranking "fourth" (TIoP 19) family in Pines's 

order. Moreover, the Phils are a cursed lot; even though they have not acquired 

the black skin of their mother, the tribe has inherited and bequeath the sexuality 

associated with black people. Indeed, although Henry Phil has inherited his 

surname from his slave mother Philippa, one cannot ignore the cognate 

similarities between "Phils" and "Philistines." The Biblical link between the two 

groups seem plausible since the Phils, like the Philistines, embody the hostile 

antithesis to civilized culture. Moreover, the Phils' "ravishing" attack on the 

white woman merely reinforces the commonly held notions of Elizabethan and 

Restoration England concerning the sexual powers of the black male. 

68 According to Bill Ashcroft, cultural denigration is "the conscious or unconscious 
oppression of the indigenous personality and culture by a supposed superior racial or 
cultural model" (The Empire Writes Back 9). 



Chapter Three 
Neville's Political and Pornographic Agenda 

A smile is the chosen vehicle for all ambiguities. 
- Herman Melville P£erre bk. IV 

Although modern critics consider Neville's story a novella or novelette, 

The Isle of Pines was printed and sold as a pamphlet. During the seventeenth

century, the distribution of pamphlets rapidly became widespread as these 

inexpensive publications circulated amongst all the classes. Pamphlets became a 

growing cultural phenomenon, and were regularly exchanged and traded for 

both interest and profit. A great part of the commercial success of the pamphlets 

coincided with a growing literate public.1 More people than ever before now 

had both the ability, the desire, and the economic resources available to indulge 

their fantasies in affordable stories such as TIle Isle of Pines. 

The pamphleteering trade went far beyond England's borders. The 

British exchange of cultural ideas and capitalist commodities with Europe meant 

not only an exchange in books, but an exchange in pamphlets as well. With this 

intellectual and fictional free trade, it is clear, as David Foxon notes, "that 

England was very closely involved in the outburst of libertinism on the 

Continent."2 The Restoration era, when Henry Neville wrote, marks the 

1 Norman st. John-Stevas claims that one result of the increase popularity of reading 
was a lowering of literary standards and the creation of an new class of hack writers. 
The Licensing Act after repeated renewals (1664, 1685, 1692) finally expired in 1695, 
when parliament refused to renew it. This change was not due to liberalism but to the 
general conviction that the Act was unenforcable. (Obscenity and the Law 20-21). 

2 See D. Foxon's Libertine Literature in England 1660-1745 p. x. 
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beginning of libertinism in English literature; it was during this period that both 

fictional and non-fictional pamphlets with explicit sexual themes were 1becoming 

more predominant in popular print. Like many Restoration writers as well as 

publishers, Neville took great risks in publishing literature which was 

considered offensive if not obscene. The rude familiarity with continental erotica 

meant that publishers "were quick to import and naturalize it in England and ran 

the risk of successful prosecution in doing SO."3 Indeed, it was the introduction 

of libertine attitudes from the Continent that provided the inspiration and 

influence necessary for English writers to create English erotica4
• 

Although The Isle of Pines was originally published in England, the text 

was translated and transported to Europe where the story was a celebrated 

success, especially in Holland, lithe European centre of dirty book publishing in 

the later seventeeth-century."s Considering the reputation the Dutch suffered 

during the seventeenth century, Neville undoubtedly thought it most 

scandalously fit to have a Dutchman or two narrate the story and further 

enhance the hoax. 

Neville was undoubtedly influenced by European erotica, and imported 

the candid sexuality of the European texts and created his own erotic realism6 

3 Ibid., p. 4. 

4 Roger Thompson emphasizes that the inventiveness of Restoration eroticists makes a 
pitiful spectacle. There was no original English pornography; it all had to be imported 
from France and Italy. (Unfit For Modest Ears 212). 

5 Ibid., p. 23. 

6 Richard Randall defines the term' erotic realism' as that whicll expresses 1he artist's 
or writer's 'healthy assertion' by portraying, even emphasizing, erotic aspects of life, in 
detail if necessary. Unlike pornography, it 'limits itself strictly to the description of the 
realistic aspects of life. It does not aim at exciting sexual passion, nor does it act as a 
psycll0logical aphrodisiac, except in the coincidence of context. Its only real goal is to 
depict life as it is, including man's basic biological needs. (Freedom and Taboo: 
Pornography and the Politics of a Self Divided 70). 
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with The Isle of Pines. Although in our own contemporary terms The Isle of Pines 

is minimally erotic, in his own context, Neville represented a risque avant garde 

movement in English literature at this time: Restoration libertinism. But 

Neville's libertine theme was not only imported from the continent; the~ 

iconoclastic behaviour in the story epitomises the current state of the morally 

bankrupt government and monarchy during the Restoration? 

As one of the more abrasive Restoration pamphleteers, Neville quickly 

established for himself a reputation for irritating his targeted audience - the 

various opponents of the Republican Commonwealth, namely Cromwe1l's 

Protectorate and the royalist faction that wanted to restore a monarch to the 

throne. His efforts to offend were, of course, premeditated and deliberate, and 

most often successful. Indeed, the extent of Neville's effect on Restoration 

political culture is reflected in the fact that he was jailed, exiled, and threatened 

with execution for his political beliefs and actions. Neville's personal and 

political affiliations got him into trouble - especially his association with James 

Harrington's republican group, the Rota Club, which made his life politically 

difficult, yet emotionally satisfying. 

As with a membership to any club, Neville was often associated with 

those he associated with - other republicans. One such friend was the 

republican pamphleteer Henry Marten, who had "the doubtful distinction of 

being called a whoremaster by both Charles I and Cromwell."s Although 

Neville has been given a number of unpolite titles during his own 

pamphleteering tenure, "whoremaster" was not one of them. With his 

7 According to Roger Thompson, "not only was Whitehall a cess-pit of scandals but its 
pervasive philosophy of libertinism served to undercut restraint and inhibi.tion. 
Debauchery had become the badge of loyalty" (Unfit For Modest Ears 16). 

8 Ibid., p. 42. 



previously sullied reputation, Neville's The Isle of Pines was a complex and 

ambiguous text for its Restoration readers. Consequently, Neville's hig;hly 

problematic text has been referred to as a dirty book, a mere sham or piece of 

drollery9, and pornographic primitivism,l° to name but a few. And yet the 

controversy that surrounded The Isle of Pines is surprising, because the story is 

one of Neville's least offensive works, and his treatment of sexuality is much 

more delicate than in some of his other more coarse lampoons, such as Newes 

From the New Exchange.ll 

I 
Double Dutch 
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Although The Isle of Pines concerns the perilous and paradisiacal times of 

the island's patriarch George Pines, this "True Relation of certain English 

persons" (floP ii) is retold by an intrepid Dutch adventurer named Henry 

Cornelius Van Sloetten. While it seemingly lends credibility to the "very 

fabulous" (floP iii) story, the polyvocal narrative voice gives the text several 

layers of irony, through the import of the intrusive Dutch narrative. In total, the 

reader confronts four narrative voices: Henry Cornelius Van Sloetten, J.l\braham 

Keek, William Pines, and George Pines. Thus the narrative, according to 

nationalistic lines, is half-Dutch and half-English. 

9 Anthony Wood says, that "when The Isle of Pines was first published, it welS looked 
upon as a meer sham or piece of drollery." (Bliss, Athenae Oxonienses iv. 410). 

10 See A. Owen Aldridge's insightful article, "Polygamy in Early Fiction: HE~nry Neville 
and Denis Veiras" where Aldridge examines the polygamous sexual dimensions of The 
Isle of Pines as a romantic utopia, in PMLA 1950, pp. 464-472. 

11 Roger Thompson claims that with Newes From the New Exchange that Neville is 
scraping a very slimy barrel... the excuse for this parade of filth is the new freedom of 
women. (Unfit For Modest Ears 104). 
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Neville's story begins with a detailed title page which reads much like a 

plot summary. Apart from the specifics of the voyage and the discovery of the 

island, there is a deliberate and prominent emphasis on the Dutch involvement 

in the story: "a Dutch ship making a Voyage to the East Indies, driven by foul 

weather there, by choimce have found their Posterity, (speaking good English) to 

amount to (as they suppose) ten or twelve thousand persons" mop i). As an 

English text, The Isle of Pines cannot be considered a heroic or patriotic story, 

because it is the Dutch and not the English who rediscover the isle of Pines in 

"Anno Dom. 1667" mop i), and it is the Dutch who deliver the story to England. 

Having inscribed the Dutch connexion, the inclusive celebratory opening 

of the recent discovery is followed by an epistle from another Dutchman, 

Abraham Keek. Keek is a crony of Van Sloetten, and the purpose of his presence 

in the text is solely to confirm the veracity of Van Sloetten's claims. The narrative 

finally gets underway on the following page, but the central story of George 

Pines does not. Instead, the reader first has to wade patiently through Van 

Sloetten's own episodic adventures, as the Dutch buccaneer relives his own 

hazardous voyage before getting to the main story: the shipwreck of HIe Pines. 

The text is well advanced before the reader confronts the first English narrator. 

Chronologically, the third narrator is William Pines, the grandson of George 

Pines, the fourth and definitive narrator of the text. It is William Pines who gives 

the principled Van Sloetten George Pines's presumably irrefutable history, 

written in the patriarch's own hand: ''The whole Relation (written, and left by the 

Man himself a little before his death, and delivered to the Dutch by his 

Grandchild)" mop ii). William Pines trusts Van Sloetten enough to take the 

story back to England, where its truth can be shared with an eagerly awaiting 

English public. The notion of the Dutch as raconteur is not far from the truth 
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during the Restoration. Indeed, the maritime distribution of stories by the Dutch 

became a common occurrence in the 1660's - a sight English seamen were too 

familiar with, much to the chagrin of the governmentY Similarly, the Dutch 

had their own interests in stories such as The Isle of Pines, which is exemplified in 

the fact that the Holland was the first country outside of England to possess and 

translate Neville's story.13 

The significant Dutch presence was purposely chosen by Nevillle. 

Having a Dutchman retell the story of an Englishman suggests the possibility of 

a bawdy satire. While overtly making the story more believable, Neville 

implicitly reinforces the pernicious reputation of the Dutch nation. During the 

Restoration, as in other English literary epochs, national prejudices were a way of 

differentiating the English from other so-called "vulgar" foreign countJries. Most 

often, such associations were highly disparaging. One anonymous pamphlet, A 

Brief Character of the Low-Countries [1660], even described the Dutch landscape in 

a demeaning manner by referring to Holland as lithe buttock of the World, full of 

veins & blood, but no bones in't."14 Another of the most popular methods 

employed by English writers for separating the Dutch from themselves was to 

depict their Dutch rivals as a highly sexual and drunken nation.15 The self-

12 According to George Kitchin, "official complaint was made of the dispersal of 
seditious pamphlets by the Dutch among the English seamen they fell in with in the 
Channel and the North Sea" (Sir Roger L'Estrange 170). 

13 Worthington Chauncey Ford notes: "From London the tract soon passed to Holland, 
which had ever been a greedy consumer of voyages of discovery, for the greatness of 
that nation depended upon the sea, at once its most potent enemy and friend" (The Isle 
ojPines 1688: An Essay in Bibliography 13). 

14 See James Henke's Gutter Life and Language p. 46. 

15 Judith Neaman documents that DUTCH CHEER, for example, refers to liquor and the 
merry mood associated drinking it. A noteworthy series of terms linking drinking and 
drunkeness with the Dutch was one of the legacies of the seventeenth-cenb.lry war 
between England and Holland. Best known among these today is DUTCH COURAGE, 
the false courage or bravado inspired by drink and, a DUTCH FEAST is a drinking 
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explanatory titles of some of the more flattering English pamphlets concerning 

the Dutch during this period include: The Dutch boare dissected [1665]; Dutch 

bloody almanack [1653]; Dutch ingratitude exemplified [1672]; The Dutch 

Nebuchadnezzar [1666]; Dutch Whore [1690]; and The Dutch rogue [1683]. Hence, 

taking into consideration that The Isle of Pines is a sexually racy story (by 

seventeenth-century standards), Neville realised that a despised Dutchman was 

the most obvious choice to repatriate the immodest story back to Britain. 

The mocking contempt for the Dutch was not limited to the 

pamphleteering trade, however, for it also surfaces in popular drama of the 

seventeenth century. In Holland's Leaguer [1632] by Shackerley Marmion, for 

example, the playwright exploits the libidinous possibilities of "Holland's 

Leaguer," a well-known seventeenth-century London brothel.16 A contextual 

review of the unrestrained Dutch impulses voiced in Marmion's play are 

salaciously summarized by a nineteenth-century Piccadilly bookseller.17 

Although seventy years apart, Aphra Behn's The Dutch Lover [1673] and John 

Marston's The Dutch Courtesan [1603] also attest to the drunken sexual nature of 

the Dutch which characterize the century. Behn's fop, "Haunce van Ezel, the 

Dutch Lover of Euphemia," is the embodiment of the unpolite Restoration Dutch 

stereotypes: "Haunce [to Gload]. 'Thou art a Fool, I never made love so well as 

party. (A Dictionary afEuphemisms 92). 

16 According to James Henke, Holland's Leaguer "was the most famous and luxurious 
brothel in England in the first half of the seventeenth century. Located in Paris Garden 
on the Bankside, it derived its name from the famous whore-turned-madarn, Elizabeth 
Holland, or as she was better known, Donna Britannica Hollandia. Dame Hollandia 
catered only to the elite and among her customers were numbered James I and the Duke 
of Buckingham" (Gutter Life and Language 125-6). 

17 Bernard Quaritch, Bookseller, Piccadilly, has Marmion's play described thus: 
"Holland's Leaguer, or a Historical discourse of the life and actions of Dona Britanica 
Hollandia, the Arch Mistris of the wicked women of Eutopia, wherein is detected the 
notorious sinne of Pandarisme, and the execrable life of the luxurious Impudent, with 
the rare frontispiece of the celebrated brothel" (TIle Dramatic Works afShackeley Marmion 
3). 
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when I was drunk; it improves my Parts, and makes me witty; that is, it makes 

me say any thing that comes next, which passes now-a-days for Wif" (IDL III ii). 

Moreover, Marston's Dutch courtesan, Franceschina is a professional prostitute: 

HFranceschina [to Malheureux]. No, No, I'll make you chew your pleasure vit love; 

De more degrees and steps, de more delight, De more endeared is de pleasure 

height" (fOe Vi 29-31). Clearly, English writers portrayed both female and 

male Hollanders as sexually active characters: for pleasure and for business. 

Of course, the Dutch weren't the only nation the English despised. In 

Neville's Newes From the New Exchange, for example, Neville mocks the Italians. 

By referring to "Italian tricks" in his pamphlet, Neville "is referring to .mal 

intercourse."1S The French were not spared nationalistic insults either, because 

in the seventeenth century, "to learn French" meant "to become infected with 

syphilis, the 'French' disease."l9 Apart from the libidinousness associations 

made with the French and the Dutch, the Spanish are also made mention of in 

Neville's Newes From the New Exchange: "And now we talk of a Stroke, I can tell 

you of a notable Striker, one Mistress L-- who has blown up and broke so 

many French, Dutch, and Spanish Merchants" 20 (NFtNE 10). By grouping the 

European nations together, Neville insults the sexual habits of all three with one 

"foul" swoop. For Neville, like many other English writers, nationalism 

separated the English from those other less-civilized European countries. 

The deep-seated hatred the English had for the Dutch had its roots in 

both trading and naval warfare. As Eric Partridge notes/l the Restora.tion 

18 See Henke's Gutter Life and Language p. 134. 

19 Ibid. p. 105. 

20 "Strike," as Partridge notes, refers to "copulation" and "blow" refers to "a sexual 
stroke or thrust" (Shakespeare's Bawdy 193 & 67). 

21 Partridge notes that the English use of Dutch" as both a noun and adjective were, in 
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attitude as well as the Elizabethan disposition toward the Dutch was one of 

disdain. The Dutch were not only portrayed as highly sexual, but were also 

painted as a violent and untrustworthy lot. An excellent example of thle cut

throat nature of the Dutch is found in Swiffs Gulliver's Travels 22 when Gulliver 

finds himself at the mercy of some swashbuckling Dutch pirates: 

I observed among them a Dutchman, who seemed to be of some 
Authority, although he were not Commander of either ship. He know us 
by our Countenances of be Englishmen, and jabbering to us in his own 
Language, swore we should be tyed Back to Back, and thrown into the 
Sea. (GT 241). 

The anti-Dutch sentiments voiced by Swift, a Tory, during the Augustan Age 

would have undoubtedly been equally welcome in the Restoration. Some of the 

;more common Restoration put-downs of the Dutch are also found in Neville's 

own News From the New Exchange, where the writer makes mention of a certain 

"Lady S--" by comparing her own drunken debauchery to that of a 

Dutchman: "She [Lady 5-] out-drinks a Dutch-Man, out-jilts a Courtesan, and 

is good at all Games, but loves none like In and In, and sometimes she is for 

Passage" (NFtNE 7). Neville's own equation of lewdness with Dutchness not 

only exists in News From the New Exchange, but satirically underlies The Isle of 

Pines as well; the inattentive reader might fail to recognize that Neville is actually 

satirizing the stereotypical Dutchman, and so fall for the hoax. The more 

attentive reader would recognize the peculiar nature of the textual transmission. 

Neville's subtle attack on the Dutch does not stop at mere sexual 

suggestiveness, however. The unforgiving Neville also mimics the Dutch 

language itself. A humorous verbal assault on the Dutch vernacular occurs as 

C. 17 - early 18 (owing to trade rivalry and naval jealousy)." (Dictionary of Slang 250). 

22 In the 1731 reprint of Neville's Newes From the New Exchange, a direct reference is 
made to Swift's Gulliver: "Printed by Tho. Edlin, for Captain Gulliver, near the Temple; 
and sold by the Booksellers of London and Westminster, 1731" (NFtNE i). 
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Van Sloetten recalls his first encounter with the islanders of Pines. Like Gulliver, 

who mocks the Dutch pirate for "jabbering to us in his own Language" (GT ill 

241), Neville's Dutch crew does some uproarious jabbering of their own. As Van 

Sloetten retells the story, "approaching the shore, [we] asked them in our Dutch 

Tongue Wat Eylant is dit? to which they returned this Answer in English, That 

they knew not what we said" (floP 3). Although there is a discernable gap in 

communication23 in the story, Neville's humour suggests a slapstick scene, 

unmistakably reminiscent of an Elizabethan or Jacobean play, such as Thomas 

Dekker's The Shoemakers' Holiday. In Dekker's play, the character Rowland Lacy 

disguises himself as a Dutch shoemaker, Hans Meulter and utters an equally 

humorous phrase "Yaw, yaw, yaw, ick can dat weI doell" (TSH I. IV 84~). What 

unites Dekker and Neville is the fact that both writers have fabricated Dutch 

characters who speak double-Dutch for purely comedic effect, and in the process 

the writers make an even further mockery of the nefarious Netherlanders. 

To further insult the Dutch, Neville exposes the sly underhandedness of 

Van Sloetten's story. Van Sloetten claims that there was only "One of lOur 

Company named Jeremiah Hanzen who understood English very wen" (floP 3). 

But Van Sloetten's assertion virtually undermines the entire story's credibility, 

because if Hanzen were the only person on board who had a proficient 

understanding of English, it seems inconceivable that Van Sloetten could have 

written the story in English when he doesn't even speak the language! Hence, as 

Thomas Dekker might say, "Yaw, yaw, yaw, dat ist goed satire Meister Neville!" 

The stereotyped baseness of the Dutch did not end nor begin ,,"lith 

Restoration culture. Contempt for the Dutch is a tradition in English literature 

which began in the fourteenth-century. In Chaucer's The Pardoner's Tale, for 

23 The correct Dutch grammatical phrase should read: "Welk eiland is dit?" 
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example, one gets a sense of the Dutch as a nation of riotous inebriates: "In 

Flaundres whilom was a compaignye / Of yonge folk that hauteden foIye, / As 

riot, hasard, styews, and tavemes, / Where as with harpes, lutes, and gyternes / 

They daunce and pleye at dees, bothe day and nyght (PI 175-179). Chaucer's 

portrayal of the Dutch as unbalanced drunkards was coupled with lewd sexual 

overtones as the centuries passed. During the Elizabethan period, William 

Shakespeare picked up this debauched representation of the Dutch in a number 

of his own dramatic works. When Shakespeare used "holland," for example, it 

denoted lithe anal area ... the pun being Holland: Hole land,,,24 and when he 

referred to lithe Netherlands" he used the word as a slang term which denoted 

"the pudendum and adjacent area.,,25 Further evidence of Shakespeare( s 

contempt for the Dutch is found in The Comedy of Errors, where he writes "I 

could find out countries in her ... Where stood ... the Netherlands? - OJ sir, I did 

not look so low.,,26 Shakespeare's emphasis here is on the word "low," 

suggesting that Holland is a "low country" full of vulgarians. 

Neville is not content with one Dutch voice, however. For a more 

powerful comedic effect, Neville doubles the satirical levels of the story by 

having the Dutchman Abraham Keek (whose name means 'to cackle') lend 

legitimacy to Van Sloetten's story. Keek, according to Neville, writes "'Two 

Letters concerning the Island of Pines to a Credible person in Covent Garden" 

(TIoP iii). From the very title of the letter, it is apparent to the attentive reader" 

that Neville is being ironic when he suggests that a Dutchman such as Abraham 

Keek is "credible," considering the ill-repute of the Dutch. Moreover, by 

24 See Partridge's Shakespeare's Bawdy p. 121. 

25lbid. p. 153. 

26 See Shakespeare's The Comedy of Errors TIl. ii. 112-135. 
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associating Keek with Covent Garden, he suggests an even more explicit illicit 

connection; Covent Garden was rapidly becoming renowned (at the close of the 

seventeenth centqry) as a brothel district. The more popular licentious 

associations of Covent Garden during the Restoration have been well 

documented by Eric Partridge,27 and by Francis Grose in his A Cla;sical 

Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue [1785].28 Thus, Neville's "Credible person in 

Covent Garden," mop iii) in actual fact, is little more than an incredible and 

highly suspect bawdy character in an equally licentious environment. 

The venery of Covent Garden, as well as the theme of sexually-

transmitted diseases, run throughout Neville's News From the New-Exchange, and 

the complex provenance of The Isle of Pines is presented as a kind of parody of 

transmitted infection. Neville's News From the New-Exchange voices the most 

offensive references to syphillitic occurrences. "Imprimus, on Purge for a Clap 

she [Lady F--] had from Sir Harry Mildmay, which was much invenomed by 

one he caught the Morning before from Bess the Cinder-Wench" (NFtNE 10). 

Neville also suggests a cure for what ails Lady F --, "Item, an Astringent for a 

Ghonorrhea, given her by Master Scot, which has been intailed upon him, and 

his Family, ever since he strained at the Brewer's Daughter, behind th~~ Ale-Fat" 

(NFtNE 10). As a hoax, some readers would not have picked up on Neville's 

anti-Dutch agenda. But by combining the loathed status of the Dutch with an 

insidious brothel district,29 Neville's satiric purpose is clear. 

'Zl partridge notes that "Covent Garden ague" was "a venereal disease" and the 
expression "to break one's shins against Covent Garden rails [meant] to catch a venereal 
disease" (A Dictiona1Y oj Slang and Unconventional Englishl84-85) 

28 Grose records "Covent Garden Abess, a bawd, and Covent Garden NUll, a 
prostitute" in A Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 

29 According to Judith Nearnan, "one only need look at the many terms for sex
DUTCH WIVES [not a synonym for spouses], DUTCH HUSBANDS, DUTCH WIDOWS 
- and the fact that the sexual devotee may often find him or herself in Dutch" (Kind 
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Through Van Sloetten's voice, Neville can also mock the prudery and 

pretensions of the English themselves. He is surprised to "find in such a strange 

place, so many that could speak English, and yet go naked" (TIoP 3). For Van 

Sloetten, the idea of the naked English person is inconceivable, yet much to his 

initial horror and ultimate delight, he soon becomes accustomed to, if lIlOt 

fascinated by, the omnipresent nudity on the island. For a sizeable portion of his 

narrative, Van Sloetten becomes exercised over the states of female dress, in 

particular, the complicated vegetable cover worn by William Pines's unnamed 

wife: "Her privities were hid with some pieces of old Garments, the Reliefs of 

those Cloaths (I suppose) of them which first came hither, and yet being adorned 

with Flowers those very rags seemeth beautiful" (TIoP 4). His aesthetilc response 

to Mrs. William Pines's floriated genitalia suggests his heterosexuality. The 

Dutchman is at a loss when it comes to describing the covering worn by the male 

islanders, but he obsessively observes of the female population: 

indeed modesty so far prevaileth over all the Female Sex of that Island, 
that with grass and flowers interwoven and made strong by the peelings 
of young Elms (which grow there in great plenty) they do plant together 
so many of them as serve to cover those parts which nature would have 
hidden. (floP 5). 

In Van Sloetten's rubbernecking estimation, it is through a uni.on of 

modesty, grass, flowers, and the peelings of young elms, that the Pine an 

feminine population naturally cover those "privities" which should be hidden.30 

Van Sloetten's own adventures take up much of the text. Like " the shipwrecked 

Pines, the Dutchman has a few close encounters with danger himself, which he is 

all-too-willing to impart to his readers. Taking into account that this is supposed 

Words: A Thesaurus of Euphemisms 215). 

30 One might also conclude that Van Sloetten's botanical descriptions of the Pinean 
vegetative apparel gives a whole new meaning to Dutch elm disease. 



to be a story about the Isle of Pines, Van Sloetten's long-winded prolog;ue of 

events before he even nears the Pinean coast is a rude intervention in what is 
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supposed to be Pines's story, and serves to augment the preconceived 

Restoration notions of the boorish Dutch disregard for others. Van Sloetten is 

delighted by his flirtations with disaster, and tells further exotic adventures of 

his own, even after he has completed his history of the Pines's. 

The Isle of Pines is not the only location with strange customs that Van 

Sloetten visits. While enroute home, the Dutch ship has to stop in India for 

supplies and Van Sloetten soon finds himself in Calcutta. The sailors make some 

serious repairs to their ship, which, according to Van Sloetten, II caused us to stay 

there a full Moneth [sic], during which space, at leisure times I went abroad to 

take a survey of the City" mop 27). Predictably, the wanderer finds himself 

surveying more than just the landscape. Venturing into the anthropological 

entrails of "Calcute" mop 27), for example, Van Sloetten describes his 

observations of a curious Indian custom, concerning "persons whom they call 

Brachmans, being their Priests or Teachers whom they much reverence" mop 

27). Although the Brachmen are socially revered: 

It is custome here for the King to give some of those Brachmain [sic], the 
hanselling [sic] of his Nuptial Bed; for which cause, not the K1n.gs, but the 
Kings sisters sons succeed in the Kingdom, as being more certainly 
known to be of the true Royal blood: And these sisters of his choose what 
Gentleman the please, on whom to bestow th~ir Virginities; and if they 
prove not in a certain time to be with child, they betake themselves to 
these Brachman Stalions [sic], who never fail of doing their work. mop 
27-28) 

The Brachmen somewhat resemble Swiffs Houyhnhruns in that they have 

horse-like, or "stallionesque" qualities. Although the term '''Brachman'' is an 

"obsolete form of Brahmin,"31 brach is also a derogatory term which denotes a 

31 See OED Vol. il, p. 472. 
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kind of hound which hunts by scene2 Neville's epithet for the male breeders is 

sexually suggestive because in the seventeenth century a stallion also referred to 

a man of lascivious life [and] a woman's hired paramour.33 Thus the Brachmen 

never fail to inseminate the vestal virgins of Calcutta. 

Throughout a considerable portion of his narrative, Van Sloetten 

demonstrates his receptivity to the sexual dimension of humanity. From full

frontal nudity to amoral nuptial beds, Van Sloetten 'witnesses a number of 

curious sexual practices, and although he apparently fails to get directly involved 

in the libidinous actions he observes, the keen eye of this Dutch seafarer ensures 

that he never fails to miss a stroke of the action. 

II 
Restoration Libertinism 

Like James Harrington and other members of London's Rota Club, 

Henry Neville was a member of the Restoration's leading intelligentsia. As 

with any club or party which challenges a small but powerful ruling 

minority, members of that club become game for parodies and jokes. One of 

the standing jokes at this time was coined by JlSamuel Butler, the Restoration 

poet, [who] suggested that Harrington should be allowed to go to Jamaica 

and establish his Commonwealth there.,,34 The jokes directed at Neville and 

his colleagues only helped to inspire the writer to continue his own parodic 

32 1611 MARKHAM Countr. Content. (1649) 27 When your Bratch is neere whelping ... 
you shall separate her from the other hounds. 1686 Gentl. Recreat. II. 27 in Cath. Angl. 39 
A brach is a mannerly name for all hound-bitches. (OED II 472). 

33 1676 SHADWELL Virtuoso IV, What are you, her Stallion and her Bravo too? 1680 R. 
MANSELL Narr. Popish Plot 99 Her Mistress had got an ill Repute, by keeping 
Willoughby for her Stallion. (OED XVI 476). 

34 See Ashley's John Wildman, Plotter and Postmaster p. 147 



attack on the royalists as well as the absolutist monarchy. Indeed, the island 

of Jamaica would prove similar to the tropical Isle of Pines where George 

Pines populates his own Commonwealth. 
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As a well-educated and multilingual pamphleteer and 

parliamentarian, Neville possessed the desire and the knowledge to read and 

translate Machiavelli from the Italian vernacular to English. Like other 

English writers such as Daniel Defoe, who used Uhistorical writing, lives of 

celebrities, narratives of travel in unknown regions, and other accounts of real 

or alleged facts,,35 for his fiction, Neville was undoubtedly influenced by 

what he read, and in all probability, he consciously borrowed the desert 

island plot for The Isle of Pines from earlier sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

writers. Neville not only borrowed from the genre of shipwreck tradition, 

but he appropriates his erotic fervour and naturalism from English and 

Continental writers. According to Richard Weber, 

While the scepticism of the English hbertine depended on the naturalism 
of Machiavelli and Hobbes - a tradition concerned with human self
interest, aggression, and conquest - it also recognized the primitivist's 
Golden Laws of Nature and a belief in the individual's natural affinity for 
freedom, indulgence, and pleasure.36 

By virtue of the sheer popularity and accessiblifty of erotica in Europe during the 

latter half of the seventeenth-century, the well-read Neville must have been 

exposed to bawdy literature during the European excursions which he took for 

pleasure, or for which he was sent into exile. Neville's transparent awareness of 

such erotic European texts undoubtedly influences and pervades the sexual 

content of The Isle of Pines, which had a popular continental reception. From a 

purely erotic point of view, the success of The Isle of Pines may be owing to the 

35 See Ernest Baker's The History of the English Novel Vol. ill p. 130. 

36 See Harold Weber's The Restoration Rake Hero p. 53. 



fact that Neville perhaps presents the first menage a cinque in the history of 

English literature. 
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Although there is little open eroticism in the text, the concept of a lone 

male copulating with four young females is undeniably sexual and erotic in 

essence. As a story written by an English writer, Neville no doubt shocked an 

English readership with his risque subject matter: nudity, interracial sex, and 

polygamy. Although such lewd stories were commonplace in the more liberal 

atmosphere of the Continent, where eroticism was more widely read, in England 

eroticism was frowned upon as vulgar by the literate upper-classes and was 

often prosecuted, although many sophisticated people read such works, 

including Samuel Pepys and John Locke.37 The impact of Neville's story was 

felt across the Atlantic, where it was considered especially sexually offensive in 

Puritan America. The extent of the sexual force of the text is especially obvious 

when American printers attempted to reprint the story in Massachusetts in 

1668,38 and in New England 1669.39 Although Neville was unquestionably 

~ In the same year of publicationas The Isle of Pines, Samuel Pepys's diary describes his 
own experiences with reading European erotica. On 13 January and 8 & 9 February 
1668, Pepys read L'escholle de Filles and relates his "disgrace" and "shame" at being 
sexually aroused by literature, which, according to Pepys, "did hazer my prick para 
stand all the while, and una vez to decharger." See R. Latham and W. Matthews, eds., 
TIle Diary of Samuel Pepys, Vol. IX pp. 21, 57-9. Jolm Harrison also notes that John 
Locke, "whose favourite reading, when he could lay down his everlasting books of 
travel, was French romance, some of it salacious." See J. Harrison and P. Laslett, eds., 
The Library of John Locke p. 29. 

38 Roger Thompson notes that Marmaduke Jolmson, a printer in Cambridge, Mass. from 
1660 to 1674 "was closely connected to the Marsh group in London, who probably sent 
him Henry Neville's Isle of Pines. Johnson had already been convicted of attempted 
bigamy; he was now, in 1668, fined for attempting to reprint Neville" (Contrast and 
Connection 40). 

39 Ford suggests that The Isle of Pines was a groundbreaking story in Puritan New 
England: "the publication of a somewhat coarse work, The Isle alPines, involved the 
printer in penalties more sufficient to compensate for his pleasure in nurturing this 
earliest plant of humor brought into New England from the more tolerant mother 
state" (TIle Boston Book Trade 1679-1700). 
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aware that his pamphlet would offend the ruling elite for the most part, this is 

one of the chief reasons he wrote the text. Thus his radicalism as a political 

agitator and proponent of an English Commonwealth is reflected in the radical 

'sexual nature of the text. Not only is Neville exploiting a taboo subject such as 

public copulation and group sex; he is also challenging Restoration norms by 

even discussing sexuality at all in his various narrative voices. Neville was 

well-known for his coarse lampoons such as A Parliament of Ladies, and Newes 

From the New Exchange, and although he is comparatively much more subtle and 

less offensive in The Isle of Pines, he nevertheless continues his explicit sexual 

themes. 

Although finding direct references to other texts from which Neville 

might have borrowed in the creation of The Isle of Pines is difficult, George Pines's 

menage of four women is somewhat reminiscent of a mid-sixteenth-century 

poem by the notorious Alexander Scott. Scott's poem" Ane Ballat Maid to the 

Derisioun and Scorn of Wantoun Women," in its own vulgar way, captures the 

hedonistic mood of the "handsome Women" (floP 12) on the island of Pines. 

Scott's poem parallels the erotic feminine mood of early life on Pines's island, as 

the poet writes, ''Farewell to chastity / when girls take to fondling, / three things 

follow / which cause them to go fooling around; / embracing, groping, plucking 

[or ploughing], / These fOUT, the truth to tell, / will get them to fucking.,,40 

Scott's poem not only echoes Pines's lustful desires "for enjoying the women" 

(floP 12), but it also captures the erotic spirit of the four wanton women who 

must be contented with sharing the same mate: the virile George Pines. As in the 

mid-sixteenth-century poem, Pines's proven rude familiarity with the four 

women enables him to do some "fooling around" of his own. In a salacious tone 

40 This translation is Allan's. See Euphemism and Dyphemism p. 93. 
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similar to that of Scott, George Pines writes of the sexual contagion that is 

starting to spread: "beginning now to grow more familiar, I had perswaded the 

two Maids to let me lie with them, which I did at first in private, but after, 

custome taking away Shame (there being none but us) we did it more openly" 

mop 12). Clearly, with the gentle persuasion of the lone male Pines, the four 

women on the island soon, as Scott would say, "get... to fucking." 

If one considers Pines as a lone male colonizer, his sexual license also 

mirrors John Donne's ~~Elegie: To His Mistris Going To Bed." Similarly to 

Neville's colonizer, Donne's colonizer experiences the same difficulty in 

restraining his sexual impulses: 

License my roving hands, and let them goe 
Behind, before, above below. 
Oh my America, my new found lande, 
My kingdome, safeliest when with one man man'd, 
My myne of precious stones, my Empiree, 
How blest am I in this discovering thee. 
(fHM19) 

Although Pines is not in America, he is the only male in his own IInew found 

lande." And as his "roving hands" have proven, Pines's extremities openly 

go to extremes, "Behind, before, above [and] below," impregnating the 

"precious" women in the process of populating his own "Empiree." 

This public display of coitus on the island makes the story a libertine 

text, for the Pineans follow their hedonistic inclinations ad libitum - as Pines 

says, "our Lusts gave us Liberty" mop 12). Thus, lust is an emancipating 

force for the stranded group because it offers the islanders their "liberty." 

Lust is a human experience discussed by another of Neville's contemporaries, 

Thomas Hobbes, who referred to ~~aturallust" as the "Love of Persons for 

Pleasing the sense onely.,,41 By giving into his own Hobbesian form of 



"naturallust," George Pines didactically claims, "living idlely, and seeing us 

at Liberty to do our wills, without hope of ever returning home made us thus 

bold" (floP 12). He recognizes that idle hands truly lead to mischief, that 

liberty leads to libertinism, and that boldness is equal to shamelessness. 

Hence, the unrestrained sexuality makes the island a sexual utopia, the ideal 

sexual state where one can copulate at one's own leisure as often as one 

desires and with whoever desires. . Of course, the women are at a direct 

disadvantage here since there is only one male to share amongst themselves. 

In this sense, the Isle of Pines is an androcentric utopia, for it is the male who 

is at a direct advantage, and since there is no mention or suggestion of male 

or female homosexuality on the island, we must assume that the isle of Pines 

is a strictly heterosexual domain. The island, therefore, is only a utopian 

milieu if one is male. 
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Within time, fornication becomes the driving force behind other actions 

on the island, such as construction work. With carnal excess on his mind and 

excess time on his hands, Pines soon constructs a series of mini dens of iniquity 

for the sale purpose of coitus com11lodus. According to the freethinking Pines, 

"(for having nothing else to do) I had made me several Arbors to sleep with my 

Women in the heat of the day, in these I and my women passed the time away, 

they never willing to be out of my company" (TloP 12). In the adulterous mind 

of the virile Pines, then, the sexual desires between man and women are mutual, 

for the women too become obsessed with Pines and are "never willing to be out 

of his company." With little else to do, apart from giving birth, the women can 

pander to Pines's sybaritic longings as a full-time occupation. Thus, the building 

of the arbours serve one specific sexual purpose: to satisfy the sexual desires of 

41 See Hobbes's Leviathan I 6 pp. 123-4. 
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the inhabitants. 

Pines proves himself to be extremely well-endowed for populating the 

island. Although he is unable fully to correct the male deficit on the island, Pines 

goes to great lengths to correct the gender imbalance to the best of his abilities, 

''having by my several wives, forty seven Children, Boys and Girls, but most 

Girls" (TIoP 13). On the island, childbirth itself is as regular as the seasons as 

Pines keeps his four wives unshod and pregnant: "all my women were with 

child by me, and they all coming at different seasons, were a great help to one 

another" (TIoP 12). Childrearing, however, proves to be much more simple and 

painless than childbearing, since the children on Pines are raised with the virtues 

of independence; once they are past breastfeeding, they are immediately 

abandoned: "when they had suckt, we laid them in Mosse to sleep, and took no 

further care of them, for we knew, when they were gone more would come" 

(TIoP 12). Pines's procreative capacities are indisputably proven following his 

first sixteen years on the island as his progeny "were like to be multitude" (TIoP 

14). 

During this sixteenth year, another libertinistic or perhaps voyeuristic 

dimension of island life is revealed by Pines. In predictable patriarchal tradition, 

the island's patriarch passes the sexual torch on to his eldest son. ''Till 

perceiving my eldest boy to mind the ordinary work of nature, by seeing what 

we did, I gave him a mate" (TIoP 14). On the Isle of Pines, Pines sets sexual 

precedence by establishing the age of consent, as well as the age of marriage, at 

sixteen. To some degree, the narrative tone sublimates the eroticism of sexual 

congress by referring to it as "the ordinary work of nature." On the other hand, 

Pines makes an unmistakably sexual point when he claims that the boy had 

witnessed Pines and his wives fornicating in public view, "by seeing what we 
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did." Furthermore, as time passes, the libertine sexuality on the island becomes 

commonplace as Pines's progeny follow their father's example by beginning "to 

breed apace" (fIoP 14) themselves. To validate his own claims to success, Pines 

demographically divides his pro genitive abilities: ''My first wife brought me 

thirteen children, my second seven, my master's daughter fifteen, and the negro 

twelve, in all forty-seven" (fIoP 14). The need for precision here can be 

explained, in part, by Pines's previous occupation as a bookkeeper. 

To varying degrees, libertinism unites The Isle of Pines with Oro011Oko, 

Robinson Crusoe, Gulliver's Travels, and Western Wonder. All five stories are travel 

narratives, and each story stresses nudity. On VanSloetten's first sighting of the 

Isle of Pines, he is overcome with the nudity on the island. Indeed, the islanders 

Van Sloetten first discovers are not only naked, but they are described as 

unbridled hedonists; he claims, "we saw several persons promiscuously running 

about the shore" (floP 3). By identifying the running islanders as 

"promiscuous" implies that the people are indulging in frequent and diverse 

sexual relationships. 

In all five stories, nudity is a common state for the island inhabitants. As 

in most English travel narratives, it is nudity which separates the savage from 

the civilized European. This barbarous association of nudity is in keeping with 

seventeenth-century English notions, which held that, "nakedness was bestial, 

for clothes, like cooking, were a distinctively human attribute.,,42 In the 

seventeenth century, as well as in our own contemporary society, societal 

conventions dictate that one must cover or "hide" one's private parts with 

clothing. For purposes of analysis, it is of particular interest to examine how the 

clothed European visitors to each of these islands comment on the nudity which 

42 See Keith Thornas'sMan and the Natural World p. 38. 
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they are confronted with. 

On The Isle of Pines, nudity is an established habit: partly a matter of the 

situation of splendid isolation and partly a matter of personal choice. Although 

the island provides an abundant quantity of food and sustenence, the Isle of 

Pines apparently cannot properly clothe its people. For both Van Sloetten and 

George Pines, the initial reaction to nudity is one of repugnance, because the men 

have inherited and desire to maintain their European customs. The European 

tradition regarding nudity, therefore, prescribes that one must, as Van Sloetten 

states, "cover those parts which nature would have hidden" (floP 5). At first, 

neither Pines, V an Sloetten, or the reader can abandon the European institutions 

which sanction against those who expose their genitalia in public view. George 

Pines resigns himself: "wanting nothing now but Cloathes, nor them much 

neither, other than for decency, the warmth of the Countrey and Custome 

supplying that Defect, we were well satisfied with our condition" (TIoP 12) 

Pines's comments regarding nudity do not stop here, however. For the island's 

first patriarch, nudity is initially m.et with apprehension, albeit limited. 

Although Pines eventually fornicates with all four women, he expresses his 

aversion to nakedness and his aesthetic preference for the clothed state: "the 

truth is, they were all handsome Women when they had Cloathes" (TIoP 12). 

WillIe the later generations of male islanders remain unclothed, the more 

"rnodesf' Pine an female population do their best to cover themselves with II grass 

and flowers interwoven and made strong by the peelings of young Elms (which 

grow there in great plenty) they do plant together so many of them as serve to 

cover those parts which nature would have hidden" (floP 5). The agrarian 

cover worn by the female population in a vain attempt to avoid total nudity

illustrates that the desired legacy of George Pines is eventually culturally 



entrenched. As a result, the women now adorn their privates with foliage in 

order to appear more ''handsome,'' as Pines would say. 
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For the natives depicted in The Isle of Pines, Robinson Crusoe, OroolWko, 

Gulliver's Travels, and Western Wonder, nudity is a matter of utility and tradition. 

In Neville's story, it is clear that even though the islanders are naked, fortunately, 

the climate is temperate, lIever warm, and never colder then [sic] in England in 

September" (TIoP 5). The principle of nudity as comfortable utility is also found 

in Behn's Oroonoko. She describes the Indians as II all naked; and we were 

dress'd, so as is most commode for hot Countries" (00 55). In Defoe's Robinson 

Crusoe, Crusoe abhors the naked Savages who visit his island. Although nudity 

is not the only practice that Crusoe finds offensive (since the black savages are 

cannibals), one cannot ignore his repeated comments on the subject. On his own 

IIIsland of Despair" (RC 56), Crusoe refers to the black visitors as IInaked 

Savages" (RC 133); moreover, much to Crusoe's social horror, even "the Women 

were as stark Naked as the Men" (RC 27). In Western Wonder the unnamed 

narrator claims in his dream about the as-yet-undiscovered Brazeel, "I saw Men, 

Women and Children ascend out of the bowels of the earth (as I thought) who 

were all naked, very white, well-featur'd" (WW 7). Nudity is a theme also 

raised by Swift. While in the land of the Houyhnhnms, Gulliver records a more 

scientific and horrified description of the naked inhabitants. "The Females were 

not so large as the Males; they had long lank Hair on their Heads, and only a Sort 

of Down on the rest of their Bodies, except about the Anus, and Pudenda" (GT 

IV 361). Unlike the other fictional islanders, the female Yahoos make no attempt 

to cover themselves as "their Dugs hung between their fore Feet, and often 

reached almost to the Ground as they walked" (GT IV 361). For all five writers 

then, it is obvious that there is something typically unEnglish about living naked. 
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For Neville, Swift, and Defoe, clothing has a semiotic significance. When 

some Spanish captives arrive on Crusoe's island, for example, Crusoe is able to 

separate the savage from the European by the test of clothing. He sees "a white 

Man who lay upon the Beach of the Sea, with his Hands and his Feet ty'd, with 

Flags, or Things like Rushes; and that he was a European, and had Cloaths on" 

(RC 182). For Crusoe as well as the consensus of the English, the clothes make 

the man. The same can be said of Van Sloetten's attitude, who echoes Crusoean 

sentiments when he arrives at the isle of Pines: "you would have blest your self 

to see how the naked Islanders flocked to us, so wondering at our ship, as if it 

had been the greatest miracle of Nature in whole world" (TIoP 3). Van Sloetten's 

rather condescending tone suggests that the Pineans cannot comprehend the 

concept of a ship full of fully-clothed Dutchmen, as "great numbers of them 

flocking about us, admiring at our Cloaths which we did wear" (TIoP 3). 

For Swift's Lemuel Gulliver, clothes are what separate him from the 

beastly Yahoos. When he is stripped, Gulliver laments, "I had hitherto concealed 

the Secret of my Dress, in order to distinguish myself as much as possible, from 

that cursed Race of Yahoos; but now I found it in vain to do so any longer" (GT 

IV 381). Like Swift's Yahoos, the Pines also have a human form, and 

consequently, when the clothed Van Sloetten a:rrives on Pines, he too is struck as 

to how there could be "so many that could speak English, and yet go naked" 

(TIoP 3). 

Nudity is a moral problem which Crusoe, unlike George Pines, quickly 

conquers. Although Crusoe laments, "that there was no need of Cloaths, yet I 

could not go quite naked; no, tho' I had been inclin'd to do it, which I was not, 

nor could not abide the thoughts of it tho' I was all alone" (RC 105-6). To prevent 

further embarassment to himself and others, Crusoe creates an entire wardrobe 
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with goat skin, even though "they were of a Length and Shape monstrous 

enough, and such as in England would have pass'd for frightful" (RC 118). 

Although perhaps he is unfashionable, Crusoe nevertheless manages to cover 

himself, thereby concealing his privates. Where Pines resigns himself to his 

unclad condition, Crusoe holds a deep disgust for even solitary nudity. The 

extent of Crusoe's disdain is expressed when he attempts to further civilize his 

slave Friday, giving him "a pair of Linnen Drawers" eRC 162) to cover his 

privates. Like Crusoe, the Pines have wild beasts, whose skins could have been 

used as clothing. Whether the Pines lacked the technology, the ingenuity, or the 

tools for making clothing (or perhaps George Pines was proud of his presumably 

large penis), is not explained in the text. The Pines limit themselves to using 

plant cover for clothing, while they continue to kill and consume an abundance 

of leather-clad beasts on the island. 

For Neville, Defoe, and Swift, large penises become somewhat of an 

obsessive theme. Take, for example, the myth of the well-endowed black male. 

Indeed, Crusoe describes the black Friday much in the way Neville depicts the 

white George Pines, as "a lusty strong Fellow" eRC 187). In Crusoe's case, the 

embarassment might be two-fold, however, for he not only detests the sight of 

male genitals in full public view, but he also despises the thought of being less of 

a male by virtue of his smaller, albeit white privates. The abnormally large exotic 

penis is also observed by Van Sloetten while in Calcutta. Van Sloetten makes 

mention of the ''Brachman Stalions [sic] who never fail of doing their work" 

(TroP 28). These Brachmen perform the role of breeder in Calcutta to the royal 

household. In the event that a husband cannot impregnate his wife the 

Brachman steps in. Neville sexually empowers the Brachmen Stallion by 

naming, because "Stallion" suggests a male horse used specifically for breeding 
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whilst IIbrach" is a hound-bitch. Although Van Sloetten does not specifically 

view the Brachmen naked, the very title of the human breeders suggest that the 

Brachmen Stallions are, for all intents and purposes, ''hung like horses." 

Although Neville may have take the penile motif to extremes during the 

seventeenth century, his appropriation of the appendage would become vastly 

overshadowed in the following century by Jonathan Swift. Indeed, Swift was not 

a writer to be outdone, and when he wrote Gulliver's Travels, the male penis took 

a whole new dimension. In the history of eighteenth-century English literature, 

the fictional character with the largest privates has to be Lemuel Gulliver during 

his residence in Lilliput. Although he possesses a giant of a penis (literally), the 

shy Gulliver, like Crusoe, is not about to flaunt his copulatory organ either, 

except in case of an emergency.43 Even as the tiny soldiers pass between 

Gulliver's legs the adventurer laments that the wandering eyes of the fighting 

men afford them an excellent view of his gargantuan penis: "to confess the Truth, 

my Breeches were at that Time in so ill a Condition, that they afforded some 

Opportunities for Laughter and Admiration" (GT 42). Thus for Neville, Defoe, 

and Swift, exposing one's penis in public remains a deplorable act. Yet there is 

obviously a curious voyeuristic element at work here because although the 

narrators do not like what they see, they manage to look at penises and describe 

them in great detail nevertheless. 

Pictorial art helps to subvert the libertine text. The illustrated panels 

which accompany the original text of The Isle of Pines seem to verify what Michel 

Foucault might refer to as a repressed Restoration libertinism. 44 Abraham Keek 

43 When fire breaks out, the diueritic Gulliver puts his abnonnally large bladder to 
work as he uses his penis like a firehose: liThe Heat I had contracted by coming very 
near the Flames, and by my labouring to quench them, made the Wine begin to operate 
by Urine; which I voided in such a Quantity, and applied so well to the proper Places, 
that in three Minutes the Fire was wholly extinguished" (GT I 66). 
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claims that there were IIfound about 2000 English people without cloathes, only 

some small covering about their middle" (TloP iii) but in the panel entitled IIPine 

numbring his People" (TloP i), it is obvious that the offspring are fully clothed in 

the illustration. Moreover, after fifty-nine years of life on the island, Pines and 

his wives appear as if they have just emerged not from the run-down hut that 

they stand beside, but from a clothing shop with clean and freshly pressed 

finery. Although the publisher was brave enough to publish Neville's erotic 

words, perhaps he wasn't valiant enough to adorn the pamphlet with pictures 

which represent the actual salacious nature of the text. This pictorial 

bowdlerization of The Isle of Pines might suggest that the English literary 

audience would have been too offended with a illustrated representation of such 

lewd proportions, or perhaps the publisher feared severe repercussions for such 

an immoral artistic and literary offence. Whatever the case, the frontispiece does 

not realistically reflect the inherent sexuality contained within the story. By 

including the frontispiece Neville seems to be expressing Foucau.lt's conception 

of a repressed libertinism; but since this story is a hoax, the artistic subversion is 

probably as intentional as it is non-representational. 

44 Michel Foucault claims that, "the seventeenth-cen tury, then, was the beginning of an 
age of repression emblematic of what we call the bourgeois societies, an age which 
perhaps we have not completely left behind. Calling sex by its name thereafter became 
more difficult and more costly. AB if in order to gain mastery over it in reality, it had 
first been necessary to subjugate in speech, expunge it from the things that were said, 
and extinguish the words that rendered it too visibly presenf' (History of Sexuality Vol. I 
17). 
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III 
The Ambiguities of Language 

When examining a libertine work such as Neville's, one must conduct a 

heuristic reading in order to reveal and understand the multiplicity of meaning 

the writer has injected into the work through the sexual images and metaphors. 

To date, no critic has conducted such a reading. Moreover, the few critics who 

have examined the text do not acknowledge or recognize the intricacy of 

Neville's carefully chosen words and their sexually loaded meanings. Consumed 

solely with the English cultural milieu, most critics ignore the fact that Neville's 

real success seems to have occurred in Europe. 

Perhaps those most affected by The Isle of Pines were the European 

readers who focused on the exotic and erotic content of the narrative. For the 

most part, the continental audience would have been unaware of the political 

implications of the text,45 and less sensitive to Neville's word play. To further 

distance Neville's text from the original, the subsequent European translations 

which followed were not translated from the vernacular of the story, but from 

Dutch versions. The continental translators transcribed not only for their own 

cultural ethos, but for their own creative ends. Consequently, different countries 

emphasized different aspects of the narrative.46 Apart from fore grounding 

certain dimensions of the text, some translators took great liberties with Neville's 

45 In Chapter Two, liThe Politics of Colonization," I discuss the political implications of 
the text in great detail. 

46 The transcribed title pages of the European editions suggest that each nationality 
foregrounds different aspects. For example, the Dutch highlight the English 
indebtedness to the Dutch for discovering the Isle of Pines, the Italians stress the 
copiousness of Pines's progeny, the French intensify the discovery of an island 
populated with many people, the Portugese emphasize shipping and trade, while the 
Germans dwell on the historical period of Queen Elizabeth and the commercial 
enterprise of the East India Company. This is a brief examination of the translations. A 
more comprehensive view would be worthwhile, but I have been unable to undertake 
an exhaustive understanding of all the translations available in the Library of Congress. 
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''loris Pines" is Irish.47 
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For most critics and readers alike, Neville's story is difficult to interpret. 

As a hoax writer, Neville manipulates both the language and the content of the 

text, by using a variety of devices ranging from puns and anagrams to double 

entendres. Of course, the extent to which Neville's sexual innuendoes are 

deliberate or unconscious is difficult to determine; my intention here is to suggest 

the implicit and explicit sexual diction Neville might be using to convey his 

meaning.48 

To undertake a detailed reading, one must historicize. By historicizing 

one can identify the connotations and denotations of sexually-charged words in 

their own historical context. Frederic Jameson refers to the historicizing process 

as the "political unconscious" which "explore[s] the multiple paths that lead to 

the unmasking of cultural artifacts as socially symbolic acts.,,49 Much of 

Neville's diction has symbolic value attached to it, and it is my intention to reveal 

or unmask the meanings Neville might have intended. Historicism is the best 

critical approach to engage here because, as Greg Dening eloquently puts it: 

To be culturally literate about the past we must recognize that words 

47 This 1726 German edition is known as Wahrhaffe und merclavilrdige Lebens-Beschreibung 
Joris Pines von Dublin ... worinnen dessen Ankunft un 70. jiihriger Auffenthalt auf einer wilsten 
Insul Sild-Landes mit seinen vier Weibern ... beschreiben wird. Aud dem Englishchen 
Ubersetzet. (NUC Vol. 412 p. 107). 

4S Judith Neaman notes that "after the Puritan revolution, with the restoration of an 
aristocratically oriented monarch in 1660, the restrictions against overtly sexual. 
language were relaxed. A burst of linguistic inventiveness and a host of new and 
colorful terms for body parts and sexual practices were audible on the stage and in the 
new literature. But political language was still leashed and was to remain so, inspiring a 
continuing and growing number of political works that used elaborate circumlocutions 
and indirections to disguise references to political parties, policies and persons" (A 
Dictionary of Euphemisms 5). 

49 See Frederic J arneson's The Political Unconscious p. 20. 
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themselves have histories across time, across space. There is not a word 
that does not hold some surprise. History, since its object of observation 
is words, is always working the surprises in them, the double entendres, 
the novelties created by the ever-changing context of their expression. 
And since words expressed take on a life of their own, have their 
meaning in the reading of them or the hearing of them, who knows 
where their life ends? 50 

Indeed, if there is one constant in The Isle of Pines, it has to be Neville's ability to 

dupe an unsuspecting audience and surprise his suspecting audience with his 

cunning use of language. 

Although many sea stories contain wretched accounts of rum, sodomy, 

and the lash, for George Pines the more scandalous adventures are reserved for 

the island occupation and not the journey. The perverted dimensions of the 

mission begin to take form early in the story, as Pine recalls, "we on the 

fourteenth of May had sight of the Canaries, and not long after of the Isles of 

Cape Vert or Verd, where [we took] in such things as were necessary for our 

voyage, and some fresh provisions" (TIoP 7). Although the passage seems 

straight forward and nonsexual, Neville's choice of "Cape Vert" in all likelihood 

has a sexual connotation.51 Neville also toys with scatalogical references with 

regard to the sailing journey of Van Sloetten: "and having a good wind, we on 

the fourteenth day of May had sight of the Canaries" (TIoP 7). "Wind," of 

course, is a euphemism for flatulence, and although Neville is relating wind to 

the sailing of Van Sloetten, Neville's reputation for coarse lampooning makes the 

reference to "wind" an ambiguous and highly suspect term. Indeed, Neville is 

no stranger to scatalogical references in his other works. Consider his sarcastic 

50 See Greg Dening'sMr. Bligh's Bad Language p. 341. 

51 In Judith Neaman's estimation, "a vert" is "one of many British euphemisms for a 
person who engages in inconventional sexual practices, Vert (probably a shortening of 
'pervert') is a general term" (Kind Words: A Thesaurus of Euphemisms 248). 
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scatalogia in News From the New Exchange, for example, where Neville is much 

more literal with fecal matter: "Like the old Witch, who, being being consulted 

to discover a Thief, could not smell out who had shit at her own Door" (NFtNE 

32). 

More certainly, Neville makes a double entendre on the word "Canaries," 

for although they are a group of islands off of West Africa, "canaries" is also a 

euphemism for harlots. 52 Moreover, the very title of the story "the ISLE of 

PINES OR, A late Discovery of a fourth ISLAND near Terra Australis, Incognita," 

contains sexual meaning, because "Incognita" suggests a disguised harlot. 53 The 

double entendres contained in The Isle of Pines are complex and meticulously 

interwoven in the text, making a close reading an arduous and speculative task. 

"'What further problematizes a close reading of The Isle of Pines, apart from 

the double entendres, is that the sexual metaphors Neville does employ are 

difficult to detect, because they are expressed in the form of either puns or 

anagrams. Anagrams and puns are endemic to the English language, and the 

Restoration writers of Neville's ethos were some of the greatest abusers of such 

techniques. With regard to Neville, one only has to examine the title itself, The 

Isle of Pines, which contains a seminal anagram, as Aldridge notes: "In the same 

year with its publication, a German critic gave the work a symbolic erotic 

interpretation, suggesting that the name of the island is an anagram on the male 

organ of generation, penis.,,54 If one can also take Neville's "Isle" as an anagram 

of "lies," his story becomes "The Lies of Penis," or perhaps "The Penis of Lies" if 

one is so inclined. 

52 According to Eric Partridge" canaries" are a slang euphemism for "harlots." See 
Partridge's DictianalY afSlang p.123. 

53 Partridge notes that "Incognita" was a slang term for "a disguised harlot" (Ibid. 422) 

54 See Aldridge's ''Polygamy in Early Fiction" PMLA 1950, p. 466. 
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The penis proves to be a popular sexual appendage for Neville; it is a 

recurring lietmotif that appears elsewhere in the writer's canon. In Newes From 

the New Exchange, for example, Neville jokes about the Jewish tradition of 

circumcising the penis: "Rossiter is a Jew extraordinarily circumcised, Root and 

Branch" (NFtNE 29). "Root and branch" obviously refer to Rossiter's penis and 

testicles, implying that the man has been radically circumcised; in fact, Rossiter 

has been castrated, not to mention emasculated. Puns on the word "penis" also 

arise elsewhere in the The Isle of Pines. Through Neville's punning on the word 

penis, the phallus most often connotes some form of comestible. Evidence of the 

phallus-as-food is found when George Pines claims, "We carried out of England 

certain hens and cocks to eat by the way. Some of these when the ship was 

broken, by some means got to land, and bred exceedingly" (floP 10). Literally, 

the cock or rooster is generally associated with a hen, yet the" cock" is also a 

term for the male penis, even in Neville's own context.55 The "hen" is not a 

term to be overlooked either, for it has sexual implications as well; it was a term 

used for a wife, woman, and a female during the seventeenth-century.56 

Curiously, the critic Philip Henderson acknowledges the fantastical nature of the 

text, yet completely dismisses the sexual implications of Neville's diction. 

According to Henderson, "For all its illusion of reality, the story has a certain 

fantastic air, especially when we are gravely assured that cocks and hens brought 

from England had, when the ship was wrecked survived ... such a thing would be 

impossible.rt57 Henderson's analysis not only falls short of recognizing the 

55 According to the OED, "cock" has been used as a phallic tenn in "1618 [by] N. 
Field[in] Amends for Ladiesl, Oh man what art thou? When thy cock is up? [and in] 1714 
Cabinet of Love, View my sore cock, his tender wounded head" (OED III 407). 

56 According to the OED, "hen" has been used in 1/1632 [in] Brome['s] North. Lass 1. v. 
Wks. 1873 III. Are you the Cockbawd to the Hen was here? [and in] 1785 [in] Grose[/s] 
Diet. Vulg. T., Hen, a woman. A cock and hen club; a club composed of men and 
women" (OED VII 139). 
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erotic nature of the text; it also fails to acknowledge Neville's deliberate choice of 

the sexually loaded terms. Moreover, Henderson also dismisses the explicit 

sexual suggestion that the rational animals, George Pines and his "female 

company" mop 10), will eventually "br[e]ed exceedingly" (floP 10) themselves, 

much like the domestic fowl represented in the text. Indeed, the naturalism of 

Pines and the four women openly breeding suggests their animal nature.58 

The sexual cock and hen theme also exists in Neville's A Parliament of 

Ladies With Their Lawes Newly Enacted. Listed as one of ''The Chiefe Heads of the 

Ladies Laws," Neville writes, "Item, That no Yeoman or Husbandman shall 

keep, or suffer to be kept in their house, Barne, or Stable, and Cocke or Co ekes, 

that will not tread his Hens: especially, when the Hens thrust their heads under 

the Cockes necke, &c" (APoL 14). Clearly, Neville's sexual suggestiveness is 

made much more explicit in this earlier work and attests to the peckish Neville's 

bawdy insistence on pouleting the reader's leg. 

Returning to the subtextual penile motif, "nut" is another term used by 

Neville as in ''The woods afforded us a sort of nuts" mop 11). The nut, however, 

is also an obscene term for the glans penis. Van Sloetten also describes in great 

detail a hunting incident that has impressive sexual overtones. According to Van 

Sloetten, one of the Dutchmen" discharged his Peece, sending a brace of Bullets 

into his belly, which brought him to the ground" mop 21). This hunting scene 

can also be interpreted as a lewd masturbatory scene where a male is portrayed 

ejaculating or "discharging"S9 his "bullets,,60 or sperm, from his IIPeece" or 

'SJ See Henderson's Shorter Novels p. xii. 

58 Keith Thomas notes that during the seventeenth century, "a pregnant woman was 
commonly said to be 'breedinglll (Man and the Natural World 43). 

59 Partridge notes that discharge is to effect a seminal ejaculation: 2 Henry IV, II iv 
112-115, 'Falstaff. Do you discharge upon mine hostess. - Pistol. I will discharge upon 
her, Sir John, with two bullets'; by a pun on Pistol's name. (Shakespeare's Bawdy 94). 
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penis, into the "beast's" or recipient's "belly.,,61 This is also phallically 

reminiscent of the bawdy Elizabethan idiomatic expression" a pistol in his 

codpiece,,,62 wherein a man's penile erection is portrayed as a loaded weapon. 

Moreover, Pines refers to his female company as "consorts," a Restoration term 

which implied, during the Restoration period, a desire lito have intercourse with" 

(OED 171). 

Menstruation is yet another term which is alluded to through Neville's 

euphemistic usage of the word. With the term "hamocks" (floP 11), for 

example, Neville might be alluding to a common Restoration catch-phrase 'the 

hammock is swung/ indicating that a "woman is experiencing the menses.,,63 

Moreover, Neville's use of "flowers" also contains some menstrual 

connotations.64 When Van Sloetten describes a Pine an burial scene, he writes, 

"When the party was dead, they stuck his Carkass [sic] allover with flowers" 

(floP 23). Thus, according to Judith Neamarrs terminology, Van Sloetten might 

be euphemistically saying that the mourning Pines are covering the deceased's 

body with menstrual blood. 

60 'Falstaff [to Pistol]. Do you discharge upon mine hostess - Pistol. I will discharge 
upon her, Sir John, with two bulets- Falstaff. She is pistol-proof, sir ... Hostess. Come, 
I'll drink noproofs no more bullets.' According to Partridge, the ostensible or primary 
allusion: balls is a synonym for bullets, but also for testicles; secondary or hidden 
allusion is to semen. (Ibid. 73). 

61 The "belly," according to Partridge represents the womb and the pelvic region, with 
especial reference to the genitals. 'She sinketh down, still hanging by his neck, He on 
her belly falls, she on her back', Venus, vv 593-594. (Ibid. 65). 

62 "Codpieces were highly conspicuous and decorative bagged appendages attached 
tothe front of close fitting breeches in the fifteenth and sixteenth-centuries to highlight a 
man's cods (genitals)." See Euphemism and Dyp7temism p.225. 

63 See Richard Spears's Slang and Euphemism p. 102. 

64 Judith Neaman claims that, the monthly FLOWERS, a somewhat romantic term for a 
woman's PERIOD, has been used in England since the fifteenth-century. It is from the 
Latinfiuere, lito flow." (Kind Words: A TItesaurus of Euphemisms 57). 
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As Pines ages, he expresses the desire that his children no longer "pester" 

(I1oP 14) him with their own lewd sexuality on this highly permissive island. 

According to Pines, "growing myself into years, I liked not the wanton 

annoyances of young company" (I1oP 14). Clearly, it is apparent that the 

"pestering" to which Pines is referring to is disturbing in a sexual sense. Owing 

to his own impotence or plain lack of desire to fornicate, Pines does not want to 

watch his children copulate either. To prevent this sexual disturbance, Pines 

claims" as fast as we married them, I sent and placed them over the river by 

themselves severally" (TIoP 14). At this point, the island's pun on the verb "to 

pine" seems undeniable; Pines was finding himself overwhelmed by the 

lascivious culture around him. Indeed, he found his children not only 

"annoying," but also the embodiment of "wanton annoyances" (TIoP 14). 

Pines's selective choice of the word J1wanton" manifests the sexual extent of his 

childrens hedonistic habits, since wanton suggests a lewd and libidinous image. 

Within a short period of time, the children of Pines prove themselves to be 

equally adept at reproducing themselves, because like their father, their own 

idleness begets a desire in themselves for enjoying one another. The extent of the 

childrens' reproductive capabilities is demonstrated by Pines, who says he 

"found the estimate to contain, in or about the eightieth year of my age, and 

fifty-ninth of my coming there, in all of all sorts, one thousand seven hundred 

and eighty-nine" (TIoP 15). Bearing the rapidly expanding population of the 

island in mind, it seems plausible that the Christian theme conveyed throughout 

the text, is for the most part, satirical. The irony of Pines praying to "God to 

multiply them' (TIoP 15) seems redundant - his children are making sure of 

multiplying on the island without any divine inspiration or intervention. 



Conclusion 

Hear him debate of commonwealth affairs, 
You would say it hath been all in all his study. 

- William Shakespeare King Henry V I i 41 

This thesis has intended to stress that there is much going on beneath the 

surface of The Isle of Pines than a literal reading suggests. In writing this hoax, 

Neville had a political and a pornographic agenda. His political agenda attacked 

the ideology of the monarchy, while his pornographic agenda attacked the 

religion that supported the sovereign and the Protectorate. For a Restoration 

writer who devoted his talents to writing political tracts and satirical diatribes 

about the puritannical Protectorate and the loyalist royalists, it seems 

inconceivable that The Isle of Pines is purely a utopian fiction. As a politically

motivated author writing during a period of political strife and instability, his 

satires and lampoons usually concerned sexual and social themes, often highly 

charged with political and religious meaning. In this sense, The Isle of Pines is no 

exception to Neville's canon. What makes this post-colonial text much more 

complex and different from his previous pamphlets, however, is that this story 

contains the politics of colonization and sovereignty. 

Why was this apocryphal text so successful in its day? There are a. 

variety of possible explanations. Travel and travel narratives were becoming 

more common during the seventeenth century. Furthermore, the conquest of 

foreign lands was at a premium at this time. If a country discovered an island 

like the Isle of Pines, that nation would lay claim to the new territory. Neville's 
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suggestion of a newly discovered island would have not only attracted the 

English but the interest of other European powers as well. With the expansion of 

trade, new lands meant more wealth and expansion - imperialism. And with a 

new territory came the inevitable exploitation of that land, whether it was for 

raw materials or people (slaves were in great demand at this time - the 

presence of Philippa can attest to that). While some European cultures were 

attracted to Neville's text because of its potential for trade and expansionism, 

other nations and readers were attracted to its polygynous libidinousness. One 

final reason for its success could be due to the fact that the sheer adventure and 

intrigue of a shipwreck and isolated island occupation would have captured the 

attention of the seventeenth-century book buyer. 

Throughout this thesis I have argued that The Isle of Pines is a "naughty" 

text, but can one consider Neville a Restoration pornographer? The libertinism 

of the text, although tame by late-twentieth century standards, was considered 

very racy during the Restoration. One male and a menage of four women 

copulating in full public view was without doubt "hard core" by English 

standards at this time. As a hoax, however, it was Neville's intention to catch 

most readers' attention with the mild pornography of the text. The amorality of 

the island distracted his audience by forcing the reader to fasten onto the 

lewdness of George Pines, thus allowing Neville to execute his carefully veiled 

his political attack on the monarchy without any legal repercussions. 

Was George Pines a symbol for the throne of Charles II? Historical 

sources indicate that Charles II certainly had the libidinous traits of George 

Pines. By contemporary and Restoration standards George Pines and Charles II 

were extremely naughty persons. With Pines's character, Neville was attacking 

the very foundations any monarchy was built upon - the inbreeding, the rigid 
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social divisions of class, the sexual power and control of a monarch, and above 

all, the insistence of a "divine right" to rule. Neville found the Old Testament 

arguments for the divine right of kings even more offensive than Puritanism. 

This is understandable since the Royalists were using religion - "the divine 

right of kings" as an argument for an absolutist ruler. It was no secret that 

Neville disliked royalty, thus with the character George Pines the reader 

experiences a surreptitious attack on the monarch. Like Dryden's Mr. Limberham 

which "attacks the patriarchism of a sexually corrupt court, the blind hedonism 

of the nobility, and the hypocrisy of the Dissenters,"l Neville's story, in its own 

way, denounces the royal court and religion he opposed. 

From what we know about Neville as a person, his republican political 

leanings suggest that he was parodying the monarchy with this text. If one 

wonders why Neville would have created a racist, polygynist, and religious 

colonizer one only had to look to the monarchy and the religion that supported 

it. The pornography subverts and exposes the hypocrisies of religion. In my 

estimation, what Neville attempted was to portray the court of Charles II, his 

mistresses and the excesses of the court thereof. Indeed, if one considers that 

Pines is not legally wed to any of the woman, his "wives" are, in fact, his 

concubines. In this sense, Pines could be Charles II. Although Charles had 

many mistresses and Pines had only four, both men fathered many children, but 

each died without legitimate issue. Moreover, if one accepts The Isle of Pines as 

an androcentric utopia, it is evident that Pines is the almighty father - the 

Adamic patriarch held dear to the hearts of the royalists. Through his power 

and his licensed roving hands, George Pines is the unchallenged Filmerian 

monarch who lives a long and prosperous life :in his new-found realm. Similar 

lSee The Oxford Companion to English Literaturep. 675. 
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to Charles, Pines is free to exercise his indiscriminate will and his passion over 

his subjects as often as he desires. 

Like other Old Testament patriarchs, Pines fruitfully multiplies the island 

with his seed and his many wives. With this paradisically polygynous new 

Eden, perhaps Neville was mocking not only the Bible, but Paradise Lost 2 and 

its author as well. Of course, as I have argued Milton was not the only 

prominent member of English society who actively pursued polygynous 

legislation while Neville was a member in Parliament. Milton was joined by 

none other than politicians, thus Neville's hoax is no doubt lampooning all 

polygamophiles. 

Were the Pine an religious institutions puritannical? For a man who 

"declared a preference for reading Cicero to the Bible,"3 the strict religious code 

of the island as well as Pines's contino us praise to God for thanks is parodic in 

essence. Neville was not a supporter of any religion.4 As a secular thinker he 

was wary of all religions, especially the Puritanism of Oliver Cromwell because 

he was a rationalist who even found Enthusiasm distastefu1.5 Neville 

undoubtedly considered the Puritans and their Adultery Act an absurd idea as 

Pines's six laws demonstrate. The continual religious overtones throughout the 

story, therefore, serve satirical ends. 

Neville disliked the inhumanity and suffering of war caused by 

revolution and aggression. In Parliament, he spoke out against England's 

21vfilton's Paradise Lost was published in 1667, one year before The Isle of Pines. 

3 See Robbin's Two Republican Tracts p. 9. 

4 Woolrych notes that Neville had "advanced opinions [which] were purely secular in 
inspiration and tended towards liberlinisrn. See "Political Theory and Political 
Practice." TIle Age of Milton p. 231. 

5 See Robbin's Two Republican Tracts p. 9. 
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intervention in the war between Sweden and Denmark.6 His republic was 

willing to avoid revolution by allowing to retain a symbolic but virtually 

powerless monarch. This didn't happen. Charles II was restored to the throne in 

1660 and Neville became an enemy of the state for his republican beliefs. 

Following the Restoration, a number of his cronies were executed and he was 

threatened with the same fate if he remained in Britain. To avoid certain death, 

Neville returned to Italy and waited for the political situation to ca1m. Returning 

in 1668 and recognizing that his former lampoons would get now him killed, 

Neville would have to be more creative and more cunning with his attack on the 

ruling monarch. Thus, The Isle of Pines was born. 

Like most other hoaxes, this deceptive story was written for and intended 

to incite reaction. Sadly, most contemporary critics continue to refer to Neville's 

canon as little more than the work of a hack. Ignored are Neville's intellect, not 

only as a political theorist, but also as a talented writer of fiction. Some critics 

have compared Neville with the likes of Daniel Defoe and Jonathan Swift, and I 

have so argued. Indeed, Neville used Defoe-like narrative techniques and prose 

style well before Defoe did. Using many of Neville's rhetorical tricks, Jonathan 

Swift fooled many readers with his famous hoax A Modest Proposal. Somewhat 

more offensive and perhaps even more disturbing than Neville's polygamy, is 

Swift's narrative suggestion that the rich should eat the impoverished children of 

Ireland. Similar to The Isle of Pines, Swift's own travel narrative Gulliver's 

Travels, satirizes some of the customs and institutions of the time, receiving the 

deserved critical acclaim Neville rarely received. While Swift continues to be 

regarded as one of the English language's greatest satirical writers, Neville gets 

overshadowed, even though he was an innovator of the hoax form in English 

6 See DNB p. 259. 
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literature. As a notable writer of early English libertinism and a lampoon writer 

of considerable renown, Henry Neville does not deserve the epithet of "hack." 

Can this story be considered great literature? Although The Isle of Pines is 

no Pilgrims Progress, it is not Grub Street bumfodder either. Regardless of how 

one might read The Isle of Pines, there is no denying the text created considerable 

controversies in the cultures it reached. Indeed, once the text was imported to 

Europe it took on a life of its own: in Poland, the text was cited as a legal 

document for polygamy; an eighteenth-century German edition claimed Pines 

hailed from Dublin and not England; and the English writer, Frances Blackburne 

found Neville's story an accurate representation of an ideal society following the 

dictates of nature. Through Neville's rhetorical wit, the hoax was made above all 

else, extremely convincing in its time. 

Perhaps The Isle of Pines offers more questions than answers. If one 

agrees that The Isle of Pines is a utopian fiction, the Pine an milieau is a utopian 

paradise for the Elizabethan George Pines, not the republican Henry Neville. For 

a republican, Pines's island paradise is the embodiment of a dystopian republic: 

Patriarcha revisited. Much like Patriarcha, the island plays host to a non

democratic monarchical regime - the antithesis of what Neville believed in and 

aspired to. And unlike the two previous English utopias, Utopia and New 

Atlantis which outlawed polygamy, the Pine an utopia disregards monogamy. 

Although Neville was not as prolific or as well known as other 

pamphleteers of his generation, the works he left behind are of both historical 

and literary interest. Removing a text such as The Isle of Pines from its historical 

context and interpreting it on a literal level grossly oversimplifies the depth of 

7 Bumfodder was 1/ a seventeenth-century form of toilet paper" (Gutter Life and 
Language 43). 
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Neville's story. As I have argued, Neville's hoax is a much more complicated 

text than it has been given credit and as the frontispiece clearly indicates - you 

cannot judge this book by its cover. 
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A DES.eRIPTION . OF 'f ISLE OF PI~"JES 
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· p 
Tbe. ISLE of 

I N E 
o R, 

, . 

A late Di[c~verY'of a fourth 'I S LAN D ncar 

Terra Aujlra/is,' IncpgrJita 
'B Y 

s, 

Henry, Cornelius Van Sloetten. 
~vlJ!rein z's contain~d. 
, , 

~ True Relation _of certain' EtJglijh perfons~, who 
,in, Queen Elizab~ths time, making a Voy-age to' d~e E~~ In
d;.'~s wert cail away, and wracked near to the Coaft: of T(1"-:' 

ra A ufl r a lis ,h, cognita, ~nd all ~drowned, exc,ept one Man 
and Jour Women., And now' lately Anno Dom,. 1~67. a 
DutchShik\making a. Voyage to the ,.E~ft, indier, driven by 
foul weather there, by chance have found their Pofi:eritYJ 
( (peaking good Englijh) to amount ( as they (uppof~).ro 
ten 9r twelve thoufand perfons. The ~ whole Relation 
(*written, and left by the. Man himfelf a little before his 
death, and delivered to the 1)utc" by his ~rand<;hi1d) Is. 
here annexed with, the Longi~ude and Latitude of the Iflapd, 
the (cituation and felicity- thereo() with ~ther matter ob-: 
fervable. . 



<r wtrl.:etterJ c~ncerning the Ifland of Pines to 
a (re~ible perfon in Covent Garden. 

Amfierdam, ,Ju'ne the ~ 9th 16'.8~ 

I T t'j' rrr/tten by thf [aft ,Puft from Rochel,to a M erch.~y,t in tbu 
(it), th:zt the're rra~ d· French jhiparrivtd, the .lWd-ffer and 

C ompan)' af W.hl~(h reports, th4t ab~ut ~ or, 300 L(aguer Nr:~thwfft 
f{"~m Cape FU11s Terre, they {tIl tn n:lth an l(la~d,where t~ey rro;t 
on flJore,and found about 2eOD Enghfhptoplewzthout cloathes,oilly 
fome [mall c()veri~gs. about t?eir, mi~dle', and that .they re!at~d to 
them'J thtlt at thetr ftrft comtng to tins Ifla1J..d ( wht,ch was In f2.Eeen 
Elizatcths time) they ~ere but five in numbtr. men and women, 
heing caJ! on ~9r~ h) difl,refs or otherwi[e, an:d h~d there remained 
ei'fr [in6e, wtthout havINg IllJ)'.c.(JrrffplJndence wtth an) othfr people, 
or an) PJill' coming to them. Thif flor) [e-emr 'i'er) fabulotls) )'et 
the Letter is come to a k;;own Mtrchant; and from a good hand in 
France, [0 that I thought fit to mrl7tion it, it 1'1111.). be that. there, 
may be f~mt miftake in the number of the ~e!gues) as alJo of the 
e:;CaB .pOtnt of th,~ Compaf~, fr~ Qlpe ~l~lS Terre; I Jh~ll ({i
quirI 7T!~re partl~ularly a60ut It. ,Somr Engliib hlrt [uppaJe I.t may 
jJ~ th,:>1fland of a-ra41~ rrhirh have heen fq oft fought for, Southwefl 
.from Ireland, if trul', we [ball hear further about it; rO(tr frifnd 
. and Brother, ' Ablahanl Kcrk. 

,Anll1:e,r,drun, July tbe 6th, 1.68.. ' 

I T is fait! that, the PJip that dilco'z:-erf~ the l/land, of v:hich I 
~intfd to )O'U in ??Ii) laJQ, is depa~ted fro:n R ?chel, on 'he~ way. 

to Zealand, [e-veral pcrfons, here have n:rtt, thither to enquIre .for 
tb.e Ja;,,~ Ventl, to {now the.truth of this hl/finef". Fwas promi .. 
[fd ti ~oPJ oj the Letter that came fr,orjt France, ad;.. ifing, .!&e d1~ 
'f~7.-'erJ of tht, /{land abuvefatd, but t~ S pot )~t come to mJ.hand;" 
~bfn it cometh, or any' furt/;er newS about thIS If/and, I }ball ac-
q 1/ ;. i iit j 0 U 1~ it" it, 

rour Friend'and 'Brot.htr; 
A. Kcck; 



The IfIe of PIN E S, 
DISCOVE·RED 

. Near to the Coafl: of Terra Auftralil Incog
nita, by Henry CorneliuJ V an S Joetten, in 
a Letter to a friend in Lond(JnJ declaring 
the truth of his V oyage to -the ·Eaft 
lndic!. 

SIR, 

I 
Received yout Letter of this fecond infiaI:1t, wherein 
you defire me ~o give you. a. further acco~nt cOr)ce.rning 

.. the Land of Fuses,. on whIch we were dnven by dl(hefs 
of. Weather the lail Sumn1er, I alfc peru(ed the Printed' 
Eook thereof you rent nle, thc Copy 'of which ,was (ut
reptiou~y taken out of nly hands, eIre (11ould ~ havc gi~~~ 
you a lnore fuller accoun~ upon wl:2t.,.. a~cafion we. ca1l1C 
thither, how \ve Were eiltcrtalned, \'Vlth 10nlC other Cl~CU1l1" 

A 3 fi~nccs 



(2) 

fial1ccs or nbte \vhere~l that relation is defeat vee To fadsfie . 
therefore your defires, I tball briefly yet'fttUY· give you a parti
cular ~c-count thereof, with ~ true Copy- ci the ~~n it [df; 
defiring YOhlto bear with my blunt Phra[es;es bei~ore a Sea-
nlan then ~ Scholler.. . 

April the .l6th 1667. VVe fet fail froll1.A·mRlrdam,.intend
ing.for the EI1/l-lnd£es ; our l11ip had to name the place froin 
whence ~~e came', th~ Amfi~rdam burthen 350. Tun; and 
havbg a fair gale of \~i in9, on the. 27 of Ma)~ follovving \ve 

. h:d.a fi6ht of tbe high Peak of Te~rijfe .belongin~ to. the Cana
rteS~ we have touched at. the Hland Palma, but havIng endea-

, voured it twice, and finding th'e wipds contrary, we (leered on 
our coure by the Illes of Cape Yerd, or .lnJul.e Capitis v/ .. 
ridis, \vhere at St. Jamrs·s·\vetook iPl freib w~ter) with {oille 
few Goats, and Hens, whe~e'Vith.that Hland d.oth plentifully 
abound. . . 

June" the 14. \ve had a fight of M ~d4gJ.r(ar, or the H1and of 
St. Laurence, an Hland of 4000 ll).iles in compa(s, and fcitu-

. ate under/the Southern Tropick;thither we fieered our couife, 
and trafficked with the· inhabitants for Knives, Beads; Glaffes 
and the like, having in exchange thereof cloves ·and Silver. 
1)eparcin~ from thence, .we were' incou~tr~d with a violent 
.fiorn1, and. the winds holding contrary, for the [pace of a 
fortnigh~, brought us back aImoll: as fat as the Hle Del Prin. 
ripe ; during which time many of our nlen fell fick, and {orne 
dyed, but.pt .the end of that time it plepfed God'the wind 
favoured us again, and we fieered on our courfe merrily, for 
the (pace 'of ten days: when on a fudden 'we were encounte'r
cd with fuch a violent floml, as if all the four winds tog~
ther had confpired for illr defhu6tion, fo that the. fioutell: 
fpirit of us all quailed) expeCting every hour to be devoured 

. by that mercilefs element of water, fixt~cn daye~ together 
did 



( 

(3) 
did this (lotin continue, 'though not with fuch violence as at 
the, fira, the Weather being fo dark all the while, ,and the 
Sea fo rough, that we knew not in what place \ve were, at 
length aI~ on,a fudden the Wind cealed, and the, Air cleared, 
the Clouds were all di[per[ed, and a very (~rene Sky follow .. 
,ed, for which we gave hearty thanks to the Alnlighty, it' be
ing beyond ,our expeaatio~ that we fhould helve efcaped the 
violence of that {tornl. ' 

At length one of our_,nlch nloundng the' Main .. n1aft efpy
ed fire, an evident fign of forne Countrcy near adjoynin$:» 
which prefrndy- after we apparently difcovered, and fleerIng 
our courfc *' e nigher, we faw feveraI -p'cr[ons proluif
cuoufly running'" auout the tbore, as it were wondering 
and admiri~g ,at what they Caw': Being now near to the 
Land, we manned out ou~ lon~ Bo~t with ten, per(ons, who 
~proaching the (bore, asked them in our D,;tch Tongue U,1Lat 
cplant i~ btt l 'to which t~ey returned this Anfwer ~n
Englilb, That the) kn~w not 'what wt faid~, One 0'£ O?t 
C.on1pany named Jeremtah H anz,en who undedlood Er;gli~ 
very well, hearing the~r words di[courfi: to them in their own 
Language j fo that in 'fine \ve we.re very kindly inv!t~d ',on 
{bore, great numbers or them flockIng about us, admIring at 
our Cloaths which we did wear, as we on the other fide did 
to find in (uch a firange place, fo inany that could (peak Eilg-
lijh, and yet to go naked. ' 

Four of our men returning back in the long, Boat to our 
Ships company, could hardly make them believe the truth of 
what they had [een a,nd heard', but when we had brought 
our (hip in,to harbour, you would have blell: your (e.1f to Jce 
how the naked Inanders flocked unto us, fo wcndenng;~1t our 
-{hip, as if.it had been the greatefl: ll1iraclc of Nature in vvhole 
W{)rld. 

'YVc 
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('4) 
'V\r e were very C6urteou{1y en~ertaioed by them,preferitJing 

uswith (uch food as thatCountrey afforaed,whkh indeed'vvas 
'not to be defpifed; \lye eat of the 'FIeCh both of Bcafts:1 and 
Fow Is, which they had cleanly drea, though with no great 
curiofity, as w.anting materials, wherewithal to do it-; and for 
bread we had the inlide or Kernel of a great Nut as big as. an 
Apple, whi~h \yas '\ery wholfbnle,and found for the body,and 
tafied to the Pallat very delicious. 

·Having r<.1"re111ed ~ur relves, th~y invited us to the· Palllace 
of their Prioce or chief Ruler, fome two nliles dHl:ant off froll1 
the place where we landed; which \VC found to be about the 
bigneCs of one of oUr ordinary village houCes) ~-was fupported 
wi~h rouah unhewn pieces ofTinilier:l and covered very artifi. 
cially wifh boughs, fo thatit woulq ,ke~p out the greate1l: 
(bowers of Rain, the fides thereof w~re adorned vvith fcveral 
forts of Flowers;which the fragra-~Jt fi.elds th~re do. )1ield in 
great variety. The Prince·himfe]f <" whofe name was wt'lliam 
Pin~ the. Grandchild of G~orge Pt'ne that was firli on (hore in 
thi$tola~nd) came to his Pallace doorand faluted us very· coUr
teouOy, for though he had nothing c;>f Majelly in· hinl, "yet had 
be a courteous noble and dcboneyre fpirit, wherewi.th your 
~nglifh Nation ( efpecially thofe·of the'~entry) are very much 
Indued. . ' 

Scarce 'had he~ donefaluting us when his Lady ~r VVife, 
came Iikewi(e forth -of their Houfe 6r Pal1ace, atiended on' 
by two ¥a~d-fer~ants., {be \va~ a woman of an exqp.ifite· 
beauty, and had on her head as It were a Chaplet of Flow • 
. ers, Wbich bei~ intermixt with feveral vatiety of colours be. 
came her admirably. Her .privities were hid with (orne 
pieces of old Garn1C:nts, the ReliCls of thofe Cloaths ( I 
fuppofe) of ~hem which fira cal?Je hither, and yet being a
~orned with Flowers thofe very ~ags feemeth beautiful; and 
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, indeed t1l0ddly {o far pre\'aileth over all the Fenlale Sc'x of 
that Uland, that \v:~h gra(s and .flo\vers inten~oven and madf' 
Hrong by ~he pcdmgs of yoru,~ Elms (. \VhlCh grow,thC't~ 
in great plenty) t0ey, do plant. together fo nlany' of th(111 
as,{erve to cover elie'[c parts whIch naturewculd have hid-, 
den. ' 
, VVc carried biln as a prtfcnt (o11le fe\v Knivc's, 9f \vhich 
we thought thc::y h 1..1 great need, an Ax or Hatchet to" f11 
W.oo~, .. \vhich was.very accrrt~ble unto bi.l1l~' the Old one 
whtch was caft on Coore at the hdl:, and the o"nly onc th1l: they 
ever had, tring now (0 quite blunt and dulled, that it would 
not cUt at all; f~nle few other things we alfo gave hi~l1, which 
he very thankfully accepted, invi~ing us into hi~ Hou(e or 
Pallace, and cauting us to fit down \vith ,hinl,-. :whc re w,e rc
frdr.ed Ollr (rIves aaain, 'with fonle -more Countrcv viands 
vvhich \vcre fO oth(:~ ~n fuch we tailed of before~· Prince 
hnd peafant here faring alike, nor is there any difference be 

. twixt their drink, being only frefh fweet \vater,- which' the ri. 
vers yield them in great abundance. , , 
Aft~r (olne little pau(e, our Conlpanion (who could fpeak 

Engl.fl)) by our requdl: defired to kno'-'V of hinl fcme.thit;ar con
cerning their OriainaI and how that p~o"ple fpeaking th~ Lar:
gU:lge, of (u:h ,a::l~en1.ote Connerey, lhould. conle to illh,abir: 
there, baving not}~s 'we could fcc, ar,y (hips or Boats among!l: 
them the.lllcans' tobrin? them thither, 'and which was- lnore, 
a1together ignorant a~d:l me~tfirang('rs' to fhi'ps, or frlipping, 
th~ain thing con.:ludble to ~hat nlcans,' to which requefi: of 
ours, :the courteous Prince'thus replyed. 

-ftiends (for fo your aCtions declare you. to be, and' (,haJ~ 
by· ou rs find no k-{ s) kriow that we' are' inhabitan'ts of this, 
Ifland of no great fianding., nly Gra_ndfathcr ,,"~"eing Itbe firft 
that ever fet foot on this 1bore, whofe native Counttey was, 
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a' place caUed 'England) far difiant from this,our L~nd, as he 
let u~ to un_erfland; He caine from that place· upon ~e VVa-

, ters, in a thing called a Ship, of which n.o q~('~iQn but you'may 
have heard '; 1ev~ral other perfons were In hIS con1pany~ nc)[ in
tendinO' to have come hither (as he (aid) but to a place called 
India, ~vh~~ ten1pelluous 'vvc-ath:~ brought hin1 and his cornpa
py upon. thIS Coall, where falhog among the Rocks his {nip 
{pIit all in pieces; the ~h()Ie company periihihO" in' thC\ Wa-

. ters, laving only hinl and fou~ won1cn; \\ hich °by rnea,Js of a 
broken pIece of that S~ip, by Divine' affiL1:ance ~Ot on 
Land. ' 

.. VVhat after paffed ([aid he) during my Grandfathers lifc, 
~ rnall (how you in a Relation thereof written. by his ovvn 
nand, which he delivered to' my Father bring qis eIdefi Son)· 
. charging hinl to hav~ a (pedal care thereof, and a1furing him 
that t~n1e \yculd bring (0~1e people or other thither to \~hom 
he would ha\'e hinl to impart it, that the truth of our firft 
planting here m~'ght not be quite loft, which ~is com~ands 
my Father dutifully obeyed; but no' one COnl'Lng, he at his 
death delivered the fame with"the like charge to fl1C, and you 
bdng the firfi f>~ople, which (,befid~s ~ur (elv~s) ever fet 
footing in this HI l~d, I {ball therefore 1n obed1ence to my 
Grandf~lthers and Fathers collltllands, willinglyin1part the 
fanle unt 0 yo\l. . 
, Then fiepping int6 a kin4 of inner rCOln, which as we con

ceived was his 19~9ing ~han1~cr, he, brou9h~ forth two 
{beets of paper faIrly wrItten 1n Eng/ifb, (being the ftmc 
Relation which you had Printed 'wit,h ypu at ~ondon) and very 

: diO:inetly read the fame over unto ,u,s, which we hearkened un-
, to with j;rea~ delight. and admi~ation)f~cely proffering us a 
Gopy of me larne, which we afterward took ana brought away 
along with l15 ;.which Copy hereafter followeth. 

A 
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A Way to the EaG: l~dia's be~ng.1a.te!y .difcovered-by Sea, 
to the South of Affi uk by cenaln Portu!,a/s, far n10re fafe 

and pr'ofltable then had been herero~ore; certain En~llflJ 
Merchants enccuragc~ .. by the g~eat ad~lantqges ariGng fronl 
the Eaftern ~on1modltlcS) to {eule a Faetory there for the ad
vantage ofTrad~. And having to that putpofe ob,aincd ,tIle 
Qycens Royal Licence .Anno Dom. IS 69. I I. or 12. Eliz. 
furnifht out for thofe parts four /fl:!ips, my Mafter being (ent 
as· Fattor to ~eal ~n~ ~egot1ate for them , ~n~ to {rttk 
there, . took WIth hlDl hIS who1e Fan1iIy, (that is to fa,~ ) 
his V\ljfe, nnd one Son of about ~wdve years of -age , and ~ne 
Daughtc.:r of about fourteen years, two Maidfervants,Qne N e
gro fema~e Gave,. and ~ly Self, who went under him .~s his 
Book-keeper .. )~.l~h thIs c01~1pany on Mon'~ay the thIrd of 
.April next followIng, (having all. neccffanes' for . Hou(e-,. 
keeping when we (bould' come there, we Embarqued 'our 
{elves in the good (hip called the India Mrr chant , of about four 
hundred and.fifty Tuns burthen, an'd having a good wind, 'we 
on the fourteenth day of May had fight of: the C anarirr, and 
not long after of the Il1es of Capt Vert, or Vfrd, wher~ taking 
in fuch things as were necdfary for our Voyage, -and forne 
frdh Btovifions,we llearingour courfe South,ancl.a point Eafi,. 
about the bra of Augujl came \vithin fight of the It1aocl of St. 
H ~llen, where we took in (oole frefh water, we then fet out 
faces for the Cape of Good hope,. wher~ by Godsbleffing af~ 
.ter foo1e {ickne[s, whereof (olue of our company died, though 
none of our family;and hitherto we had nlCt wi~h none but carm 
\vca ther, yet [0 it pleafed God, \ynCll we were flln1ofi: in fi gh t. of 
St.Laurtnce,an H1and (0 called,0n,e of the grcatellin the \~,orld, 

. as Martinets fay, we \vcrc (wertaken and di(pcrfcd by a great 
fiornl of v\lind, which continued- with (uch vioIrncc n1any 
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'days, that loGl~g all hope of fafety , be'ing out of our O\vn 
lmowle jac, and \'Vhc-ther vve (boulJ filIl on F l~ltS or, Rocks, 
uncertlil~ i,l1 the nights, not having the 1e111 benefit of the 
H\) ht) 'vvc feared 1110~t, aLva yes \Viillillg for d lY" and the!'l for 
L~nd, hut;t c::un~' too foon for our gool; for about tbe hn1: 
of DELto) our fcars haVing lln3e us forgft bow the time 
p];fcd to a certainty; we about. the break of day 'difcenwd 
Lrln..! ( but \V;l'lt wc knew not) thc Land (coned hiah and 

, Rockey, and tile Sea· cont: puc,d nill very ltornlY and ~Clllpe
fiUOllS,. in(0i11Uch as there (ern,1e.:l no h{ pc .of fafc-ty, but 
leoked {l,l::idcnly to peril11. ,As vve grc\v ncar LanG)percciviIlCY 
no {afc.ty in the tnip, which we looked \vould (uJJenly b~ 
beat in pieces: The Captain, lllY Malter, and fOlne others 
got into the long Boat, th,inking by that ll1eans, to (ave thrir 
hves, and pre(cntly after all the Seamen C1ft the1l1(dvcs over
board, thinking to (ave, t[1eir lives by (wil1llning '. O:,1c1y lily 
(elF, 111~ Ma!1:crs Daughters, the two ~aid5, and the Nrrgr() 
\vere !t'tt on board, for \ve CQuld not (\vun ).but thofe that left 
us, lllight as \vdl have tarried with us, for we Caw thetn, or 
11100: of theln peril)1, our {f IVfs now ready after to ,follow their' 
fortune, but God \V]5 pJea(ed to (pare our li\:es, as it were 
by Inira,e1c, thoU6h to fureher (orrow; for when we came a
gain1l: the Rocks, our (hip- h1vin~f endured t\vo or three' 
blo\vs againfr t::c Recks, <. being l}O\V bro~cn and guite foan-' 
dred in the vV.atcrs, we -having with lnuch ado gotten OUr 
re1~es on the. B:ow!pright., whid,1 being bro~en off) ~V8S 
dn ven by the W~lves'lnto a {nlall Creek, whereln fell a lIttle 
River, wllich being encOlllpafftd by the 'Rocks, was (lleIrered 
{ronl 'the v\~ind,(o that \ve had op-ponunity to I1nd our [elves, 
i 'though nln1oB: dro~\Ied) in al1 four ~er(cns, bdlJc's thc 
Nt~l() : \vh~n we \verc got llpcri th~ Rock) \ve coul~ pcr
ctive the Hl1{c:rablc YVrack to our great terrour, I had In n1Y' 
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pocket a little: l!n irr-hcx ;tnd Sted, ~nd Flint to {hike fire at 
any [: iDe upo:: nee 1fi(~I1;'vi1ich [er\red no',\' to go,ad P!-lrpeJl',for 
its bci:ig'(U C10;(,,~~rlkrv'(\.l the Ti11 1("r dry, vvith tbis, and the 
hc..lp G~ f011lt 01 i rotten V\'ooJ \\';lich \ve got togcth('r~ we 
kindleJ ,1 fire dnJ ,Jrye'J our (clves,' which- JOlic, I Itft ll1Y fc-
111::tle con,r)'1i'l,Y; a:l J VVCi'it to (ec ) ,if r cculd' fi ~ld.' [.lilY of our 
Ships Canip try, tb8.t vvefe: (-fcaped, but CGull hcar of nOll(,,' 
tholP)) 1 hcoted and ma ic all the node I con!:i ; ndtllfT cOllld 
I pc r~( ive the ,~-C()t/tcps o( .1ny Ii ving C:n:aturc ({ave a few 
Birds, and oti1c-r Fl,:vvls. A~ lc:ngth 'it dr:1\vi,ng t~'w,1rds the 
Evening, J went bJck to lny con1pallY, who \VC-fe \'C~-ry nmch 
troullcd . {?rvvarit of n1t. I, bcin~ ~ow all their. (lay in this 
loll: condltlon, \ve were at firft attrald that the wIld p~'cplc of 
thc Countrey Inight find us out,aIthough we f.:nv no footileps 
of any not fo 111uch as a P,uh ; ,the \lVoo~s round about be
inC) full of Bric:'s a:l,::l Br~n1ble5, we al(o {toad in fC1r of wild 
Bga(ls, or fuch alfo \VC' (aw ci one, nor tign of any: B',l t above 
all, and thlt we h~d grcatdl: rea(on :t'O fear, ,\vas to·be fiarved 
to death for W,l!1 t of Food, but Gol h:ld otherwifc provided 
for us as you i11al!' kno\v her~after; this done:- w'e (pent our 
tinK~ in oetting fOlne broken pieces of Boq.rds, and ~1anks, 
and fOll1(>,::)of the ,$ails and ~16ging on (l;ore fo~' l1xltrl", ;.I fft 
up two or three Poles)" and drew~wo o~ three of the Cords 
and Lines frolll Trc~ t9 TI ee, over. which thro\ving, {onle Sail-

_ c1oathe:s, Rnd having gotten VV.ood byus~ and three oS." four 
Se1-go\iVlls,which we had dryed,we took up our ~odgtng for 
that night clltogether (the bladm'JOr being Ie (s Icnfiblc ~hel1 
the rea wc nnde our Centry) 'lVf {k pt foundly that I1lgbt, 
as having not Hept in three or. four ~igh~s before (, ou r 
fears of what hJppened preventlng us ) ne.nher could cur 
har J lodgi.ng, fear, and danger hind~r us we \\1erc Io over 
\vatcht. 
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On the tnarrow, being well refrdht with fleep, the winde 
cca(ed; and the vveather ,~as very \varm; we Vlent down the 
Ro"ck.s on tJe (;:tnes at 'low water, where \ve foupd great part 
of our lading, either on rnore or' floating near it. 1 by 
the help of my C0L11pany, dragged n:pll: of it on Olorc; \vhat 
was too heavy for us broke, and we unbound the Casks and 
Chdls) and, ta~ing oUt the goods) fecured all; fo· that 
~ve wJnted no clothes, nor any other pro',rilion neceifary for 
Hou(tkeeping~to furnifh a better houCe than any we were like 
to have; but 140 viCtuals (.the Jan: wate'r having fpoiled all) 
. only qne Gagk of bisket " b~ing .1ig~ter than the. reft WQ.s· dry; 
. this [e-rvtKl for bread a whde, and we found on Land a {ort 
. of fowl. abcut the qigne[$ of a S~wan, 'very heavie and fat, that 
by rea[o,n of their weight could not fly, of thefe. we found 
little difficulty to kiU, fo that \vas our p~efent food; we car-· 

. ried out of England certain Hens anell Cocks to eat by the way, 
fOl1le of thrfe when the (hip was broken,by forrie means got t,o 
lanq,& bredexceedingly,fo·th~t in.the f~tnre~hey were agreat 
help unto us; we fauna al(o,by a l.ude RIver, In th~ fl~gs) {lore 
of eggs, of a [ore of foul11lUch bke our Duck.s, which \v~re 
very good nleat, fo that we wante~ nothing to keep us 
alive. , ' 
. - On the nlorro\v, which was the third day, as foon as_it 
was nl0rning,. feeing nothing"to· dill:urb us~ I lookt out a 
cOI'!vcnient p~ace,to dW,ell in,· iliat we 111ight build us a Huc" 

. to lheltcr us fronl the weather, and· fronl any other dan .. 
ger of annoyance ~ fron} wild beaUs (if any {hQuld findc us 
oUt : So c104e by a Jarge (pring yvhich roic out of a high 
hill over-looking the S(a, on tfie fiC;le of a wood,. havin~ a 
pro(pcct towards' the ,Sea) by the help of an Ax and (olpe 
other imple111rnrs (for \ve had all necellaries, the \vorking. 
of' the Sea, having call: up nl0Cl'of our goods . I CUt down 
all the tlrnightcfipoles I could find, and \vbich \,'etc enough 
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for nly purpo{c, by the help of nlY COll1pany (necellitY 
being our Mafter,) I digged h~!es in the eartn {e[;ting, Iny 
~les at an (quI dI~ance, and natllng the broken boards of the 
Cilskes, Chefis,and Cabins,~nd (uch 1ike to thenl) making niy 
door to the Seaward, and havIng covered the top, \vith (~i1-
clothes llrain'd, and nail'd, I in the (pace ,of a "'ec.-k had made a 
large' Cabbin big enough to hold aH our' 'e-oods sInd our 
(elves ~n.it) I alfo placed our Hanl0c~s for l~dging) pur'po
IlDg ( If 1[ pleafed ~dd to· (cn~ any Shlp that \vay) we nli~ 
be t.ran(portedthonl~, but it never came to pClfs,) the p!a~~ 
wherein we were (as I conceived) being ll1uch 'out ->f the 
way. . , 

V\" e having no\\' lived in this manner fuIl.four months.) and 
not fo nluch as feeing or heari.ng. of any wild people ,: or of 
any of our ovvn company', nlore th.en our (elves ( they 
QeIng found now by experience to be all drown(9) and the 
place as we after found,. being a l~rge Hland, and diOoynrd, 
and OUt uf tight of any other Land) was wholly uninha
bited by any people, neither was there any' flUrtful beafi to 
annoy us: But on the contrary the countrey fo very pleafant; 
being always clothed with gre,en, and full of pl~aran1t fruits, 
and variety of birds, ever warm,and never colder then in Eng
land in s(ptfmher : So t~at this place ( had it the ·cuIture,·that 
skilful people might befiow on it ) \vould prove a P tJ.-
radlfe. . ' , 

The V\ 'oods -afforded us a fort of ~~Uts,. as big as- a laro-c 
.Apple, whofe ~ernel' being. pleafant, and dry, we made uTe 
of infi:ead of bread, th&t fo.wl before mentioned '. and a fort 
of water-f~wl like Ducks·, and their eggs, and a beall: . ab?ut 
the fize of a G01t, :and allnofi: {uch a like cr.eature, WhlCh 
brought two you.ng ~nes at a time, and that. twice a yt~r,of 
whicb the Low Lands and VVoods, were very ful1,belng a 
very hanl1lefs creature and taole, fo that we cou)d eaiily 
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tt1kc and till thon: Fill),. al{a, ~fpcdaI1y Sbell.6f1~ ( which \1VC 

. could beft con1C by) \ve InJ great flore of, fo that il~ effect 
as'to Food vve ~vJ;ltcd nothing; and, thus ,~~d, ~Y fu:ch like' 

. helps, we cOlitliilJCG fix 111011eth5, \vlth~:mt any dillurbance or 
\vant. . 

Iclel1e(s and Fulnrfs of- c\'c.ry . thing begot in nle a ddire 
~f enjoying tne vvof!\cn, begi:i1ning now to grovv n]ore £1-
n1ililr , i"had perfwi~ed the two :Maids to let nle lie vdch 
thenl' , \vhich 1 did .at ~rft .. in private,. but aft~r , c~lrtonle 
tlking away fh:tn1e (there bdn~ none but 'us) we did it nl0re 
9pcnly, as our L~Jts g·lVC. u's. liberty.; arterw~rds, nly !vi ia(~S 
Dnu~'.hter .was ~ontent a"l[o to. do' ~s \Vc ·did ; . the truth is, 
~h(y ~ve're, all hand( 0111e V\lomcn;,\:vheri they had Clortthes, ~u!d 
",veIl Olaped, feeding \vell. For vve \vanted no Food, ,?nd li~ 
\'ing idldy', and feeing us at. Libcr~ to d,? out: ,'wills, .\vithouc 
bope of e\cr returning horilen1:1~lc. us t!ius bold-? One . .of t~e 
hrH: of ll1V Con(orts \vith . whon1 l' ·firlt accOll1plnincd, ( the 
ti111dl- .and handfofl1cfi). pro\led prc{cntly with child, the fe. 
'cGnd \vas l11y ~\'\al1('rs Daught~r, and .th,e other ~ 1(0 not .1<;>nd 
after fdl.~nto th~ fan1c conaiti9n:' none 110\'\1 re11?aining t'Ut 111Y 
Nt'~,.~, \vho fe(~ng \vhClt \ve dId, . longed ~l(o for her l1nre ; 
one NiJht, ~ hong p.Oeep, n1f. Negro, (\vtth the confent of 
the oth~rs) got "clo{fe .to n1C, thinking it bdncr duk, te 

b~6~~lc nl'£~, bUt ,I a~v~king, and feclin,g her, and .:If?C'rcclviDg' 
\vho it \V.1s., 'yet wdhn?, to try the differencc, {,ltlsF.cd ll1y 

{elf with her, as \vell as~with one of-the re!1:: th:lt night, a1-
thou:rh the fide tinlc, tbe proved alfo \vi~h child, fo, that in 
thc )~ar' of our b<;ing here,aII my WOlllen were' vvith ch; ld by 
111C', and they allcollling at different {ea[ons, were a grc at hdp 
to one ,:mother. . 

The rid1- brought ll1e a' brave Boy, my Mallers Dau_~hter 
\V:15 the' ycungelt, fl.c brought ll1C a Girl I fo did the other 
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fv1aLd, vvho bClng lom~thing fat .fped \vor{e at her labour: 'the 
Negro had no pain at 8.11" brough~ ,1'ne ~ fine \vhite ~GirI, 
{01 had one Boy and thr~e Girls, the V\70111cn \v('rc foon 
\veIl ~gain, and the "t\vo fidl: \vi.cl1 child agl'in brf()re the two. 
laft were br'0u~ht' to bcq, n1Y cuftome b(i!~?: not to lie with 
any of tllC'nl after they W8"'C' vvith chi~j, tift others' \:vere fo 
likewifc, and not with the bhck at all after (he \vas vvith chiIJ:t 
which comn10nly VVqS at the firfl: time I lay \vith her" which 
,·vas in the night and not eI(e, Illy (tornach would, not (ervc 
n:c) althougn Ole \vas one of the handfonlefl: .l~Iacks I had (cen, ' 
and her children as comly as ,any of the reft; we had no clothes 
for,thcln, ~l1d therefore \vhen they had [uckt~ \Ve hid them 
in Moire. t,o fleep, a11J ¢ok no further care of thenl, for we 
knew, whcn they. we're pone lnore \vould' cornc, the Wo
lnen never. failn~ once a y~~r at lea.ll: ,- a~d" ~6nc ~f the C,hif
drell-, (- for all the. hard(hlp \y~ pl1.~ theIll, to) were rver 
lick;' {o th.at \v~nting no.\v nodling but Cloathes, not them 
much neirhel;, oth~r '-then for decency, the warnlth of th~ 
Countrey -and, eV(tOIlle fUPFIying that DefeCt, \K/C. were 
nO\\1 well (atisfied with 'our condition" our Fami}y beginning 
to grow large) there beinO" nothinO" to hurt us, \ve· many 
times lay abroad ~n' Moffey Banks, tfnder thc Oldter of {olne 
Trees, or fuch like .( for having 'nothing cIfe todo ) \1 had 
made Inc, feveral A'1'bors' to' fleep in with Illy NVomeri~.n the 
hear of ~he qay ,i~ t~e[e I,a~d lily ~on1en paffed the tinie away) 
they b.eIng never \v1111n:1 to le oUt of 111y c0111pany.. ' 

And naving fiow n~ thought of ever returning hOIne, as 
hav~ng,refolved aild '(worn each t~_ other, never to part or 
leav.e'one anot~.er) ~r ~he place,.; ha.v,ing by 111y (evcr~l \vivcs~ 
forey fcv(:n Chtldren, Boys and G~rls, but 1110fi: GIrlS" and 
'groWln.g-up apace; \ve \vcre all of us very AeChly, th~ Ccun" 
try (0 well-agreeing with us, th~t vJe never 'ailed any thing; 
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nly Negro hClving ~ad t\~ielve, was the fira th.at left bearing, fo 
I never nlcd~cd wIth ocr·luore~, My Maftcrs Daua-hter (by 
WhOlll I ha4 1110lt children, being the youncrcfr ~nd hand
[0111('11) W3.S OlOa fond of 111C; and I of hrr. t?rhus we lived 
for· fixtcen ye~r$,· till perceiving illy eldel1 Boy to ulind the 
ordinary- \vork of ~ature, by feeing \vhat we .did, I gave· h.hn 
a Mi1te, and fa I dId to al1:~he rea,. as fall: as ~h(:y grew'np, 
and were capablc : My y\!\'cs havIng left beanng-, my chil
dren began to breed apace, fo we were like to· be a nluItitude . 
My ~ifi: yYifc brought ~e thirteen chil::lren, Illy {eeond {even: 
n:y'Mallers Dau'ghter fifteen; and rhe Negro twelve,. in all for
ty leven • 
. After \Y~ had li~/ed there t.vve~ty t~o ye~rs, my ~egro died 

fuddenly, ~Ut ~ could·n~t.perc.elvc ·.any ~hlng that aIled }1er; 
Ino~ of lPY chddren belf]g grown, as fall:. as W~, ~~rri~d .·the1n, 
I fent'thenl ~an~ placed t~nl.:..oye+ the: lilVer by th~111relves fe
vera-By,' beqlu(e w~ \\l'puld . no~, pe(ier one another -; "a}1d no\v. 
they bi:ing a·~l grdwn ·4p, and. gone ,.and married' after. pur 

.. nlanner (except fonl~ tWO or: three :ofthe you~gefi)fi>"r (groWing 
my felYinto years) I liked not the vvanton- anlioyance cif young 
co~pany.. . 

Thus havincr lived to· the .uxtieth year of my' age ,2nd the 
for,tiet'h ··of ~y .c0n:ing t~ithe.r, at Which. timc. ~ .. tent for all 
of them t~ br~ng thelf . cbtldren, .and tflere were In !lumber def~· 
cendecl fronl nle by .. ~hefe fouJ: Women,'of illy C!uildren,. 
Grand-childroo,and £re~t' Grand-children, : five h.undred fixty 
five of both forts, ltaok off the Males of one Famdy, and mar
rie4 theth to th~~Fema,le6 of another', n~t"ktting any to l:l1a~ry 
'th~ir fillers, as \VC did .fo.nne.r1y OUt of ncceffit~" [0 bleffing 
bodJor his Pr{)Vicience and g~odpe{s, I,difmill: th~, I haying 
taucrht [0111C of 1UY children to read formerly, for 141had left 
fiilttneBilile, 1 charg¢d ,it fhould be read once a moneth at 

a 
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a general m~cti~g: At '~afi: one o[nl~ Wives dicQ, being fixty 
eight years of age, whIch I bUrled In a place, fet our 0;1 pur-

. pOIe, and within a. yeal; after anothe.r, [0 1 had none' new left 
but 'lPY' Mallers paugh~er, and \lVC lIved ~ogether. nveIve years 
10nO'er, at lcI1'Qth i1;e dIed al(o, fo I bUrIed her' alfo neXt the· 
pla~e wher.e.r purpofed. to be -buried IPY {elf 'I and ~he tall 

. Maidn1Y fira \t\ ife next 111e o~ the other 1ide, the Neg,.o next 
without her, and the other MaId ne~t Iny Mlflcrs DauO'hcer. 
1 had'now I)othing't~ n1in~, b~t- the place ,vhethe~ I \vas ~o go; 

. bci~g. ve.~y old, almoft. Clg~ry years). I gave!llY Cabin and 
FU,rniture that \vas left to 111y ddefi: (Ol~ after nly-de'cea(c, \lVho . 
had m'arried 1l1y eldefi: Daughter.by n11 bdoved .\1\' ife,. 'NhOlll 
I uladc KinO' .and G'ovQrtlour of' all the rell:: I . ihformed th eln 
9fth~ I\1~!:Jric'·~s ~f '~:w;ope ,,~n~ charged· th~nl t~ re~1(rnk~Iftl,le 
.'~hti~iai1 Heligion .,. afre(rhe, ~nn-ei 'of thenl that (pale' the: 
f~il1~ '~~n~llag~,. ary9 :to a'cin)it no other, ifhereafrer any.ctOlllJ 
come, ~Iidfihd the~n'out; 

And noW oncefor ~l1,I {ununoned ~hel~l r.o,cp11)C totl1r:,that 
1. might nun1ber them, which I did" and found t~e eftinJarc to 
cOG~ain in 9r abo~t the eig9tieth )'ear of Illy ClKc', and (he fifty 
ninth of lny ccnling there; in all, of an (orrs, one tho"ufanCi 

,{even hundred eighty a~d nine. T~us p~aying .God 'to l11ulti
ply the~l, ~q (end theill the

l 
~rl1~ hght Of the Gofpel, I htl 

. of all dl(mu1 thelll : For) belt1g no\v ~ vctry old, an~ n1y fight 
decayed, I could not .c=}cprtt to live long. I gavc' this 'l~arra~' 
don ( written \vhh llly o\vn h~nd)to my elden: Son, who rio"Y' 

. lived~ith me, conln~~ndillg hiql to: kerp it, arid if any finn
gers (hould C~~l~ hither by chance ~ t~.kt .,rheal fce it, a~d 

' .. take a CopY'of It If they .\yould, that o\.lr lllfne be riot loft 
fronl off thc earth. I ~avc ~his people (dc:fceni.ted (ro!n n1c)thc 
nfl111C of t~c ENG L? S Ii P IN E S, Geor7,f Pine' being l\1'Y 

C 1· ". .name, 
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:1~Uile, ~nd 1111 Ma!l:ers Daughters name' Sarah Ei/~lifb) my. t\v<> 
other ,VVives',Nere Mary Sparkes, and ~ lizahetb Tre'Vor)fo their' 
feverall. Dc[cendants qte, called the- ENG Lis i!, 'the 
SPARKS, and the TREVORS, andthe PHILL:S) 
frOll1 , tl:c c hr~J1ian Nan:c of the Negro, \vhich was PhilJppa) 
l)~e havll-1g'no furnanle: And the general name of the whole the 
ENG L 'L S 'R ,P I N E S ; vvhom God bIers vvith the dc\v 
of Heaven, and the fat of the Earth, AM E N. ' '-

At.er'the re~9ing and .de1ivc.rin~ u~to us a c,?ppy 'of this 
Rc)aqon, then proc~edc~ h~ on 111 hIS d![collr[e. . 
, My Gnndfather whe~ h~ ~rotc: thl~;~s as you hear elgh~ 
ty, yeares 'of ~ge, there proceecl,ing from hIS toyns .one thou
fand {even hundrcd eighty ~ine cHildren,which'~le, had hy thenl 
four wonlch aforefaid; My Father was his e~dell: (on, ~d 
w.as named Hazy) , begotten of his wIfe .. 1.1 a~}' SpaY k!'s, \'vhon1 
he apointi'd chief G'C)\'ernour., and Ruler· Qver thc rea; a~ld 
hl:ing given hin1 ,a c~arge not'to exetc~fe tyrailny over thcln,. 
(ect.n9' they were' hIS. fellow br~thren ~Y' Fa0ers fide.( ot:. 
\Vb,ICl1 ,there co'uld be no ~oubt 111ade of double , dcalIng 
thercin ) ~xhortin,g hin3 t.o ui~, ju~ice.and fin~erity. am~l1gn: 
tl!Clll. and not to let RchgIon dlc with hlnl, but to obferve and 
kc(',p, thoCe Precepts which hc'.hacf-raughi: them be qUIetly iur-· 
rendrcd up hi's (oui, and' \vas ~uricd ~virh great lall1Ci1tation of 
all bischi.1dren. ' 

Iv1y father c'oming to rule, and the .peopTc .~r.o\ving 1110':C' 

populot1s, nq,detbelll.ro ra-ngc further In the dl[cov~ry of t.ne 
C6ullrrey; .\~'hich thc'y fopnd an[werabI~ to thelr ochres, full 
teth of Fo\vls ~llId Beafls, and [!iofe too not hur.tfuI to InaIl-

'kinde, as if this, Country (on which we were by providence call: 
\vithour arn1s or othcr wC'apons to dcfend our fc1ves)or' qff"cnd 
,othcts,)(hould by thc fame providence be [0 Jnhabited as llQt to 
, have any need of ruehl-ike \.ycapons of, ddlrucHon \vhcrcwith 
to prcfcn{c oW" lives. But 



(t7) . 
But as it is irnpcffible, but that;in muldtudes.dif6rders wilf 

gro\v, the fironger' [ceking to opprefs the weaker; 110 tye of 
Religi~n being. firong enough to chain' up the depraved 
nature of .1l1anktnde.') even fo amongfr them mi(chiefs bc:g1.11 
to rife, and they [oon fell fronl thofe good. ordcrs.prefcri·, 
bed then1 by l1'ly Grandfather. / . The. fouree. fron) whence 
thof~ nUfchiefs [pring,. \vas at ~rfl:, I conc~i\'c_l ;the negleet of 
hearIng the .~:bl~ r~ad '). \vlllch . ~ccord~ng to n1Y Grand
fathers. profcnptloI)) ~as onc~ a .nlo.neth ~t a' general 
n'lceting )' but now _ manY' of them wandrfng far up into 
,the Cguntry, they quite negleCted the GOming to it, with 
all oth~r means of ChrifHan infrruttion, vvhereby the fence 
of fin being quite 1?ll: in t~eQ.1, they fell to whorcdonls, 
incdl:s, and a~u1rer1cs! fo th~t .w~at my Grand~father was 
forced Ito dofor necdlt.ty-, they dld for want9nnefs'; nay no~ 
cOrifinin~ thenlfelves within t~ bound of any' ~lqdefiy ,but ~:o
{.her and fifl:er lay openly together; thofe \vho would not· yedd 
to their lewd f:nlbraces, werc~ by force raviilied;yca: man·y tinlCS 
endangered of their lives. To redtefs thofe,_ enormities, 01Y 

father a1felubled ~1I the ~on1pany ne~.r unto hin~; to \'vh~nl 
he declared the wlckednefs of thofe theIr brethren; who all 
\v i th one confe n r· rtgrcecA that they' iliould be fcverely puniihcd; 
an,d [0 arming, thcn1i~lvcs . with boughs, 'fiones;. and fuch 
like weapons, they marched againfi thern, \vho haying· no
tic~ of their co~ning, and'. fearing. their deferved J>uniq,-· 
nlent , [onle· of thenl' fled· Into-woods, ,ethers pafIed over 
a ,great 'Rivc:r,' \vh~ch· rqnhet~ through -the h.ear~ of OU~ 
<l'c~ntr(y , hazard~ryg drowning' to e[cap~ punt!1uncnt; 
But the granddl: offender of. thci11 all was taken,. \vhofc 
nanlC ,\vas -John phill, the Jecond fan of the Ne~rO-1r[;m.1n 
that canle with my Grandfather into this Hlai1.d.rIe being pro
\'cd guilty of divers raviCnings & tyrannies coinn1itted by hhn, 

\-vas 
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'·was ~djudged gMilty of·d~ath., and accordingly. was . thro\~n 
\.Qown. from a high Rock Into th~ Sea, wh~re he pen(hed In 
the \vaters.. Bxecution being done upon hinl) thc\tCfl were 
'l?,ardoned fpr what was pall:, which being notified:' abroad" 
they returned frOln thofe Defarfand Obfcurc places ~ \vhcrein 
they vvere hiqden. 
'. Now as Seed being caft int? fiinkin~ J?ung produceth good 
and wholefome· Corn for ,the fullentauon of ll1C}ns life, [0 
bad lnanners poduceth-go~ and wholef?lne Law.s for the 
i'refervation of Humane Soc1ety.· Soon after nly Father ·with 
the advice of (ome few others of his Counfc{, ordained and 
fet forth thefe,Lavvs to be'ob(erv~ by th{lm~ 

I. Th,~1t. who(oever (hould,bLifph~e or 'talk irreverently of 
the name of God (hould be put to death. 

2 .• That who {bould be abfent from tbe ~netbly alfc1l1bly' 
to hear the Bible read, without fufficient cau(e Ibown to the 
contrary., fhould for the firil: default be .. kept \vithout any vi
'a~als or drink, for the fpac~ of four day~ , and'if he offend: 
therein ag:ain, then to {uffer death. 

~ 

3. Thafwh,o lbouId force 'or raviib any Maid or \1\ -roman 
. fuduld be burnt ~o dcatQ) the'party' (0 .kvit11ed putting fire to: 
the \vood that (bould burnilim • 

. 4. \\"hofoever t b~l1 COll1mit adaItery, fbr the bra crin1e 
the· Male lball lore his Prhftics, and ,the WOl11art hay} her 
right eye bored out, if afte.r that (he was again 'taken in 'the aCt, 
·n{c fhould die \vitboutInercy .. 

). That who fo injured his Nei,ghbo.m-,. '~y ltl11ina- of his 
. jj Liulbs, 
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Lin1bs, cr taking any thing away ~which he polleffeth, (halI 
{niter in the [arne kind him(e1fby 10(s of .LinID; and for de
frauding his Neighbour~ to become [errant to him, \vhil't1 he 
had l11adc hilU double {atisfaetion. 

6. 1 hat W[lO !1 auld defan1e or fpeak evil of the Goverllour, 
or refute to corne before bill1 upon Sun11110ns, {bould receive a 
pUniOltlKnt by \V~ipping with,Rods,·and ~rtcnvnrds be explo
ded fro111 the [oelety 'of all the rdl of the Inhabitants. 

Having fet forth there Laws, he.choie four fevernI per(ons 
under hilll to fcc then'}. put in Ex~cution,· vvhereof one' was of 
the EngliflJfs, the OIt-iRring of sarah Englifh·; nnother of his 
own Tribe, the Sparks; a' third of the T revo r.s , and the fourth 
of the phills ; appointing thfth e~ery year at a certain [tnle to 
appear before him, and give an account of what they had done 
in the pro{ecutioIi oftllofe La\vs. 

The Countrey bein~ thus fetded, n1y Father lived gu~et and 
peaceable till he attained to th~ ?g~ of ~inet'y an9 [olir years, 
\vhcn dying, I fucceeded in his place, in \vhich I have Clonti
nued peaceably and quietly'till tbis very prefen~ time. 
He having ended his Spcech,\ve gave him ~ery heartily than ks 

f~r ~ur infor~1ation,. atfurin.g him we {b~uld- nQt b~ ~yantirg~ ~o 
tum In any thlOcr whlch.Jay In our.powers)whetewlth 'we CQuid 
pI~afure hinl in~\vhat heiliould defirc;and thereupon proferred 
to depart, but before our go~ng away, h~. w.ould needs en
gage us to fce him, the. next day, when was-to be their great 
~~n1bly or monethly Ulcering for the celebration of their Re
hgl,oUS Exercifcs .. 

Accordino'ly the·next day we came thither again, and were 
c6Urteoufly gnterrained as before, In a' {hort {pace there \vas 
gatocred [uch a multitude of people together as- made us to 

ad .. 
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aa~ire; and 'fi~fl: there was. feveral V\7 eddings celebrated, 
'the'111anner whereof vvas thus. ·T.he Bridegroom_ and Brideap-

. peared before hinl who was their. PrieR: or Reader of the :Bible) 
together \vich the. Parents of ea.ch par~y, or if any of the!r. Pa
rents vvere dead, then the next relation unto thenl' \vlthout 
who(c.con[C:tlt as well ~s the parties to ba.inarried, the Prieft 
will not joyn thenl tog~ther.: ~t being iatis.fled i!1 thofe part:
.culars, aftcr{ome (hort Oralzons, and joynlOg of hands toge-

. lther, be.pronounccs th~m' to b~ Ulan aile! wife: and \vithexhor
tations to thenl to hve lovIngly towards each other, and 

: quietly towards their neighbors) he con~llldcs with (onle pray
,crs., and (o di(luitfcs th~l. 

'The \JVeddings being £1nHbed, all the people took their pla
ces to hear the\Word read, the ne\\, married per(ons having 
,the. honour to be 'nc~c: unto the Prien: that day, after he had 
read three or four Chapters he feU to.~xPbunding the nlOO: dif
ficult phcc-s th~rdn, d~e people being very at~entiv~ all tl,1at 
. \vhilc) this exercl(c contll1'LlCd for two or thre~ hours, whIch 
_ being don.C, with (otne fe\v prayers he- concluded, PUt all 
the rell: 6f· tbat day. \vas by the people kept very adaIy, ·ab. 
fiaining frol11 aU'llunncr of pl~ying or'pl11iules-) \vith \vhich on 
oth~: day~s t!ley u(e t£) pars. their ti111e.~way, as having need of . 

. no'thlng but vIGtu:lls, and.that theyha.\'c In Cuch plenty as almofr . 
provided -to rheir hands. 

'their e~crci(es of Keligfon. being over, wc'returned again 
to o.ur Ship,. arid thc nc-xc day, L'lking \vith tis two, or three 
Fo.wling-pic-ccs; l~aving half our (ompan~ to guard the Ship, 
the refi ~f us refoIvcd to goup higher into the Country for a 
further dl(cO\Cry': All tbe way as we p1ifed ~hc fita 11lo'rning, 
we Jaw abu.ndance of little C-ibbins or Hues of thefc inhabi
tahts, llUd~ ulidcr.T r{es)and faOlioncd up \vith boughs, 'gra(s, 

. and 
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ana fuch like,fiuffe to. defend them fronl the Sun and Rain; 
and as we went ~long, they ~anle ant of them, mu~h \von-

, dering at our Att'lrc, and ltarrc!lng aloof, off front us as if they 
Were afrlid; but our cornpank>n that (pake Enj!H h" callinO' to 
thenl in thdr ,own Tong~e, and giving thetn.:l good wor~s) 
they drew nigher, fon1~ ~f them ir~e1y p~oftering t<.? go along 
with us ; ,\Vh.1Ch w~. wl,lllDgly accepted; but naving paffed 
(onle few' nllIes, one, ~f .our com J?any e{pying a BeaH like', 
unto a ~oa.t c~me ga~g on hrul ~ he .dlfcharged ~is 
Peecc, fendIng a brace 01 Bullets Into' hrs belly, WhlCh 
broucrht hill1 deaJ upon the g'rQund ;' ~hcfe poor' na"'ked unar
med ~ople hearing the noire of the Peece, and feeing the 
Beaft lie tUll1bling in his gore, without fpeakino. any \\Iords be
took them to their heels,' running' back again 0 as faft as they 
co~d 'drive, nor could the perfwaGons of our Cpn1pany, af
fu!"ing them they lnonld have'no hurt, prevail any t.hing ~t a~ 
WIth t~em, fo that we were forced to pars along \v1tho~t t~l~lr 
co~pl~y ~ all t~e way that \ve went \ye heard t~e ~ehgh~flll 
harmony. of fingtng Buds I) the ground very" ferule In 'Trees, 
Grafs"and fuch flowers,as grow by the produCtion of Nature, 
without the help of Art; many and feveral forts of Beafis ,.vc 
faw; who were notfo Jlluch wild as in ,other 'Countries, ;' whe
th~r it' were as having enough to fatia~e theru(elvcs \vit'hout 
r4vening upon others) or that they never ~forCt fa\v the fig~t 
of ~n', nor heard the r~t of n1urtienng Guns , ~ leave: It 
to ~thers" to' dcternllne. Some Trccs bearIng \vLld 
Fruits. vye 'al(o {aw, and of thofe: (orne whereof we talt
~d ) .. which were neither unwhol(otne nor difiaftfuI 
to the PaIIate, and no quefiion had but ,Nature here th{~,Jbe
netiC' of, Art added unto it, ,it would eguat~ if not exceed llla
ny "f ,?ur Europian Countries; the Vallyes were every \vhcre 
intGmiixt \vitn runAing firea111S, aI:d no cauellion but the eanh 

'D hath 
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hath in it ric~ veins of Minerals, en'ough to fatisfie the defir.cs 
of the mofi covetQus. 

It was very fi:range to llS, -to fee that in fuch a fertile 
Countrey which VvclS as yet never inhabited, there fbould be 
notwithfranding fuch a free and c1ea~ palfage to us) without 
'the hinderance of BUnl~S" Thorns, and [~ch like ,auff, where
with inofi: Hlands of the li~e nature ate peflered. the lenO"th of 
the G,rafs (which yet \va~ very much intermixt with flo~rers) 
being the only impcdilllCl1t that w~ found. 

Six dayes together did ,\ve thus travelt fetting feveral marks 
in·our way as we \vent for our better return, not knowino
whether we fhould have the benefit of the Stars' for our guid~ 
ancc in our going back, 'which wc 111adc l:1(c <?f in cur pailaa e: 
at Ian: we, can1C [0 th~ vall:' ,O~ean on the other tide, bf fhc 
If1ilt~d , a'nd~y our coalting it, con,ccive it [Q be of ~n oval 
forn1, on1y here and there (hooting forth with fOille Pronlon .. 
todes. I conceive it hath but fc\v,good' Harbours belonginrr 

t.O it,~ the Rocks in 010(l:· places lllaking iti~acceffible. Th~ 
length of it o1aybe about two hundred, 'and breadth, one 
hundred nliles , the whole,in circumference aboUt five hundred 
111iies. 

It lycth about (cventy fix degrees of Longitude, d1lJ,d twen~ 
ty of Latitude, beina- [dtuate under the third Cliri1ate, the· 
longeltday bting ab~ut"th'irceen hours an~ fou,rty five ll1inutes. 
The \veathcr as in all Southern ConntrIes, 15 far more .hbt 
than with us in Europe; but what is by tbe 5'u'I1 parched ,in 
the day" the night again refreChcs w.ith cool pearly dcvvs. 
The Air is found to be very healchful by the lonK lives 

of 
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of the pre[~ntinhabitants, fe\v dying ,there till fueh tiqle as 
'they cqrneto.gco~ years ofmarurity, nlany of them. arriving 
to the ~Xtremlty of old age. 

I 

I 

And nq\v fpeaking concerning the length of their 
Lives J I think it \vil1. not ~e an1ilfein' this i place to 
fpeak fomething of their Burials ,which 'they 'ufea. to' do' 
thus. ! 

I 

I 
I , 

Whrn· the p~rty ,vas dead., they {luck his Carkafs qU., over 
wi th flO\\,Cl:S" and after carried him to the place appoint .. 
cd fot Burial, ,,\vhere feiting, him down , (,the 
Priell: ~avin~ give~ fome godly ~xhortations 'concerning 
the.frailty ot life) then d~ they take fiqnes' ( a heap beiMg 
,providJd there for that pu~po{e) and ,the' nearell:' o,f -the 
kin beglins, to lay the fi,r~ frone 'upon hiln,aftt?rwards the tell: 
fol1ow~, they. never leaving till they have, covered 
the bocHy deep, In fiones , fo that, 'no Beall: can pofIjbly 
come ~o him, and this (but wer~ thcy,f~r~cd.to n1ake, having 
no SJla~es or Shovels wherewith to dIg .them' ,Graves .i 
which want of theirs \\'e efpying, hcfiow~'~ ~h-aA d.od 
two Sh~ve1s upon them. 

I . 

Here n1ight I add their \va'y of Chrifi~ning Children I 

but thalt being little differcl1t frolu you~s in E,N(J LAN.,D, 
and taught' thenl by' G E. 0 G E PJ N E S . at "firfi: whu:h 
they hal~c (Inee contmued, I iball thcrefof{" forbear to fpeak 
thereof, 

Aft~r burretvrn back froDl the difcoverY'oftheCountr~y,!he 
vVind not being fit for_<>ur pu:pofe, aI)d .our n1fl.1 ~l1fo wtIltn& 
thrrct6!,., \t:c got all our cHttlng I!1!l:rUll1ents on Lanp, ~nU. 

D 2. fell' 
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!eil to h~wlng. do~n .of Trees, with \v~ichjin a lit~Ie time, (ala.
ny hahd5 making hght \vork) .we bUIlt up a Pallace for Lb!s 
~Villi~m iPili~S tile Lord of that Countrey.; which,though ~ch 
InferlOUIi to the hou[es of your Gentry In ·pngZand. Yet lb 
them vvlfch never had .feen'better,. it appeated a very Lor~ 
Place. I This deed,.of ours was beyond ,expreffion acceptab~ 
unto hid" loading.us with thanks for fo great a benefit, of 
\vhfch hie {aid he fbould never be able to olake a requital. 

I 

I 

Alid !now acquainting"him, that upon the firfi: opportunity 
\ve were refolved to Ie ave the Hland, as alfo how that we 
were riear Neighbours ~o thc ,Couf1t.fcy of'.England, {r01n 
\vhencelhis Ancdliors came; he feemed upon the news to be 
nftkh qifcon~ented ~hat we would leave,~im, defiring, if it 
111iahc ,O:and with our commodity, to '.continue Bill with hinl, 
buf feeihg he could not prevail, he invited us to dine with ,him 
the- ncxf. aay, which we promi[ed to ',d~J 'asain~ \tvhi~h tinle 
he pro~idcd,vcry fUll1ptuoufly (accordIng to hIS efiate) .for 
us, an4 now was he atten~ed after a 010re Royal luanner then 
ever we Caw him before, both for ,number of Servants, and 
h11l'ittr4jtti-iy of Meat, on which we fed yery heartily; but he 
having i 110 'odler Eeverage f9r us to drink, then water, \ve 
f(~ch'ed from our Ship a Cafe of Brandy, prefentino- fame of . 
it to hiin to'drink, but w_hen he had tarred of it, he ~ould by 
no nl~Qhs b~ pe~( waded, to touch thereof again, pr.crcr.ri~g ( as 
he {aLd!J hlS bwn Countrey Water before all fuch LIquors' 
\vhat(oever. 

I 

. Aftd: we had D ineq, \ve were invited out ihto the Fields 
to . bchbld their ,Country D~uncing.:I \tvhich they did with 
g.~at agiLity of-body; and though dl~ had no other theJl only 
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Vocal Mulick (feveral of thelll finging all that while) yet did ' 
they trip it ,very neatly, giving (ufficienr fatisfa~ion to"all th:lt 
beheld theo). 

The neXt day we invited the Prince ~villiam Pint~' abolrd our 
Ship,where was nothin~ wanting in what we, could to entertain 
hinl, he had abotlt a d,ozen of Servants to attend on hiln he 
uluch admired at the Tacklings ot our Ship,but when we canlC 
to difcharge a piece' or two of Ordnance, it {huck him into a 
,wonder and ,amazement to behold the Grange effeCts of PO,"V-, 

der; he was very [paring in his Diet, neither could he, .. or any 
of his followers be induced to drink any thing "but Water: 
We,there prefented hinl, with feveral things, as much as VliC 

could fpare, which we though~'would any wayes COllduce· to 

their benefit ';'.all which he very ~ra[efully r~ceived, aJfuring 
, us of hi~ real love and good will, whenf<;>ever we fil0uld ~Olne 

thither ,gain. ' 

And ~ow we intendeCl the next day to ~ake our leaves, the 
Wind i}anding fair, blowing with a gentle Gale S~tlth ~nd by 
EAft,butl as we were hoifi~g of our SaiIs;)and 'weighingA~Cit", 
we we~e fuddenly Allarnl'd with a' noire from the (bor~, 
the·'rri.~ce, IV. PintS.implo'ring our ai1ifiance in ap Infu:rectl
on Whl~h had happened among~ thenl) of whtch thIS was 
the cau(e., ' 

~(nrlY., Phil, th~ chie~ ~ul~r of t?e :rri,be ~r Family of the 
, PhL~S, b~Ing the O~-fpnng cf G(O~!!/ PlnfS whl7~~ ~c' had b,~ t!1C 
N;gr~-wonlan; thIS. n1an'had ravI{f.e,d the yvl:~ ofo.l1e ot [llC 

prlnclp,H of the Fatnily of the Trt'Vors, whIch aCt beIng ln~dc 
~n6wn, /the Trtvors affenlbkd the111fe!vesa lltogether to brIng 
the offender unto JuO:ice : Bl1t he knowing his crinle to be (0 
<Treat, a~ extended to the 10(5 of life : fought to defend that 
o . ~y 
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:by force, which he had as unlawfully con1mitted, whereupon 
the \vf10lc lfignd was in a great hurly burly, they being too 
great Potent Facfons, the ?a~dying of wh~ch ,againa, each o
ther ,threatned a general rum t9 the, \vhole State.' 

The Governour ~villram Pinfs had intcrpofed in tli(t'nlaher, 
but fG~nd his Authority too weak to reprcfs fuch Diforders ; 
for where the ~cdge o~ Go-.'ernmenl ~s once broken down,the 
n10!l: vile bear the greatdl:.rule, whereupon he defirid our af
fiitance, to which \VC readily condefcended, an.4 arnl~~~ out 
twelve of us went on Shore, rather as to a' (u(prl~e then tlghr, 
for' \yhat could nakednfs do to encounter with Arms. Being 
cohdutl:eal by hiln to the force of our Enemy, we firll: entf.!ed 

. 'into parley, fceking to'gain them rather by fair ,rpe'lns then 
fbi ce, but that not prevailing, we were nece1litated to ufe vio
lence, 'for tbis H f'nr) phill being of an undau'nted refolution,and 
havincr arll1cd his fellows with Clubs and StQnes,wey (ent fuch 
a'P~al amongll us, as made us at Ihe.firll to give-back; which 
encouraged thCJ1~ to follow 'us on WIth great violence, but we 
di(charcring off three or .four quns" when they faw (olne of 
,thcmfe~cs. wounded, and heard the t,errible'repol'ts which 
~~, ~!lY&" they r.an ~way with greater, fpeed then they C?lne. 
The Band of the Trr-r:'oT's ~vho were jpyncd with us, hotly pur
~ucd thenl) and havmg taken their Captain, returned with 
great triu111ph to the:ir Governour.) who fittin cr in J Udcr111ent 
i-lpon hi1n) ,he was adju'tlaed to death, and thrcfwn off a 

0 
firep 

,Hock into t~e Sea, the only way they have of puriHIling any by 
dca~b, except burning. 

And 1l0\V at btl \ve took our, fo1e11111 leaves ot the Gover
~ol1r) and depancd fro1n (,hc;nce, havL"nO" b(~n thcr~' in all, the 
~p.fce of thre~ wcelM anQt\vo dnyes, ~e t90k with us good 
Hore of the Hdb:of a Brail: which they caU there Rf''Vtzi, beiryg 

,Ill 
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in taft dlfferenc either fr0J11 Beef or Swincs-fle(h~ yet \'ery de
lightful to the Pallate, and exceeding nutrimental. VVe took 
alfo with'us alive, divers Fowls which they call hfarde, about 
the bignefs of a Pullec,and no.t different inta!tc, the'yare verv 
{wift offli~bt, and yet fo [earIefs of danger, that'<they ,will 
nand,fiill tLI fuch time as you catch them: \t\7~ h~d alfo tent us 
in by the Governour aboUt two bufbels ofeggs)which asl COI1-

, jetture were the Mards eggs, verv(luflious ,in/talt~ a~d ltreh-
thening to the body. .I 

J lJ;le 8. V\7C bad a fight of C amDaia,a p~rt of the E aft 11Jdl~ej, 
but under the Governnlent of thf great Cham of Ta.r~tlrJ ; here 
our V,etf.el ,f!. a leak, we vvc-re, forced to 'pUt' to (hore, 
receiving, O'C ip fpmc of our ~oil1nl0diti~~; v\'e 
\fvefe forced ,the Punlp' for eignteen hours toget.her, 
vvhich, nad that m carried,vve had inevitably ha-\!c perHl1ed ; 
here vve rtai~d ,five dayes I11ending our s.hip,~nd drying forne of 
our Goods, and then haififlg Sail, in four days tinle nlore vvc 
came to Calecute. 

This Calautt is the cru,ef Mart Tovvn and Staple of all the 
Tndtan Traffique, it is very populous, and frequ~rted by' ~/rer-

, chants of all Na~iohs. Here vve unladed a great p.ut of our' 
Goods, and 'taking ill others; vvhich caufed us to fray there a . 
full Moneth, dNrincr v\\oich fpace,at Idfure dines I V'\'eOl abroad. 
to take a furvey of~he City, ~vhich I found ~o be 1ar:;e and po
pulous, lying fo~ three nliIes toge~ther upon, the- Sea-fliorc" . 
.Hcr~ is a' great many of thofe pcr(ons' VVhOlll -Wyca1I, B!tlcb
:manr, being their Priell:s or Teachcrsyvhbm tt.1ey 'lllUth rc\'c:' , 
rcncc. It "is a cufi:on1e here for the.King to .give' to. rome of, 
'lho~ Br.achr.nain.,the ~anfe1litl~.ofhis ~uptial B~d ;';:.for. ~hi(h 
cailfe) not the KIngs, but the ~lngs fifters {ons fuccrcd rn tl~,c 
Kingdom;as b~ing i110re certainly known to be of the true R oy
al ~lood: And thefe lifiers of his chQofe- \vhat Gentlenlan tbey 

plcaf<; , 
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plca(c,on Wh?111 ~o befiow t~ei~ ~i rginities; and if they prove 
not IJ1,a certain nn1C tobe With chtld, they betake themrelves to 
three Br'''-chma~ Stalions,who never fail of doing their work •. 
.. 'fhe peop1earc indifferently civil andjngenious, both .men 
and \':/omen'imit~te a Majelty- in their Train and Apparel~which 
they (,veeten with Oyles and .Perfumes: adorning thelnfelves 
w ith Jewels and oth~r .Ornan.1ents befitting each. Rank and 
Quality ofthrnl. .', . . . 

. They have m1ny odd Cufl:oms anl0ngll: them which they 
obferv~ very lhi61ly; as fira) not. knowing their Wives after 
they h~lye born ~henl tWO _ childreIl~' Secondly, 'not ac
con1Rlnying them, if after five years cohabition tney can raife 
1)0 i11ueby them, but taking .other~ ~n t ., : Thirdly, 
never bdnO' rewarded for any Mlhtary unlefs they . 

. brin~ with ~em an enenlies Head in their t that which 
. is 0:~1nO'efr, and indeed l1)oll: barbarous, .. is that when any of 
their friends falls fick~ they will rather chufe to kill him,· then 
that ne fh6uld be withered by ficknefs •. 

thus you fee there is'little employment there for Dottors, 
when t,?~e lick, is the next .wan for to b~ {lain, or ~rhaps the 
people nlay be of the 'mind rather to kill thenlfelves,then 
to let the Dottors do it. . 

Hlving difpat~h.ed our bufinefs,and frai~hted again our Ship,_ 
we.1cft (",lec.ute, and put for.th to Sca; and coafred along fe
vcral"of thc.lflands bclong~ng to In.dia, at Camhoia I met with 
our 914 friend Mr . . D4vid Pr;r~, who was overjoyed to fee' 
1nc J ·tO whom I rehted our Di(covery of the lfiand- of Pi~('s,. 
in.t\~ (-ln1C nlanner·as I have rdated it to you; he was then 
but newly rcc<?vcred of a Feavcr, the Air of that place not being 
a'J"rce:lble rOh11'11; here we took in good (lore of Aloes, and 
fgn1c other C om~l1odities) and viCtualled. our Shi p for our re-
turn hOOK'. . 

. After . 
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. ~ftet four dayes, [ai1ing, we ll1rt with t"~T() Portugal Ship5 

. which Calnc fron1 Ltston, one whereof had .In a (tornl 10ft i t,5 

To'p-mlll:} and- \vas forced in part to be t?\ved ~y .the otbCl:' 
"vVe had no bad weather in eleven d.lyrs fpacC', tUt thcn'i (ud·. 
den il:orm ofVVind did us lnuch hlr1n in our T ackfino-s } and 
[wept away one of our Sailors off {ronl the Fore CJt1Ie.A"'o~·'f'm
her the fixth had like to havc been a fatal dily unto us) our Ship 
fi:rikinO' twice upon a.Hock, and at night \V.1S in oanzc-r of lic
ing fir~d by the negligence of a Boy, 1c:avin'?;'l C.t~d!c carc·· 
lel1y in the Gun-room; the ne~t day \VC \VC5C cinfCti bv a 
Pyratc of Argiere, but by the {wiftnc(s of onr ·~.lils wc ~oUt 
ran hilll •. December the: firll: we canle agai'n to AI aJ.t1/}(ifc~zr , 
whctewe put in fora frdb rccruit_ofVichlals fHld \"7a~r • 

. Durin tT our abode here, there hapned a very great Eartl]
qua~e, which tUlnblej do\vn 11l1ny liouf~s ; Th~ people of 
themfelves are very Unhofpitable and ~reaehrl;'()us;,· har~Iy to 
to be drawn to Traffiquc'with any people') and-now, this ca.:. 
lall1itie happening upon thenl, fo enraged thenl againfi: the 
ChrHl:ians, ilnputing all fuch caIanlities to the cau(e of thenl, 
that they fell upon (OlUC Portugal)' and wounded thenl, ~nd we 
feeing their mifchlevous Aaions, whh all the fpeed we' could 
PUt forth to Sea again, and failed to the Hlartd of St. H ellens. 
. Here we frayed all thc C hriftmas H oly-daJe.r, \~'hich was vere 
.111uch cel~br~ted by the Gov.ernour there under the :KinO' of 
Spain: Here wefurnitbed 'our {elves with all necelfarie? whi~h 
\~e wanted; . but upon our deparruie, Ollr :old .. acquaintancc 
Mr. Petrus Ramaii1ttJt, conlina- in a Skiff oUt of,he IOe del Prin
cipe, or thc Princes Ifland, re~arded our going for the.: {pace ~f 
t\VO dayes, for' both nly felf and our Purfer had E01CTgcnt bu
'finiJs with him, be being concerned in thofc. Affairs of \v~lich 
I wrote to yoti in Aprillafi ; .Indeed \ve cannot bur ack~o\v-

. E ]~~ 
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ledge his CourteGcs unto us) of which you know he is never 
fp.uing. Jalluary ~he fira~ we again hoired Sail) having, a fair 
and pro(pcrous gad of WInd, we touched at the C8l'arif.)) but 
l1iacie 110 tarriance, defirous ·now to· fcc our Native Countrey; 
but th~ V\ inds was very crofs unto us for the fpace of a \vce:-k, 

. at 1.111 yvc wcrc·favoureJ \vith a gentle Gale, which brought us 
on lncrrily ; though we \yere on a (udden Chicken again into 
a. dmnp ; a Sailor froni tlW 1-11uin Malt difcoveririg five Ships, 
which put us all in a great fear, we being Richly Laden, and 
not very wcll provided for Defence; but they bearina up to 
us, we found thelll to be Zealanders "?!1d our Fricndso; after 
tnany other pOfTages concerning us! not fo much worthy of 
Note, \ve at Ian: tarde arrived at honle, May 26. 1668. 

Thus Sir, have I given you a brief~ but true Relation of our 
Voyage, .Whi~h I vv:as the ·more wiIH~g to do, to prevent 
faI.ie Coples wluch 111lght be fpread of th~s nature: . As for the 
lOand of pihts it fdf, \vhich caufed me to Write thiS Relation, 
I Cuppofe it is a thing fo firange as }Vill hardly be .credited by 
[onlc, a1thou~h perhaps ~nowmg ~rfons) efp~c:ial1y confider
"ina our Iall: age. being fo full of Difcoveries, that this Place 
fn~uld lie DOrlnant for fo long a f pace of tilue ; Others I know, 
(uch Nullifidians as will b~~ieve nothing b~t what they fee, 
applying th.~t ·~rovcrp .unto us, Th~t t;ra'T):lors 'f/Jay l)e ~) aut?,J
..,ffy. But Slr~ 111 \Vrltlng to y.ou, I qudhon not 'but to .glve 
Credence, you knowi~g my d.ifpoficion fo hateful to .divulge 
~a,lGde s ~ i nJ~l"ll r{'q~ll:. you to .rtnpart .. 'this .lny Relation t~ 
Mr.)V.lV. and Mr. ~.L. rcmetnbtmgme very kIndly unto tbm1, 
not{orgettina nly old acquaintance Mr .. J. P. and Mr. J. n. no 
lnOIe at pre(~lt,but only my bdt--re(petts to you and your fc
cond (elf, I rC?lt 

Jul) 7. Z. I 66i.: 
Yours in the bell: of friendfhip, 

H (nry C orndius Y~n S lOftftn. 
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ONe thing concerning the If1e of PinfS ~ I had alnlofl quire 
forgpt, we had with us an lrifh 1nan nan~ed DermJt Conflly 

who had forn1crly been in England, and had lcarnedHhere to 
playon the Bag-pipes, which he 'carried to Sea with hinl; yet 
f6 un· Englil'bed he \vas, that he had quite forgotten your Lan
guage, but fiill retained his An of Bagp'ipe'oplaying, in which_ 
he took e~traordinary delight; being one day .on [and in the 
HIe of Piner, he playe,d on them), bwt to fee the adnliration of 
thofe na~ed people conc~rni~lg thenl, would have firi~cn you 
'into adnllranon r long tune 1t was before \ve could perfwade 
thenl that it \!Vas not a living creature, although they, were 
permitted Co t<;>uch and feel it, and yet arC: -the people very in
telligible, retaining; 'a great pare of the INgenuity and Gallan
try of the Englifh Nation) tho~gh .they have not that happy 
.means to expre(s themfelves; In thiS ~e{pea we may acconnt 
thenl fortunate)in th~t potfeffing little, they c~joy' ~11 'things, 
as being contented wlth what toey have, watUlng thofe' alure
rnents to nlifchief, which our, EuropeAn Countries are enriched 
with. I {hall not, dilate any further, no quelH0n but, tinlc win 
'tl1akc this Uland known better to'the world; 411 thatI {ball ever 
Jay of it is, that it is a place enriched \vith Nanfles abundance, 
deficient in'nothi~g condudbJe to the full:en~a.tion of ~ans life, 
~hich were it Manured by Ag.ri:-culture ~nd .Gat'de~ing , as 
other of Qur Eu, op'ean ~ountnes are,no qu~lhon ,but It would 
equal,if not exceed ,olany' which now pafs for prai{e worthy. 

FINIS. 


